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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The date of June 10, 1925, is one of the most 
significant dates in Canadian church history. On that date, 
t hree denominations, representing two strains of historic 
Christianity, merged. On that date, the Presbyterian 
Church in Canada and the Congregational Churches of Canada, 
representing historic Calvinism, and the Methodist Church, 
Canada, which represented historic Arminianism, united to 
form The United Church o f Canada. 
The 9onsummation of this union was achieved only after 
more than two decades of formal negotiation. The seeds of 
this union had been s own , however, long before negotiations 
began. Each of the uniting churches was itself a united 
church. The Presbyterian Church in Canada , which came into 
being fifty years prior to the formation of The United 
Church of Canada, was the result of nine different unions 
within that communion. The Methodist Church, Canada, which 
came into being forty-one years prior to its entry into The 
United Church of Canada, was the result of eight different 
unions within the Methodist family. The Congregational 
Churches of Canada, consummated a union even while they were 
negotiating union with the Presbyterians and Methodists, 
when nineteen years prior to the formation of The United 
Church of Canada, the Congregational Union of Canada was 
, 
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formed. Altogether then, nineteen different unions within 
the respective uniting churches preceded the union which 
created The United Church of Canada. 
The United Chur ch of Canada was created by an act of 
Par liament. This does not mean t hat The United Church of 
Canada is Canada' s s tate chur ch. Canada does not have a 
state church. But it does have a nat ional church, and The 
United Church of Canada is that national church. Its 
houses of worship dot the Canadian landscape, and its influ-
ence i s felt in practically every community. It feels a 
sens e of responsibility to all, regardless of race or color 
or creed. It provides a"' home''' for people of varying 
nationalities and backgrounds, as well as varying religious 
attitudes and convictions. The United Church of Canada is 
a "modern" church for 11modern 11 man •. 
This study concerns itself with the movement which 
brought The United Church of Canada into being. The writer 
is concerned not so much with the theology and the psychol-
ogy of the movement, as he is with the history of the move-
ment. Accordingly, the study will endeavor to set forth 
"how" The United Church of Canada came into being, and not 
0 wby" it ca."'tle into being. It will therefore trace the 
union movement step by step until its consummation on June 
10, 1925. 
The study will begin with the Canadian backgrounds of 
the uniting churches. It is the writer's opinion that an 
3 
overview of the beginnings, development, and particularly 
the union movements within the uniting churches is helpful 
for an understanding of the later movement that brought 
theae churches together. The study will show that even 
while tha uniting churches were effecting union within 
'their respective families, ·they were looking to a wider and 
more comprehensive union. 
The study will then take up the union movement proper. 
It will take note of the beginnings of the movement, and 
deal with early effor·ts at union which resulted in cooper-
ation between the uniting churches and the emergence of so-
called Local Union Churches. From this point the study 
will proceed to the period of formal negotiations toward 
the union. It will deal with the formation of union com-
mittees in the respective churches, leading to the formation 
of the Joint Union Conunittee, representative of the three 
negotiating churches. It will take up the work of the · 
Joint Union Committee and show how it went about its task 
of preparing a basis upon which the negotiating churches 
might effect a union. A number of problems facing the 
I 
framers of the Basis~ Union will also be noted and briefly 
considered. 
The study will then concern itself with the reaction 
of the negotiating churches, to the proposed Basis of Onion. 
It will show that both the Methodist and Congregational 
churches were prepared to take the final steps leading to 
4 
uni on, shortl y after the pr oposed Basis of Union was 
compl eted. It will al s o take not e of the long and bitter 
s t r uggl e within the Pr esbyterian Church, before a final 
decision to uni t e with the Methodi s ts and Congregationalists 
wae r eached. 
The s tudy will t hen proceed to the matter of securing 
enabling l egis l a t i on i n the Dominion Parliament and the 
Pr ovincial Legislat ur es. In this section of the study, the 
writer will deal wi th the preparation of the proposed legis-
lation, the i ntr oduction of that legislation into the 
Dominion Parliament and the Provincial Legis l atures, and 
the secur ing of enabli ng legislati on. In so doing, the 
study will t ake note of various efforts to have the legis-
l ation disqualif ied, defeated, and modified in the interests 
of the non- concurring churches . 
After showing that enabling legislation was secured, 
the study will proceed to the consummation of the union. 
This section of the study will take note of some of the 
problems , tensions and rivalries connected with taking a 
vote in the churches. It will also describe the impressive 
inaugural service in which the union was consummated, and 
will give a brief report on the state of the church at the 
consummation of the union. A summary statement, attempting 
to draw all the sections of the study together, and an 
attempt at evaluating the movement, will conclude the study. 
I 
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The study is of necessity limited in scope and extent. 
Its primary objective is to give a factual account of the 
movement which led to the union of the three churches in 
questiono The study is handicapped by reason of the fact 
that the writer was constrained to work with limited sources. 
Valuable materials such as personal correspondence of Joint 
Conunittee personnel, minutes of meetings and conferences 
held by various committees and subcommittees, suggestions 
of groups and individuals to committees, were not available 
to the writer. Some of these materials have been lost, and 
those whioh are extant reside in the archives of The United 
Church of Canada, to which the writer did not have access. 
The writer did, nevertheless, have access to a nwnber 
of valuable primary source materials. The Joint Union 
Committee prepared historical statements from time to time, 
which were published together with the Basis .Q!. Union in 
1924. Historical sunnnaries appeared also from time to time 
in the~~ Proceedings of the General Assembly of the 
Presbyterian Church in Canada. The latter, together with 
the Journal ,2! Proceedin9~ .of the Methodist General Confer-
ence, and the Canadian Congregational Yearbook, formed a 
valuable source of information. Then too, the Record~ 
Proceedings of the First General Council of The United 
Church of Canada, contains reports of various committees 
and boards, which also provide a valuable source of inform-
ation. The united Church 2f Canada~ was valuable as a 
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source of legislative data. 
A number of the authors quoted by the writer also 
furnish primary source material. Men like Dr. s. D. Chown, 
who was the last General Superintendent of the Methodist 
Church; Dr~ George c. Pidgeon, who became first Moderator 
of The United Church of Canada; Thomas B. Kilpatrick; Dr. 
Ephraim Scott, a vigorous opponent of unioni and Gershom w. 
Mason, who was legal counsel for the subcommittee on Law 
and Legislation, all were "on the scene. 11 The information 
they supply is that of eyewitnesses who actively partici-
pated, in one capacity or another, in the union movement. 
The writer has endeavored te make a frank and fair 
presentation of the facts at his disposal. If facts have 
been misconstrued or someone has been misinterpr~ted, it 
was purely unintentiona-1. It is the writer's hope that 
this study will make at least a small contribution to the 
history of the .union movement in particular, and to church 
history in general. He himself has benefited greatly from 
this study. It is his hope that the reader may benefit in 
like manner. 
CHAPTER II 
CANADI~.N BACKGROUNDS OP THE UNITING CHURCHES 
The Congregationalists 
To understand and ~ppreciate the movement within 
Canadian Protestant Christianity, culminating on June 10, 
1925, in the union of the Congregational, Methodist, a.&,d 
Presbyterian Churches of Canada, it is well to acquaint 
oneself with the Canadian backgrounds of the three uniting 
churches. The union of 1925 was really the clim~~ to union 
movements that were a part of ·the background and develop-
ments of the churches concerned. It will be the writer's 
purpose therefore, in this chapter, to present a brief 
overview of the beginnings of the three churches in· Canada, 
and show how they consolidated their forces by ·1 a process of 
amalgamation and union. 
By far the smallest numerically, and least influential 
territorially, of the three uniting churches, was the Con-
gregational Union of Canada. c. E. Silcox, referring to 
the Congregationalists in his comprehensive study of Church 
Union in Canada, says that, "in 1925, when Church Union was 
conswmnated, they were so small numerically that in the 
public mind they hardly en-t~ered the picture at all, and the 
union was thought of quite coJilllonly as a Presbyterian-
8 
Methodist affair. 11 1 
Congregationalism in Canada stemmed in the main from 
two s·treams of j.mmigration.. One stream flowed from the New 
England States into the Maritime Provinces of Canada, and 
the other stream flowed from England into Lower Canada. 
The first appearance of Congregationalism in Canada 
was made in the Province of Nova Scotia. About the year 
1750, Mather 0 s Church in Halifax was founded as the first 
dissenting congregation in Canada.2 Later in the decade 
the first extensive settlements in Nova Scotia were made by 
New England settlers, who had been promised religious lib-
erty by the Nova Scotia legislature. These New England 
settlers were of Puritan stock and had been raised in Con-
gregational churches. By the year 1770 there were seven 
Congregational ministers in Nova Scotia.3 
The New Englanders settled also in various parts of the 
Maritime Provinces generally, and organized churches. Just 
prior to the American Revolution, however, a goodly number 
of them returned to the United States. This caused no small 
hardship to the congregations they left behind, and was one 
le. E. Silcox, Church Union in Canada, Its Causes and 
Consequences (New York: Instituteof Social and Religious 
Research, 1933), p. 46. 
2w. G. Wallace, "Congregationalism," Encyclopedia 
Canadiana (Ottawa: The Grolier Society of Canada Limited, 
1958) , III, 70. 
3Ibid. 
g 
of the contributing factors to the collapse of the early 
Congregational endeavor in Nova Scotia. The JUnerican Revo-
lution also served to separate the Congregational churches 
from their Associati ons on the American side of the border, 
with the result that they could no longer rely on a supply 
of minister s from New England, a.~d consequently accepted 
the ministrations of Scottish Presbyterians. 
A 'third factor adversely affecting Congregationalism 
in Nova Scotia was the invasion of Newlightism, a religious 
revolt thut occurred in Nova Scotia during the height of 
the American Revolution, and "was characterized by an 
u.,usual amount of enthusiasm for things of the spirit."-
The central figure in the Newlight movement in Nova 
Scotia was Henry Alline, a native of Newport, Rhode Island. 
When still a boy, he moved with his parents to Falmouth, 
Nova Scotia. 'l'hough poorly educated, he seems to have been 
a voracious reader of religious books of varying kinds, 
some of which made a deep and lasting irlpression on him. 
Alline was a deeply religious individual and placed a great 
deal of emphasis on the assurance of individual salvation. 
He conducted a brief but energetic ministry. Preaching his 
message of personal regeneration, which H. H. Walsh char-
acterizes as a 11 strange mixture of various systems of 
4a. a. Walsh, The Christian Church~ Canada (Toronto: 
The Ryerson Press, !956), P• 117. 
• 
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theology"S he visited all the chief settlements in the 
Maritime Provinces and every center where a Congregational 
church had been established. His energetic ministry was 
not without effect as he spread his gospel of Newlightism, 
and in some instances succeeded in breaking up existing 
societies and planting Newlight congregations beside them. 
Alline literally "burned himself out" and died at a very 
early age. He had left his mark, however, and the New-
lightism which he preached had, before its disappearance 
from the scene, succeeded in practically destroying the 
Congregational Church in the Maritimes. Since most of the 
Ne,11light congregations formed a nucleus for the first Bap-
tist Convention in Nova Scotia, Henry Alline is regarded as 
the father of the Baptist Church in that province. 6 
During the early years of its existence in Canada, 
congregationa.liam received practically no help from England, 
and, after the oi,tbreak of the American Revolution, very 
little help was received from New England. During the 
first two decades of the nineteenth century however, the 
London Missionary Society dio. manage to send several minis-
ters to Canada. As a result, Congregationalism found its 
way to Quebec, when Clark Bentom, sent out by the 
5Ibid., P• 120. 
6silcox, 2£• ~-, P• 41 • 
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Missionary Society, founded a church there in 1801.7 This 
particular congregation underwent a whole series of changes 
until it eventually became a Presbyterian church. 
Eighteen years later the first Congregational church 
was organized in Ontario under rather strange circumstances. 
This was in reality a union church, inasmuch as its member-
ship consisted partly of Congregationalists and partly of 
Presbyterians. The organization they effected was called 
The Congregational-Presbyterian Prince of Peace Society. 
Inasmuch as they did not have a minister, the local school-
teacher was recruited and ordained as their minister. 
Even though a number of the ministers sent to Canada 
under the auspices of the London Missionary Society affili-
ated with the Presbyterians shortly after their arrival, 
Congregationalism began to show some signs of progress. In 
1827 the Congregationalists, together with the Baptists and 
Presbyterians, organized a Home Missionary Society with the 
object of promoting Christianity in the country. The first 
secretary of the Society was Henry Wilkes "to whom possibly 
more than to anyone else the later development of Congrega-
tionalism ia due."8 To a degree the Society achieved its 
objectives. It assisted in establishing many churches, 
some of them union churches, but many of them purely 
7Ibid. 
-
8tbid., p. 43. 
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Congregationalo Before too long , however, the Baptists 
withdrew and formed their own society, while only a few 
Presbyterians retained an active interest. 
Subsequent to the consolidation of Congregationalism 
in the homeland, Congregationalism received new impetus in 
the form of substantial assistance from England. The result 
was that Congregationalism began to progress rather rapidly 
in the Maritime Provinces , in Quebec, and particularly in 
Ontario. In the wake of this progress the churches formed 
the Congregational Union of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 
in 1846 , and seven years later the existing unions in 
Ontario and Quebec were amalgamated to form the Congrega-
tional Union of Ontario and Quebec.9 
While Congregationalism progressed and attained a 
certain stature in Eastern Canada, it made very little pro-
gress in the West. One of the first and few Congregational 
churches in the West was organized under the auspices of 
the Colonial Missionary Society whose purpose was to plant 
Congregational churches in all the British Colonies. The 
Society sent w. F. Clarke ·to Victoria on Vancouver Island, 
where a congregation was organized in 1859.io At that time 
Victoria harbored a considerable number of colored people 
seeking asylum from the United States. The minister also 
9~d. 
iowalsh, 22• ~., P• 261. 
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did some work among the colored refugees for which he was 
branded a "nigger preacher," reported to the Colonial 
Missionary Society, censured, and withdrawn. The endeavor 
at Victoria consequently collapsed. 
Practically nothing further was done in the West until 
almost twenty years after the Victoria venture. A few 
Congregational churches sprouted here and there, some of 
which were the result of strife and dissension within Pres-
byterian ranks. Congregationalism only touched a few of 
the major centers of the West, and hardly ventured into 
frontier territory at all. The net result was that Congre-
gational numbers and influence were practically nil in the 
West. 
In the eastern part of the country Congregationalism 
was involved in a movement to consolidate its forces. Ref-
erence has been made to the Congregational Union of Ontario 
and Quebec. Shortly after formal negotiations between the 
Presbyterians, Methodists and Congregationalists began, the 
above-mentioned unions amalgamated, in 1906, to form the 
Congregational Union of Canada,11 and a year later took in 
a number of churches in affiliation with the United Brethren 
in Christ, on a somewhat federal basis. 
llThe Canadian Coniregational Yearbook, 1906-!!Q.!, 
Thirty-Fourth Annual Vo ume (Toronto: Congregational Pub-
lishing Company, 1906), p. 22. 
·,, 
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By t his time t he Congregationalis t s were r i pe for s ome 
sort of wider union . Though Congregati onalism had become 
a r ecogni zed and r espectable conununi on, it faced a nu.i-nber 
of pr oble..Tt\S which di d not seem to admit of any satisfactory 
solution, outsi d~ perhaps, of union with one or severa l 
larger and n1ore i nfluential colllYnu;.1ions. Ea : ·ly in its 
Canadian hi story Congregationali sm had lost its connection 
wi ·ch New England ·Ulrough the war of t he American Revolution . 
The mother church i :!.'l E:.-1gl and wa s exceedi ngly s low i n organ-
izing i:o:!: .::.c·c.ion , a nd whe n sh£l f inally did, it ~,as too l a te 
to be 0£ any real cmd l a s ting assi s t ance in Can e.da. Then 
too , Congzegationa l ism received lit tle or no benefit f rom 
European immigra t i on i nto Canada. Coupled with this was 
the f act t hat it lost s ome of its bes t leaders beth to the 
United Stutes and to ot her denominations on the Cana<!ian 
scene, p&rticularl y the Pr esbyterians. The f ewness of 
Congregational numbers, and the decentral ized form of gov-
ex.·runent, with its emphasis on the independence of the 
individual congregation, held out little hope for expansion 
in the vas t and sparsely settlea Dominion of Canada. Con-
sequently, when overtures for union with larger and more 
influential bodies were made, it seemed the wise and 
expedient thing for the Congregationalists to accede to, 
and even promote such a union. 
15 
The Methodists 
The second of the three unit ing churches to come under 
consideration is the Methodist Church of Canada. Methodism, 
in the words of H. H. Walsh, "has long been recognized as 
one of the determining influences in shaping the national 
character of English-speaking Canada. 11 1 2 Two characteris-
tics of Methodism combined to give it a distinct advantage 
over its rivals on the Canadian frontier, and validate the 
claim made by Walsh. One of these characteristics of 
Methodism was its "class meeting" which had been organized 
by its founder, John Wesley, with the purpose of keeping 
his followers true to their conversion experiences. The 
other characteristic was the "circuit system" with its itin-
erant ministry. The former served as a check on the extrav-
agances of religious enthusiasm, and the latter was very 
well suited for the supervision of isolated settlements on 
the wild Canadian frontier. Consequently, Methodist nwnbers 
and influence in Canada grew to rather significant propor-
tions. 
Exactly when Methodism had its beginnings in Canada is 
difficult to determine. It first appeared in what is now 
Canada, in the person of Laurence Coughlin. Coughlin had 
been one of Wesley's preachers and came to the colony of 
12walsh, 22• ~., p. 123. 
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Newfoundland in 1765.13 The following year he was formally 
engaged for work in the colony by the Society for the Prop-
agation of the Gospel, and later ordained by the Bishop of 
London. Though officially a minister of the Church of 
England, his preaching and practice continued to be Method-
ist. His work met with a considerable amount of opposition 
both from within and without the church, with the result 
that he left Newfoundland less than ten years after his 
arrival, a thoroughly discouraged and weary man. His work 
had not been in vain, however, and though the field was 
later occupied by a succession of laymen, the cause of Meth-
odism which he had planted, continued to make progress. 
In the Maritime Provinces of Canada, Methodism in Nova 
Scotia was largely indebted to two different streams of 
immigration. One consisted of Yorkshire, England Methodists 
who settled in Cumberland County, beginning in 1772. 1~ A 
notable Methodist leader, characterized by one Methodist 
historian as the "Apostle of Methodism in the Eastern Prov-
inces,"15 emerged from the ranks of these immigrants in the 
person of William Black. A Newlightist revival had broken 
13J. E. Sanderson, The First Cent~ of Methodism in 
Canada (Toronto: William'1irlggs, l908~I-;-13. ---
1~~., pp. 16, 17. 
tswilliam Briggs et. al., Centennial of Canadian~-
odism (Torontos William Bnggs1 Montreala C. W. Coates1 
Halifax: s. F. Huestis, 1891), P• 27. 
17 
out among the Yorkshire Methodists within a decade of their 
arrival in Nova Scotia. William Black was converted during 
the course of this revival. Consequently, at an early age 
he left his home, and without instruction or appointment 
embarked on an extensive evangelistic campaign. His efforts 
resulted in the extension of Methodist principles and the 
founding and perpetuating of a goodly number of Wesleyan 
societies. 
William Black's ministry was a series of triumphs as 
he moved from one Maritime province to another; not 
only in the number of converts he gained for Methodism 
but also for the men of eminence and rank in Maritime 
society that he brought into the new rnovement.16 
As a result of Black's energetic and fruitful ministry 
his following was soon too large to be taken care of by 
himself. Black appealed to Wesley for missionaries from 
England. When England failed to help him, he appealed to 
the Methodists in the United States. In answer to his plea, 
the Methodists in the United States assigned Freeborn 
Garretson and James Cromwell for work in Nova Scotia. They 
arrived in Halifax in 1785 and began their work. 17 From 
that date on Methodism became firmly established in Nova 
Scotia. 
Two years prior to the arrival of Garretson and 
Cromwell in Halifax, the United Empire Loyalists landed in 
16walsh, 22• ~-, P• 128. 
17sanderson, 22• ~-, P• 19. 
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the Eastern Provincea of Canada. Thus, 1783 is a signifi-
cant date in Methodist his tory, significant beca\lse, as one 
Methodist hist orian put it , 
By a coincidence whioh one cai1not but regard as provi-
dential, that great evangelistic movement initiated by 
Mr . Bl a ck t ook defii1it.e shape just in tin'te to become a 
mighty moulding influence for a new population, esti-
mated a:t not les s t han ·twenty thous and, and to f orm a 
potent factor in the development of a fine tyoe of 
na tionul and r eligious life in '~~e Provinces.ls 
'this was the second stream of immigration to which Method-
i sm in Nova Scotia was indebted. Without doubt, this straam 
of i mmigz:ation gave Mari time Methodism, and i1athodism in New 
~ru.m,wi ck in par ticulaz-, a real shot i n. the ar.m. It also 
gave i ·t a. highly benef icial ·tie with the Uethoclist Episcopal 
Church of the United States. Hereaf -t.er Z.lethodism flourished 
in ~he Maritime Pr ovinces and while i~ did encounter period-
i c cetbacks and never did outstrip the P~esbyterians or the 
Bapti sts in numbers, it did gain considerable strength and 
inf luence. 
The f irs·i: Methodist preacher in what is today l~nown as 
Quebec was Commissary Tuffey, a British officer of the 44th 
Regiment, who came to Quebec in 1780. 1 9 Tuffey began hold-
ing services among the soldiers and immigrants, and contin-
ued till his regiment was disbanded and he returned to 
England. 
18Briggs, ~· £!.!:_., P• 30. 
19sanderaon, 22.• cit., P• 23. 
19 
In what is today known as Ontario, another British 
officer , Major George Neal, was responsible for the intro-
duction of Methodi sm. Six years after Mr. Tuffey began his 
activities in Quebec, Neal began to preach on the Niagara 
frontier, and continued his efforts for some years. 
Following the close of the American Revolution, midway 
between the year that Tuffey began activities in Quebec and 
Neal began his activities on the Niagara frontier, Methodist 
settlers ca.me from the United States and established them-
selves along the St. Lawrence River and about the Bay of 
Quinta. These Methodist settlers were, and rew.ained until 
after the War of 1812, a part of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church in the United States. 
In the wake of these settlers came the Methodist itin-
erants from the United States. The year 179020 witnessed 
the coming of the first of these itinerants, in the person 
of William Losee. Losee ca.~e to Canada to visit some United 
Empire Loyalist friends, While visiting with them he 
preached several sermons and so impressed his hearers that 
they asked him to become their minister. Losee consequently 
petitioned the New York Methodist Conference, which he was 
serving, and received authorization to form a Canadian cir-
euit. He then returned to Canada and took up his work in 
earnest. Losee was followed into Canada by a succession of 
20Briggs, ~· cit., p. 56. 
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itinerants from the United States, notable among whom were 
Nathan Bangs , William Case and Henry Ryan. The resultant 
close association o f early Methodi sm in Canada with Method-
ism in the United States was a great boon to the former, 
for probably ho other religious group could command such 
b acki.ng and was so well equipped by nature , organization 
and exper ience, to cope with the mass movements and needs 
of people on t.~e front ier. 
This same beneficial association with t he Methodist 
P.pi~copal Church i n the Uni t ed Stat es beca.~e a detriment to 
Canadi.ru.1 Methodism during ·the War o :e 1812 and subsequent 
years. The British Wesleyans began to send mlss ion~~ias 
i~to Canada , and the result was that Methodism in Canada 
began to be troubled with the problems of British or Ameri-
can affi.li ation. N~edless to say , feel:lng ran quite high 
a t t i mes. Many of the early Wesleyan missionarias fr.om 
England refus ed to s tay and went home . Others replaced 
t hem, however, and competition continued. apace. 
In 1820 an agreement was reached between the British 
We sleyans and the Methodist Epj.scopal Church. 21 By terms 
of the agraement the British Wesleyans were to occupy what 
is now Quebec and the Methodist Episcopal Church was to 
continue to occupy what is nO\f Ontario. Wit..~in a few years 
the agreement was violated and a new controversy began to rage. 
--·---
21s11cox, 2£• ~!!_., P• 48. 
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In addition to the various Wesleyan and Methodist Epis-
copal affiliates in Canada, there emerged also a number of 
smaller Methodist bodies. One of these smaller Methodist 
bodies was the New Connexion group, whose missionaries had 
come from England to Quebec and established some work. In 
the yeaz 183722 one of the New Connexion missionaries ap-
peared in Ontario and initiated negotiations with a small 
Wesleyan society there, with the result that the two merged.23 
Another small group was the Primitive Methodist Church. 
Two Primitive Me~"lodist laymenp William Lawson and Robert 
Wallter, migrated to Canada from Englai,d in 1829, 2 '+ and 
organized a society based on Primitive Methodist principles, 
in what is now Toronto o They applied for help to the Prira-
i ti ve Methodists of England and received it. The work was 
strongest !n the agricultural districts and spread to vari-
ous points in Ontario. 
Still another small group in Canadian Methodism 
was the Canada Bible Christian Church. In 183125 the 
Bible Christian Society of England appointed two of its 
missionaries for work in Canada. One of these mission-
aries, Francia Wetherall, established his work in Prince 
22Ibid. 
-
23Methodiat mergers and unions will be dealt with 
later in the chapter. 
2~Sanderson, 22• ~., II, 406. 
25~., p. 426. 
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Edward Island and the other, John H. Eynon, in Ontario. 
Most of ·the work done by this body was done in these two 
Provir.cGis. 
About one hundred years after the int z-oduction of 
Methodism in Nova Scot.:i.a , Canadian Me·t h odi.sm was s·:ill very 
much divide d . Dur i ng that first century of their e:dstence 
in Canada the various Methodist bodies were busily engilged 
in extending their fields of activity, strengthe~ing the 
work within those respective fields, organizing district 
meetings and conferences, and ac'ti ~TfJly competing with other 
denomi nations as we ll as with one another. Neverthe l ess, a 
number of mergers and unions did t ake place during the last 
half of cllnt first century of. their exis'i:ence i.n Canad::\, 
all of which were f orerunners of a grand Methodist w,ion in 
Canada. 
Over a period of inore than half a century, beginning 
with the year 1820, Methodism in Cana6a underwent a total 
of eight different unions, involving some sixteen separate 
bodie.s and culminating in the grand union o i 1844. The 
agreement of 1620 between the British Wesleyans and the 
Methodist Episcopal Church of the United States has already 
been referred to.26 When four years after the agreement 
was made, the churches of that territory occupied by the 
Methodist Episcopal Church formed a separate conference, 
2.&supra, p. 20. 
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and aga.:i.n four years after that were recognized as an 
autonomous communion, known as the Episcopal Methodist 
Church in Canada , the B:ri t ish Wesley ans con.side red this a 
v iolat .ion of t he agreement and promptly sent missionaries 
into ·:::h:.ts terrl tory. This led to a controversy which in 
turn led to a union of the British Wesleyan Conference with 
the Methodist Episcopal Church in Canada, now called the 
Wesleyan Methodist Church in British North America. The 
union was consummated in 1833. 2 7 Two years later a sepa-
ration occurred and a new Methodist Episcopal Church in 
Canada came into being, and maintained a separate existence 
until the union of 1884. 
A succession of unions within Methodism followed in 
the years 1837, 1843, 1847 and 1854 leading to a rather sig-
nificant union in 1874, when The Methodist Church in Canada 
came into being. This newest Methodist body brought to-
gether the Wesleyan Methodists of the Maritime Provinces, 
the Wesleyan Methodists of Ontario and Quebec, and the New 
Connexion Methodists. Subsequent to this union there were 
four Methodist bodies in Canada still unrelated, namely, 
the above-mentioned Methodist Church in Canada; The Method-
ist Episcopal Church in Canada, The Primitive Methodist 
Church in Canada; and, The Bible Christian Church. 28 
27sanderson, ~·£!!.,I, 302-315. 
2esilcox, 22• ~., P• 51. 
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These f our bodJ.es, looking toward a grand Methodist union, 
conducted union negotiat.j.ons over a period of several years, 
and on Septembe r 5 , J.883, adopted a basis for union to be-
come e ffe ctive July 1 , 1884 . 2 9 The name chosen for the 
unit ed body '\·1as The l.i!et.."1odi.s t. Ch uzch o 3 o 
The combined s t~ength o f The Methodist Church at the 
consu,.Tu"Uation of union i·1as as follows : Total number of min-
iste r s , i ncluding superannuated or supernumerary, and 
probatione rs, l,6441 total number of membars, 169,903, 
157,752 of which wei:e considered to hold full membership, 
and 12,151 of which held probationary membership.31 
Subsequent to ~e union of 1884, the Methodists became 
a rather aggressive church, particularly in Western Canada. 
Pursuing a vigorous and energetic mission policy, Methodism 
soon had spiritual commitments from the Atlantia to the Pa-
cific. In addition, Methodism became very much involved in 
social work. By the beginning of the twentieth century, 
Methodism seemed to have reached its height, and commitments 
across the country were becoming a tremendous strain on its 
resources of men and money. A desire to ease the burden 
through some sort of church union began to manifest itself 
among the Methodists. 
29sanderson, g,e,. ~., II, 402. 
IOsee Appendix A for a graphic account of Methodist 
unions. 
31sanderaon, 22• ~., 404. 
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The Pr esbyterians 
The history of Presbyterianism in Canada is an 
ext remely complex ~ubject. It is largely the record of a 
r ather compli cat ed 3eri es of divisions and unions within 
the Pr esbyte rian family . The P~esby~eri an f amil y in Canada 
was f or all practical purposes consolidated in the grcmd 
union of 1875 when The Pr~sbyterian Church in Canada came 
into being. But even then there were dissenting voices and 
non-concurring ministers and congregations, as there were 
i n 1925 , when The Presbyteri&n Chuxch in Canada, as a 
chur ch, entered The United Church of Canada. As a matter 
of f ~ct, there is still today a continuing Presbyterian 
Chur ch in Canada. It will be the writer's purpose in this 
sect ion of tha cllapter, to attempt to unravel some of the 
complicated threads of Presbyter!&, history in Canada, and 
show that the Presbyterian family attained to an ~ppreciable 
measure of peace and consolidation. 
John Thomas McNeill, one of the historians of Presby-
terianism in Canada, says: 
The Presbyterian Church in Canada may be thought of as 
a river that has received many tributaries. One who 
explores the upper waters will at once observe that 
most of the tributarv streams can be traced back to 
the Church of Scotland. But there are rivulets of 
other origin as well, which he will not fail to chart.'2 
32John T. McNeill, The Presbyterian Church in Canada, 
1875-1925 (Toronto: General Board, Presbyterian Church in 
ciiiid~925), p. 1. 
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Presbyterian history in Canada begins about the middle 
of the eighteenth century. It is claimed, however, that 
t he r e were Presbyterians in Canada long before that.33 One 
source places them as early as 1600.34 These early "Pres-
l:>y teriru.1:J, 11 it is claimed, were Huguenots, or French Prot-
estan·ts of Calvinistic persuasion. There is no record of 
significant Huguenot contributions to Presbyterianism in 
Canada, nevertheless, one would suppose they could be con-
sid.ex-ed one of the "rivulets of other origin" inasmuch as 
some of their descendants were known to be of the Presby-
t er:tan faith. 
Another "rivulet of other origin11 were the Dutch and 
the Germans. Shortly after the middle of the eighteenth 
century, a considerable migration from Holland and Germany 
to Canada took plaoe. Among these immigrants were many 
German- speaking Reformed or Presbyterian people. It is 
interesting to note that in connection with this group of 
immigrants there occurred the first Presbyterian union of a 
sort, i n Canada. The German-speaking immigrants were unable 
to secure the services of a minister. To solve the problem, 
one of their own number, Bruin Romcas Comingoe, was ordained 
according to Presbyterian orders, on July 3, 1770, by a 
''William Gregg, History of the Presbyterian Church In 
The Dominion of Canada (Toronto: """i'resbyterlan Printing and 
Publishing Company, 1885), P• 27. 
s~McNe!ll, £2• £!!., p. 4. 
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temporarily constituted presbytery of two Presbyter!~ and 
two Congregational ministers, at Halifax, Nova Scotia.BS 
Th:ts temporarily-constituted presbytery serves as an 
introduction to yet another "rivulet of other origin" 
inasmuch as one of the ministers ~ho participated in 
Comingoe's ordination was the Presbyterian, James Lyon. 
Lyon, a graduate of Princeton, had been sent to Nova Scotia 
by the presbytery of New Brunswick, New Jersey .. He minis-
ter.ad largely to Presbyterians of Irish origin, most of 
whom had come to Nova Scotia shortly aftez the middle of 
the eighteenth century and just prior to the Scottish mi-
gration into Canada, settling in localJ.ties like Halifax, 
i?ictou, Truro and Onslow • .James Lyon is reputed to have 
been the first Presby·terian minister to labor i.n Canada 
since the days of the early Huguenot ministers.36 
The permanent foiu,da~ions of Presbyterianism in Nova 
Scotia were laid by missionaries of the Burgher (Associate) 
and Anti-burgher (General Associate) Synods. Both were 
Scottish secession groups and had divided on a matter of 
35Gregg, 21?.• ~., p. 68. 
36McNeill, 2£• ~., P• 5. 
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conscienoeo37 The former had appointed the Rev. Daniel 
Cock for worJc in Nova Scotia, which he undertook at Truro 
in the same year in which Comingoe had been ordained. With• 
in a period of years he was joined by two ministers of the 
same Synod, and in 1786 the three ministers, together with 
two laymen, formed tha first permanent-type presbytery in 
Canada, nainely, the Burgher Presbytery of Truro.!8 
In the same year in which the Burgher Presbytery of 
Trur o was organized, Rev. James MacGregor came to Pictou, 
·where J'runes Lyon had served. MacGregor was an An·ti-burgher 
and as such refused overtures to co-operate with the Pres-
bytery of Truro. With Pictou as a base of operations he 
labored faithfully and long, organizing congregations, 
building churches, ministering in a great many settlements 
throughout Nova Scotia and introducing Presbyterianism to 
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. In answer to his 
appeal for help, the Anti-burgher Synod sent two men to 
assist him and upon their arrival an Anti-burgher presbytery 
was formed at Pictou in the year 1795,39 consisting of three 
S7Burgher and Anti-burgher Synods were the result of a 
split in the Associate Synod of the Secession Church in 
Scotland. The former was willing to take the oath insisted 
upon by the government for all who wished to be recognized 
as Burghers (citizens). The latter refused to take the 
oath, hence, Anti-burgher, and a split in the synod. 
38McNeill, ~· ~., P• 7. 
19Gregg, 22• cit., p. 105. 
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ministers and a layman. In twenty-two years the old 
differences between the Burghers and Anti-burghers were for-
gotten and the two presbyteries, together with the presby-
tery of Halifax, formed the Synod of the Presbyterian Church 
of Nova Scotia. This is what Dr. s. D. Ch.own, the last Gen-
eral Superintendent of the Methodj.st Church in Canada, has 
called the "first church Ul'lion in Canada. n .. O 
In the meantime, the Church of Scotland, headwaters 
for a majority of the 11 tributary streams" of Presbyterianism 
in Canada, had en·tered the Mari time Provinces. During the 
latter part of the eighteenth century there was a large in-
flux of Presbyterians into the Maritimes and the Church of 
Scotland did some work among them. However, until the 
Glasgow Colonial Society was organized in 1825,41 the Church 
of Scotland made no organized effort to send ministers into, 
or establish itself firmly in the Maritimes. Spasmodic 
efforts only were made. A Church of Scotland minister came 
to Halifax in 1783 and became pastor of Mather's Church ... 2 
His stay was brief and uncomfortable due to the fact that 
the congregation consisted partly of New Englanders, partly 
of Scotch, partly of dissenters, and partly of those who 
1tos. o. Chown,!!!!, Sto!}' ~ Church Union~ Canada 
(Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 1930), P• 9. 
It lGregg, ~· cit., p·. 119. 
lt2supra, p. 8. Also known as the Protestant Dissent-
ing House and later called st. Matthew's Church. 
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adhered to the Church of Scotland. In subsequent years a 
number of other ministers who had been trained in the Church 
of Scotland came to the Maritimes, acme of whom worked under 
the auspices of the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Nova 
Scotia, while others retained their old country connection. 
The work during this period was unorganized. But after 
the Glasgow Colonial Society was organized, it financed, 
directed and systematized widespread mission work and organ-
ized many congregations true to Presbyterianism in Nova 
Scotia. Nevertheless the work of the former flourished and 
was formally organized with the formation of the Presbytery 
of New Brunswick in connection with the Church of Scotland, 
in 1833.~s Two years later the work was further organized 
when the Presbytery of New Brunswick became a Synod together 
with the Presbyteries of St. John and Miramichi. 
Even while Presbyterianism was making strides in the 
Maritime Provinces, people of Presbyterian persuasion expe-
rienced the faithful and fruitful services of Presbyterian 
ministers in that portion of Canada which now constitutes 
the provinces of Ontario and Quebec. The history of Pres-
byterianism in these two Brovinces begins at the city of 
Quebec. A Presbyterian congregation was established there 
some time after Quebec was captured by General Wolfe in 
~SGregg, 5?.e• cit., p. 331. 
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1759.ltlt The first pastor of the congregation, George Henry 
by name, had been ordained in the Church of Scotland' and · 
has the distinction of being the first Presbyterian minis-
ter in that p~ovincee After a p~storate of thirty years, 
the latter of which were almost tot.ally inactive, Henry was 
succeeded by another Church of Scotland minister, Dr. 
Alexander Spark , who served the congregation over a period 
of twenty-four years until his death in 1819.lts Meanwhile, 
a contemporary of Oro Spark, also a Church of Scotland min-
ister, and a former army chaplain, . John Bethune, pioneered 
Presbyterianism in the city of Montreal. After a brief 
stay i n Montreal he moved to Williamstown in Glengarry 
County, Ontario. In this area he conducted a long and 
fruitful ministry primarily among United Empire Loyalists 
who had migrated to the area from the United States. 
During these years the Church of Scotland endeavor in 
Ontario and Quebec was largely unorganized. It was left to 
the Dutch Reformed Church of the United States to make the 
first systematic effort to send missionaries into the area 
under consideration, which it did just before the turn of 
the century. 
While Bethune and the Dutch Reformed ministers were at 
work in the eastern and central part of what is now Ontario, 
.... ~., p. 145. 
ltS~., pp. 148-151. 
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other Presbyterian ministers found their way into the 
Niagara district, most of them by way of the United States, 
and organized a considerable number of congregations. A 
number of presbyteries were organized in the area, and in 
addition to them a number of individual congregations 
sprouted as offshoots of American presbyteries. By the 
year 1833 there were a number of active presbyteries repre-
senting three strains of Presbyterians in the area now con-
stituting Ontario and Quebec. The Presbytery of the Canadas 
had been formed in 1818, and was composed largely of Seces-
sionist ministers.1t6 This presbytery was constituted a 
synod in 1820, but failed, and was reorganized as the United 
Presbytery of Upper Canada. 4 7 In 1831 it became the United 
Synod of Upper Canada, just one week after the formation of 
the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Canada in Connection 
with the Church of Scotland. Nine years later these two 
synods united under the name of the latter.~& 
By this time the presbyteries of Stamford and Niagara 
were also in existence, the latter having been organized in 
1833. ~he following year a new body was organized in the 
territory under consideration, namely, a branch of the re-
united Secession Church of Scotland. This group was active 
,&Silcox, 22· cit., p. 64. 
~7McNeill, 5?E.• cit., p. 13. 
lt8Ibid. 
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primarily in Western Ontario, although it did organize a 
congregation in Montreal. In 1843 this presbytery became a 
synod and fourteen~:years later assumed the name of the 
United Presbyterian Church in Canada .~9 
Meanwhile, Presbyterianism penetrated, though ever so 
slightly, into the vast area west of Ontario. Through the 
instrumentality of Lord Selkirk, Presbyterian settlers came 
to the Red River Settlement in what is now Manitoba, in 1812 
and subsequent years. It was not till 1851 however, t~at 
the first Presbyterian missionary came to the area in the 
person of John Black. During the intervening years a goodly 
number of Presbyterians had attached themselves to other 
communi ons, notably the Anglican. For eleven years Black 
was the only Presbyterlan minister in the area. Eventually 
however, other Presbyterian mi.ssionaries came and labored 
not only among the Red River settlers, but also among the 
Indians and settlers right to the shores of the Pacific 
Ocean. so 
Thus, by the middle of the eighteenth century the time 
had come for a divided Presbyterianism to consolidate its 
work in Canada. One historian put it this way: 
49Ibid., P• 14. 
50Gregg, 2£• oit., p. 574. 
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by the middle of the century the Church had followed 
settlement to all parts, and possessed the means of 
perpetuat ing its elf and the promise of great expansion. 
Too obviously that expansion was hampered by disunion. 
But the Scottish ideal of a national church had never 
been lost, even ainong those whom conscience drove into 
Se cessi on . And now wi thin the various Presbyterian 
bodies i n Canad~ there arose a desire for union which 
would not be denied .51 
The r eader' s attention is now directed t o a brief 
account of Presbyterian consolidation by way of unions.52 
Prior t o 1860, t wo significant unions had taken place within 
Presbyt erianism. In 1817 the Burgher Presbytery of Truro 
and the Anti-burgher Presbytery of Pictou , together with a 
f ew Church of Scotland ministers, had formed the Synod of 
Nova Scotia. 53 Then in 1840 the United Synod of Upper 
Canada and the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Canada 
in Connection with the Church of Scotland united under the 
name of the latter. 
During a period of sixteen years, beginning with 1860, 
eight distinct Presbyterian bodies representing considerable 
variations in outlook , tradition and customs, were drawn 
together in a series of unions culminating in the grand 
union of 1875. The state of Presbyterianism in Canada 
51McNeill, !:?2.• ~., P• 15. 
Stsee Appendix A for a graphic account of Presbyterian 
unions. 
sswilliam Gregg, Short Histo~ g,! ~ Presbyterian 
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Present Time (Second Ed!tion, Reviiec:I; Toronto: c. Blackett 
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during the decade preceding 1860 was as follows: there were 
eight distinct and self-governing bodies, not counting the 
presbytery of Stamford, previously referred to. Five of 
these bodies were active in the Maritime P~ovinces and the 
other three were active in Ontario and Quebec. The eight 
bodies were the following: 
l. The Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Canada in 
Connection with the Church of Scotland, founded in 
1831; 
2. The Synod of the (Free) Presbyterian Church of 
Canada, founded in 1844; 
3. The Synod of the United Presbyterian Church of 
Canada in Connection with the United Presbyterian 
Church of Scotland , founded in 1834; 
4 . The Syn.od of t.he Pre-sbyterian Churc'i1 of Neva Scotia, 
founded in 1817; 
s. The Synod of the Free Church of Nova Scotia, 
fou.nded in 1844;: 
6. The Synod of the Church of Scotland in Nova Scotia 
and Prince Edward Island, founded in 1854; 
7. The Synod of New Brunswick in Connection with the 
Church of Scot.land, founded in 1833; and, 
8. The Synod of the (~ree) Presbyteria.~ Churc.~ of New 
Brunswick, founded in 184S.s~ 
The first of these unions took place in 1860, at 
Pictou, Nova Scotia, when the Synod of the Presbyterian 
Church of Nova Scotia and the Synod of the Free Church of 
Nova Scotia united to form the Synod of the Presbyterian 
Church of the Lower Provinces of British North America. The 
s~McNeill, ~· cit., p. 16. 
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new body represented more than seventy-five percent of 
Presbyterian strength in t,~e Maritime Provinces . 
The following year a second union was consummated 
between the Synod of the United Presbyterian Church in 
Canada and the Synod of the Presbyterian Church in Canada, 
to form the Canada Presbyterian Church. Tha new body 
experienced rapid growth subsequent to the union and was by 
far the larg·est body to enter the union of 1875. 5 s 
Fi ve years later, in 1866, the Synod of the Presbyteri-
an Church of. New Brunswick, originally called the Synod of 
New Brunswick, united with the Synod of the Presbyterian 
Church of the Lower Provinces of British North ll..merica. 
I n 1868 a fourth significant union took place when the 
Synod of New Brunswick in Connection with the Church of 
Scotland and t he Synod of the Church of Scotland in Nova 
Scotia and P:r.ince Edward Island joined forces to form the 
Synod of the Maritime Provinces in Connection with the 
Church of Scotland. 
After six significant unions Presbyterianism in Canada 
was still divided into four separate synods, two in the 
Maritime Provinces ancl. two in Ontario and Quebec. Subse-
quent to the union of 1868 the following synods were still 
in existence: 
55Ibid., p. 21. 
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1. The Synod Qf the Presbyterian Church of the Lower 
Provinces of British North America; 
2. The Synod of the Maritime Provinces in Connection 
with the Church of Scotland; 
3. The Synod of the Canada Presbyterian Church ; and, 
4. The Synod of the Canada Presbyterian Church in 
Connection with the Church of Scotland. 
Following a decade and a half of union negotiations, 
the four Synods consummated a grand Presbyterian union on 
June 15, 1875. Six hundred and twenty-three ministers con-
stituted the roll of the first General Assembly of the 
Presbyterian Church in Canada. 56 True to Presbyterian tra-
dition, however, there were dissenting voices and some 
twenty-one ministers of the uniting synods declined to enter 
the union . Dr. Ephraim Scott, later to become a vigorous 
and bitter opponent of Presbyterian union with the Method-
ists and Congregationalists, spoke of the event in this way: 
In June, 1875, the Presbyterians in the different 
provinces of Canada, one in doctrine or religious 
belief, and one in polity or church government, united 
also in one organization, The Presbyterian Church in 
Canada, with nearly ninety thousand communicant members 
in a thousand congregations, grouped in thirty-three 
presbyteries, four synods and one General Assembly.5 7 
Thus was Presbyterianism in Canada consolidated and ready 
for more concerted action throughout the country and 
eventually a wider union. 
56Gregg, ~· cit., p. 188. 
S7Ephraim Scott, "Church Union" And The Presbyterian 
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CHAPTER III 
THE BEGINNINGS OF THE UNION MOVEMENT 
ANO EARLY EFFORTS AT UNION 
Early Advocates of Union 
From the foregoing account it is evident that the three 
denominations involved in the formation of The United Church 
of Canada were union-minded churches. Over a period of 
ninety years, beginning with 1817 when the Synod of Nova 
Scotia came into being, and ending in 1906 when the Congre-
gational Union of Canada was formed, nineteen different 
unions were consummated within the ranks of the three unit-
ing churches. Each of these unions served to stimulate a 
future union, and their influence on the eventual union of 
the three denominations in The United Church of Canada can 
hardly be overemphasized. 
Even as the architects of denominational unions were 
engaged in the business of closing the ranks within their 
own churches, many of them envisioned an even wider union 
of Protestantism in Canada, and hoped that their own unions 
were stepping stones to that end. Thus, leaders of the 
Presbyterian union of 1875, looked for an even larger union 
than they were consummating, including not only the Congre-
gationalists and Methodists with whom they were to unite in 
fifty years, but also the Anglicans and the Baptists. 
39 
In his first address as the first Moderator of the 
Presbyterian Church in Canada, Dr. John Cook expounded on 
the subject of union . In the course of his address he said: 
For larger union is, I trust, in store for the churches 
of Christ even in Canada, than that which we effect 
this day. That is but a small step to the union which 
our Lord's intercessory prayer seems to contemplate • 
• • . I look for a union in the future, before which 
the present--blessed and auspicious though we justly 
count it--shall appear slight and insignificant. May 
God hasten it i n His time1I 
The row1ds of applause greeting Dr. Cook' s words were 
indicative of the fact i:hat his was neither a new nor pri-
vate opinion, but one shared ~y many in the Presbyterian 
family. 
Principal Snodgrass, another leader of Presbyterian 
union, was quoted by the Toronto Globe as looking forward 
to a national Church of Canada. He spoke of "a church 
around which the present generation and generations yet to 
come shall rally, for which they will give liberally of 
their means and ability, so that it may do well and worthily 
the great work that lies before it". 2 
The same spirit of union prevailed also in Methodist 
ranks. No sooner had the Methodists consolidated their 
forces throughout the Dominion in the union of 1884 than 
lJohn T. MoNeill, The Presb3terian Church in Canada, J.JU.S-~ (Toronto: General Boar, Presbyterian ... C°hurch in 
Canada, 1925), pp. 245,246. 
2Edmund H. Oliver, The Winning of the Frontier (Toronto: 
The United Church Publishing House, I93of; p. 244. 
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enthusiasm for a larger union began to manifest itself. A 
series of articles on th~ subject of wider union appeared 
in !h!. Canadian Methodist Magazine. A second s e ri.es of 
articles in the sa.~e mag3~ine openly advocated organic union 
·wi t."l the Pz·esbyterians and Congregationalists. In 1890, the 
Gener al Conference of the Methodis·t Church expressed its 
sentiments in t he following words: 
ra th all sincere Christians we desire to sae a closer 
\U1ion among those who l abor ior t.he urii ve~sal preva-
lence of Christianity •••• We rejoice in the mani-
f e st s i gns o f ·l;he tin1e s r in ·c.he wi llingness exhibited 
by so many to merge their minor differences for the 
sake o f the c orrun011 good: to 3::-emove the emphasis from 
ideas that for generations have been almost rallying 
po i nt.s, if by such concessj~ons more united action 
could be secured. ~ 
While the movements within CongregationaU.sm were not 
strictly speaking unions, by which two or more bodJ.es with 
expressed differences were drawn together, but wer.e really 
amalgamations, visions of union were seen in that body also. 
Rev. Enoch Barker, Chairman of the Congregational. Onion of 
Ontario and Quebec, at its meeting in 1874, spoke against 
the divisions in the church and went on to says 
In order, then, to remove occasion of aiscord, to 
c ultivate b r oad v·iews and large charity, to arm the 
Church with its divinely given power, to economize 
the labor and ftmds of the Church for missions, to 
convince the world that Christ and His religion are 
from above, and especially to please Him whose heart 
3George c. Pidgeon, !h!, United Church 2f Canada,!!!!, 
Story 2! !:!::!. Union (Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 1950), p. 16 • 
.. Thomas B. Kilpatrick and Kenneth H • .., Cousland, ~ £2:!l-
mon Fai·th (Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 19~8), p. 3. 
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yearned for the oneness of His people - these glorious 
objects would urge us to seek so close a union as pos-
sible among all Christ's people and to make any sacri-
fices , except those of principle, in order to accomplish 
it.S 
Even prior to the Presbyterian union of 1875 and the 
Methodist union of 1884 voices advocating wider union were 
heard . After the union of 18606 within Presbyterian ranks, 
Professor Ross of Truro, Nova Scotia declared: 
We accept what has been done most thankfully as a 
token of f urther union •••• When the spirit of 
union begins to move, who will venture to set bounds 
to its influence?7 
And again, a year later, when a similar union took place in 
the city of Montreal, one of the union leaders expressed 
these sentiments: "May God grant that not in this church 
a lone, but in all churches, the spirit of union may prevail, 
going out from Montreal as a centre, till it covers the 
land." 8 Indeed., voices advocating organic union of a wider 
scope and nature were heard almost continuously for a half 
century before formal negotiations for such a union actually 
began. 
s!!?!.£., p. 2. 
&supra, p. 35. 
7c. E. Silcox, Church Union in Canada,~ Causes~ 
Consequences (New York: Institutes of Social and Religious 
Research, 1933), p. 103. 
&Ibid. 
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Motives for Union 
The motives leading to the formation of The United 
Church of Canada were of course many and varied.9 con-
flicting opinions regarding the nature of those motives are 
advanced, depending of course on whether they come from 
advocates or opponents of union. Dr. Ephraim Scott, a 
staunch Presbyterian opponent of organic union with the 
Methodist and Congregational churches, has this to say: 
The movement which developed that attempted merging of 
the Churches, began doubtless, on the part of many, 
with the motive high and true. Many good men viewed 
it at first with favor. The word "unionn had a pleas-
ant sound. A great Church was a pleasing dream. The 
general attitude towards it, whether in approval, dis-
approval of doubt, was largely benevolent •••• 
On the other hand the ideal of a great organization, a 
"national Church" to be a power 0 in the whole ••• 
religio-political realm" grew in the minds of its 
advocates, until it seemed to fill the horizon of 
their vision to the exclusion of all other consider-
ations.10 
or. s. D. Chown, the last General Superintendent of 
the Methodist Church, speaks for his fellow advocates and 
promoters of organic union when he characterizes their 
motives thus: 
9E. L. Morrow, Church Union in Canada1 Its History, 
Motives, Doctrine and Government (Toronto: Thomas Allen, 
1923), pp. 49-113, offers an exhaustive list of motives for 
and against union. 
lOEphraim Scott, 11Church Union" and the Presbyterian 
Church in Canada (Montreal: John Lovell and Son, Limited, 
1928), p7 9. 
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In every respect they were worthy of Christian men •••• 
There is no reliable evidence to show t hat the parties 
thereto were ani111ated by consideration of what they 
might get. On the contrary, they were sincerely moved 
by the prospect of what they might contribute to pro-
duce the highest and most complete expression possible 
to themr and to other denominations which might join 
with them, of a Christian Church in Canada, which would 
be more fully x:epresentative of the mind of Christ tha·n 
any hitherto; and be the most effective instrument 
available for the fulfillment of the divine purpose of 
human redemption. 
The promoters of union were possessed by a conviction, 
that the mission of Jesus was not only to save mankind 
from sin and its consequences, but also to unite the 
world in a brotherhood of love and fello'l1ship, to be 
known as the ~ingdont of God. It appeared to th~m that 
Jesus foresaw that the evident unity of his disciples 
yet to be would be a means of pezsuading the world to 
believe in Him as the One sent of God to be "ti~e Saviour 
of men, and the spiritual leader cf humanity. They 
discerned also in this fellowship one of the first prin-
ciples of the Christian Church.11 
By and large the stated motives for organic union are 
spiri'i:ual, economic, or nationalistic. This is not neces-
sarily in the order of their importance for, or influence on, 
the subsequent union. It is, however, the order in which 
they will be discussed. 
Many of the advocates and promoters of organic union 
were motivated by a genuine desire to see the divisions in 
Christianity healed. To many of them the divisions troubl-
ing and separating the church wf!J:!e a sore reproach, and 
cause for genuine distress. The fulfillment of Christ's 
prayer, particularly the words: "That they all may be 
lls. o. Chown, The story of Church Onion ~Canada 
(Toronto: The Ryersd!lPtes§, !9'30), PP• 1,2. 
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one, .. 12 seemed to them to call for organic union. They 
firmly believed that as long as divisions existed and per-
sisted, New Testa..~ent teaching, and in particular Christ's 
prayer, were far from being fulfilled. Mar.y believed that 
the will of God for the Church "is a unity of spirit expressed 
outwardly in so striking a fashion that it will convince the 
world of the truth of Christianity.uls In the conviction 
that they were following the will of God and that organic 
union would serve as such an outward expression of unity, 
they advocated and promoted it. 
Admittedly, some rather debatable exegesis was indulged 
in with reference to Christ's words in His intercessory 
prayer, and, as the union movement gained momentum and parti-
cularly as opposition arose and intensified, some unionists 
seemed to be overtaken of a spirit of "union at all costs. 0 
Come what may, the union must go forward. Responsible, at 
least in part for this splrit, was perhaps the growing 
importance and influence of the economic motive. 
In 1867, just eight years prior to the Presbyterian 
union and sixteen years prior to the Methodist union, the 
Dominion of Canada, consisting then of five Provinces, came 
into being. Canada was built largely around a railroad. 
One of the outstanding accomplishments of its first Prime 
1 2John 17 : 21. ·· 
13Kilpatrick and Cousland, 2£• cit., P• 16. 
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Minis ter, Sir John A. Macdonald, and his government , was the 
bui l ding of a transcontine nta l rail road, linking east and 
west, and completed in 1885. Alt hough the completi on of 
the r ail road did not i mmediately bring the anti c i pated 11 rush" 
of immigr a-c.ion , it did serve to open up the country and pave 
the way f or s e t tlement. Set tlement s began to dot the west-
ern prairi es and Brit ish Columbia . And then , t he end of the 
nine·teenth century and the fi rst d$cade of the twentieth 
centu1."Y, br ought the "rush" of settlers, by way of a large 
influx of i mmi grants f rom the British Isl es, South and 
Eastern Europe , and the United States. A fourt h, but les ser 
source of s e ttlers for the west was eastern Canada itself , 
and i n particular the pr ovince of Ontario. 
This , of course, had its effect on the churches in 
terms of increased opportuniti es and weightier responsibi-
l ities. The Congregationalists did not expand into the West 
·to any appreciable degree. The Methodists and Presbyterians, 
however , tried to keep pace, not only with the westward 
movement of their people but also with the ever-increasing 
number of immigrants who streamed into the country. Both 
the Methodists and the Presbyterians experienced a period 
of unusual mission expansion and acquired unprecedented com-
mitments across the country. 
Although both the Presbyterian and Methodist churches 
had consolidated their own forces by way of comprehensive 
unions within their own ranks, they were hardly equipped to 
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cope with the ever-increasing needs and commitments that 
confronted theme Distances in the West were grea.t, com-
munities wez·e small, and resource£ of men and money were 
limited. In s pite of this, competition was keen, and 
·widely-separated, sparsely-settled hamle·ts and villages 
throughout the West were dotted with inadequate facilities 
placed there by the competing denominations. 
Denomina·tional exclusiveness was perpetuated on the 
frontier, with the result that many hamlets and villages 
were heavily over-churched. Overlapping in small communi-
ties became a problem of serious propor·tions . There was a 
growing f eeling ·that money and men were being wasted in 
unnecessary duplication. Different approaches to the prob-
lem were suggested and tried, but were all beset with seem-
ingly insurmountable difficulties. The conviction grew 
that the only solution to the problem was for the churches 
to present a united front. One farmer probably spoke for 
many a unionist when he said that "the differences between 
the denominations were not worth paying for. 11 11t And so, 
the economic motive, the desire to conserve manpower and 
money, the desire to eliminate unnecessary competition and 
duplication, was perhaps the single most influential motive 
for organic union of the churches. 
l~Chown, 2E.• £!,!., p. 16. 
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Then there was also the nationalistic motive. A 
spirit of union pervaded the Canadian air. Politically 
this s pirit manifested itself in the birth of the Dominion 
in 1867~ Religiously it manifested itself: in a series of 
Pr esbyterian and l-1ethodist unions culminating in the grand 
unions of 1875 and 1884 respectively. In many Protestant 
· quarters there was a growing feeling of "one countzy, one 
church. " As the country expanded westward and the task of 
evangelizing a vast new territory peopled by millions of 
foreigners lay before the churches, it was felt that this 
could not be done either with speed or effectbreness by a 
divided and competitive church. Division and competition 
were a source of b~wj_ J.dennent to many a foreigner. This 
bewilderment is exemplified in the Doukhobor in the small 
western town, who, seeing four churches from the town 
square wondered whether they were all '1Jesus churches." 
When assured that they were, he asked, "why four? 11 The 
conviction grew that the new country should present to the 
new Canadian a new spirit of unity and harmony in the church 
and provide an example for the churches throughout the world 
to follow. 
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The Period of co-operation 
Various approaches to the problem of duplication by 
division were advanced and tried. In some areas community 
chi,rchea were established which, while they solved the 
problem in some localities, did not provide an overall sat-
isfactory solution. The idea of a federation was also 
advanced, but never was received with much favor. In some 
instances certain geographical areas were arbitrarily 
divid.ed into districts where one or the other denomination 
was r esponsible. By various methods and means a degree of 
co-operation was achieved. 
'I'he period of co-operation was to a large extent the 
forerunner of organic union. Where the ideal of organic 
union had taken root co-operation served to keep this ideal 
alive. It also served to facilitate the transition when 
organic union became a reality. Unofficially, co-operation 
had been practised in various places for a number of years. 
Officially, it began in 1899, with an agreement between 
Home Mission authorities of the Presbyterian and Methodist 
churches "not to send an additional missionary into any 
locality where either Church was already carrying on its 
work. n 15 
lSBasis of Union of The United Church of Canada as 
Prepared by The Joint comiTi'Ittee on Church uiiron and Approved 
By The Presbyterian Church in Canada, The General Conference 
of The Methodist Church, The Congregational Union of Canada, 
Also A Brief Historical Statement (Toronto: The Joint Com-
mittee on Church Union, November, 1924), p. 19. 
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A subsequent agreement provided for withdrawing a mission-
ary from fields where both denominations already had men at 
work. Gradually the system of: co-operation was extended 
also to other areas of church work, such as social aervice, 
religious education , theological educa·cion and others. 
After several years of 11official 11 co-operation, repre-
sentatives of the Presbyterian and Methodist churches and 
their respective mission superintendents met to discuss the 
practi c al aspects of co-operation.1 6 The problems of co-
ope,:-ati on were freely discussed, and a number of suggestive 
resolutions were passed.. The first resolution directad 
t!'lat a lette :: be sent to all authorities in charge of home 
mission f iel ds calling for their co-operation to avoid 
unnec~s~ary competition. The second resolution urged t.~em 
to keep the principles of co-operation always before them, 
and directed them to meet for periodic consultation about 
opening new fields or possible realigning of fields already 
opened. The third resolution recommended that mission 
authorities operate according to the principle of ''non-
intrusion:1 in such fields as have been occupied by one of 
the churches for at least one year. And the fourth resolu-
tion called for consultation between ministers and mission-
aries of both churches operating in the same territory, with 
a view to realigning their fields, and reporting the results 
16tbid. 
-
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of their consultations to their respective authorities.17 
These resolutions were, of course, not binding upon 
mission author ities or the missionaries in their charge. 
How effective 'they were in providing solutions to ·the prob-
lem is difficult to determine. In many instances the sug-
gestions pu-c f orward by t he resolutions were followed. 
Consul ·cations were held, fields were realigned, and an 
appreciable degree of co- operation was achieved. 
The co- operative plan was most successful in the West:. 
While different methods were employed in diffez.·ent parts of 
the co\mtry, that t.1sed in the Province of Alberta will 
serve as a picture of the methods generally employed in 
other Pr ovinces. Dr. s. D. Chown, last General Superinten-
dent of the Methodist Church and for six years Chairman of 
a Join·t Committee on Co-operation in Home Mission Work in 
Alberta, describes the Alberta method as follows: 
'l'he work of rearrangement of mission fields, so as to 
produce the best :resul·t possible with the least expend-
iture of men and money, was entrusted to a Joint Com-
mittee composed of the Annual Conference Missionary 
Couani ttee of the Methodist Church acting jointly with 
the Synod's Committee on Home Missions and Social Ser-
vice of the Presbyterian Church. This Joint Committee 
was called 'The Provincial Committee on Co-operation 
of the Methodist and Presbyterian Churches o·f the 
Province of Alberta.' By this committee the whole 
Province was divided into districts. A committee was 
appointed for each district, with authority to consider 
the work within their respective bounds, and to make 
recommendations as to proposed changes in each district. 
These District Committees reported annually to the 
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Provincial Committee, which, according to authority 
conferred ,1pon it by the supreme courts of the Churches 
represented, rearranged the work, and repoxted their 
act.:J.on to Presbyteries inter ested , and to the station-
ing Committee of the Methodist Confer~noe. 
'Whe11 de c :lding what cha.nges to r e coL.,rnend, t he District 
Commit t ees heard representations of the charges affected, 
and gave s erious attention to ·the following consider-
ations: priori~y of occupation of the field; the rel-
a~dve strength in members and adherents o f the differ-
en~ denominations; the relative amounts contributed by 
t he i:wo denominaJcions involv·ed in support of the 
agencies of religion amongst themselves~ and the 
r e adines s of t he different denominations to minister 
to t he field promptly and effectively. 
I n maki ng such ar rangements equality of denominational 
s acr ifice for the mutual benefit was carefull y consid-
e r ed , and observ·ed as far as possible. 
The r o l l o f membership in each char ge so cons ti t1Jted 
was composed of all the members of the negotiating 
Chur chee. wl thin the t.erritory assigned to the charge. 
The churge itself had complete connexional relation to 
t.he denom:f.nation to which it was assigned, and with 
which it was affiliated. Representatives of Churches 
affiliated with Presbyt~ria.~ism attended Presbyteries, 
and representatives of Churches assigned to Methodism 
had f ull stanaing in Methodist District Meetings. But 
connection with any co-operative congregation did not 
necessarily imply abandonment of denominational prefer-
ences and affiliations.ls 
As a result of the procedure described above, the most 
thorough-going co-operative efforts were made in the Prov-
ince of Alberta. A notable feature of the endeavor in that 
Province was the division of fields effected by the provin-
cial co-operating Committee. It was agreed in committee 
that as far as sparsely settled or unoccupied territory was 
concerned, the Presbyterians were to concentrate their 
lSchown, 212.• cit., pp. 52,53. 
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efforts among the settlers along the lines of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway , and the Methodists were to concentrate 
their effort s among settlers along the lines of what is 
today the Canadian. National Railway.1 9 The facts that 
Alberta enjoyed a populs.tion incre~.se of almost s5.xty per-
cent during the second decade of the twent iet.,11 century and 
that public opinion largely welcomed co-operation as a step 
in the r:J.ght direction were dou .. btless important factors in 
the success of ·t.he co-operatlve endeavor in Alberta. In 
addition, the provincial Co-operating Cormnitte~ continued 
to function actively even while negotiations for Ot"ganic 
union were being conducted and met each year until 192l e 
ThQ Alberta co-operating Committee had been constit-
uted in January, 1911, in the city of Calgary, by represent-
atives of the Presbyterian and Me·thodist churches. 2 O Later 
in that same year, the Joint Committee on Co-operation in 
Home Mission work was consti·tuted by authority of the su-
preme courts of the three uniting churches. This committee 
reviewed the whole co-operative endeavor and decided that 
the principles of co-operation be applied in adjusting over-
lapping in existing fields; in arranging religious work in 
absolutely new fields; and, in worlc to be done among people 
of foreign nationalities. 2 1 Inasmuch as the Alberta system 
19Ibid., p. 54. 
2osilcox, 22• cit., p. 217. 
21chown, 2£• £!!., p. Sl. 
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was already functional, it was recommended that the ways 
and means of effecting such co-operation be those that had 
been organized in that Prov1.nce. Several months later a 
provincial committee was also functional in Saskatchewan. 
However, the co-operative endeavor was never as successful 
there as in Alberta. 
The period of co- operation can b~ divided into a number 
of dia'tinct stag<3s. The first stage began in 1899 with the 
agreemant het'l.'1e:?n the Presbyterian and Methodi.st churches 
not to send an additional missionary into any locality where 
either church was already active. 2 2 The second stage began 
in 1903 and lasted until 1911. ~!.'his stage was initiated by 
the meeting of a joint committee of the two churches with 
their respective mission superintendents, at ,-1hich time the 
four suggestive resolutions were passed.23 This stage was 
characterized by infonnal conversations between mission 
superintendents, ministers, and missionaries on the field, 
with a view to avoid intrusion, realign existing fields, 
and avoid competition in new areas. The third stage was 
launched by the formation of Co-operating Committees in the 
uniting churches, and extended over a period of approximately 
seven years, ending in 1917. This stage was characterized by 
formal agreements between the churches. These agreements 
22Basis of union of The United Church of Canada, P• 19. 
2 !supra, pp. 49, 50. 
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were enforced primarily and most successfully in the 
western provinces. The co-operative endeavor was largely 
under the direction of provincial and district committees, 
after the manner of the Alberta method. · During this stage 
of the co-operative period, considerable amalgamation of 
charges and delimitation of fields was effected. 
The Local Union Churches 
A contemporaneous phenomenon and an important out-
growth of the co-operative movement was the development of 
so-called local union churches. This development was in-
timately related to the union movement and had a decided 
influence on the final consummation of the union. 
In the early stages of their development the local 
union churches were generally local community societies, 
holding property in their own name and utilizing the ser-
vices of whatever ministers they coul.d obtain. Not 
infrequently ministers of various denominations provided 
religious services in rotation. As early as 1901 there 
were 26i'··union churches in exiatence. 2 1t 
After formal negotiation towards organic union had 
been initiated and a proposed Basis 2£ Union had been 
submitted by the Joint Committee in 190825 a further 
21tsilcox, !:!2• cit., p • . 73. 
25sasis of union of The United Church 2! Canada, P• 23. 
---- --
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development in union churches took place. A new type of 
union church came into being . This new type of union church 
was characterized by the fact that it accepted the proposed 
Basis of Union insofar as it was applicable to the local 
situation. The first of these new-type union churches was 
organized by a Presbyterian minister at Melville, Sask-
atchewan, in 1908. A second such church was organized by a 
Congregational minister at Frobisher, Saskatchewan, in 
January, 1909 .26 By the year 1911, which saw the formation 
of Co-operating Committees on Provincial and Dominion levels, 
several more of these new union churches had been organized 
in Saskatchewan, and plans were well under way for yet 
others. 
Whereas the co-operative endeavor was most satisfactory 
in the Province of Alberta, the Province of Saskatchewan 
provided the most fertile soil for local union churches. 
Many areas of Saskatchewan seemed to prefer the union church 
to the co-operative society, in which Presbyterians were 
converted to Methodists and vice-versa. And so it was that 
local union churches spread most rapidly in that Province. 
The early union churches were usually affiliated with 
either the Presbyterian or the Methodist church. When union 
churches began to organize on the proposed Basis of Union 
however, they had no close denominational connection. The 
26silcox, !22• cit., p. 215. 
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desire for some kind of connectional relationship soon 
began to manifest itsel.f. Leaders of the local church 
union movement wanted a closer connectional organization 
of their churches, and at the same tiJ.~e retain a committal 
relationship with each of the parent churches. There was a 
growing desire for a General Council of local union churchE?s 
w·ith an Executive Secretary of' its own, and a rela~ionship 
with the pal:ent churches through an advisory council. 
Representatives of local union churches held two 
meetings in ·the latter part of 1912 for the purpose of con-
sidering just such a proposal. 2 7 A resolution setting forth 
their desire to that effect was drafted and sent to the 
Joint Committee on Co-operation for consideration. The 
Joint Committee considered the proposal but was not entirely 
in sympathy with it. The Joint Committee's reply indicated 
'that direct affiliation of each local union church with one 
or the other parent churches was to be preferred. 28 The 
committee did however agree to appoint a subcommittee to sit 
;_ .. 
in conference with representatives of local union churches, 
relati~e to the proposal. 
A subcouunittee was appointed and a conference was held 
in 1913 at Regina, Saskatchewan, and the whole question of 
27Ibid., P• 219. 
28Aots ~nd Proaeedifls of the Fort~-Third General 
As'3etnblx; P .. * Th~ Pr_esbyter. ~C,h\irch In an•4a, June 6-!!, 1§11 (TorontO:- Murray Printing Co.,-Y9l7), Appincftces, P• 240. 
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connectional relationship with the parent churches was aired. 
While subcommittee members contended for direct affiliation 
of each local union church with one of the parent churches, 
representatives of local union churches held out for affil-
iation by way of an advisory council. Finally it ,qas 
resolved to appoint an advisory committee to function as 
follows: 
1. The advising and counselling of Union Congregations 
as t o the gener al direction of work ; 
2 . 'l'o constder and make arrangements whereby ministers 
connected with the three churches now negotiating 
union may be able to accept the pastorates of union 
churches without loss of standing or of forfeiting 
clalma on connectional funds: 
,. 
3. To consider and advise with regard to tenure, 
administration and disposal of all church property 
involved in the estab!islunent of a union church; 
4. To advise as to the collection ~.nd disposition of 
missionary, educational and other funds; 
5. To give such other counsel as may appear to them to 
be expedien-t. 29 
In addition, the following procedure relative to the fonn-
ation of union churches was suggested: 
1. That when in any community it is locally considered 
desirable, a petition be circulated, praying for 
the organization of a Union Church; 
2. That the said petition shall set forth the church 
relations, if any, of the signatories to the 
petition, and the said petition shall be accompanied 
by all other information considered relevant1 
29silcox, 2E.• cit., p. 220. 
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3. 'l'hat the said petition be presented to the local 
courts of the churches interested for report to the 
adviso~-y committee, and that it also be Dresented 
to the advisory committee for their consideration 
and action.30 
These recommendations of the Regina Conference were 
submitted ~o the Joint Committee on Co-operation, and 
approved. The Joint Committee t hen also appointed its rep-
resentatives to the advisory committee. 
Subsequent to this agreement between the local union 
churches and the parent denominati ons, local tlllion churches 
spread with increasing rapidity. Conditions in the West 
were conducive to the establishment and success of such 
churches. Iri a society wha:re class distinctions were for 
all practical purposes non~existant, where people were 
unified in educa~ion , in cormnerce, in government, and in 
practically every other area of endeavor, t.~e religious 
soil was almost bound ~o be fertile for t.~a rise of such 
union churches. 
These union churches were, however, a cause for con-
tinual concern to members of the Joint Committee on 
co-operation. The latter were troubled by the rapid growth 
and future development of these churches. Local union chur-
ches were established for the most part on the assumption 
that organic union between the Presbyterian, Methodist, and 
Congregational churches was imminent.SI It became 
30Ibid. 
Slpresbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1914, P• 390 • 
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increasingly evident that in the event organic union should 
not be consummated, large numbers of independent congrega-
tions woul d be left without denominational affiliation, and 
would be for ced either to organize a new denomination, or 
whither and d i e. In their concern for the growth and future 
development o f local union churches, the members of the 
Joint Conmu.ttee on Co-operation effected a revision of an 
earlier agr eement. The terms of the revised agreement pro-
vided for the continued organization of l ocal union churches 
on t e rms of the proposed Basis of Union, with the provision 
that s uch churches were t o be affiliated with the parent 
denominat i on to which they were to be assigned.32 This 
revision obviously hoped to stop the growth of independent 
local union churches. 
There followed a period of experimentation. First 
affiliation with one denomination was tried, and then affil-
iation with two denominations. The ·latter procedure found 
the most favor, and was formally adopted by several prov-
inces as the approved procedure. As far as the Joint Com-
mittee on co-operation was concerned, either single or 
double affiliation was permissible. 3 3 
The whole matter of this new type of affiliation gave 
rise to tensions between independent local union churches 
92~., 1917, p. 244. 
!!~. 
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who were affiliated by way of an advisory council, and such 
as advocated single or double affilia.tion . The independent 
churches were not about to take matters lightly. They had 
acquired an appreciable measure of. strength and influence. 
The feasibility of an independent church in the West was 
even discussed.3~ By 1921 there were seventy independent 
congregations holding connectional relationship under the 
General Counc5.1 of Local Union Churches . Of these seventy, 
sixty- s even were in the West, and three were in Ontario. 
Six of the congregat:1.ons were vacant , one was served by an 
Anglican, two by Baptists , eight by Congregationalists, 
twenty- one by Methodists, and thirty by Pres byte rians.35 
The majority of the churches were owned jointly by the 
Presbyter ians and the Methodists . 
From the above figures it can be seen that the General 
Council of Local Union Churches had become an entity that 
could not be ignored. Local union churches, particularly 
in the West, were becoming rather irnpatient with the inde-
cisiveness of negotiations toward organic union. They had 
been established on the assumption that organic union would 
soon be consummated, and they were anxious to see that it 
was. When the General Council requested representation on 
the Joint Union Committee of the negotiating churches, the 
34Ibid., 191~, p. 367. 
35Silcox, 22• cit., p. 224. 
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request was granted, and from 1921 to 1925 the General 
Council held official representation on tha committee.36 
When legislation for the proposed United Church of Canada 
was drafted, it provided for. the inclusion of congregations 
of the General Council. And when t.he First General Council 
of The United Church of Canada convenecl., the local union 
churches had their proportionate share of zepresentatives.37 
Meanwhile, the work of amalgamation went on apace all 
over the country. In some localities congregations holding 
single, double or even triple affiliation weze being organ-
ized on terms of the proposed Basis ~f Union. Co-operation 
was being practised in other areas, particularly in the 
Maritimes, where it found a great deal of favor. The union 
movement which emerged in the West progressed continually 
eas'b~ard. Long before union therefore, was officially con-
surranated, local unions had, with the blessing of the parent 
churches,38 taken place in hundreds of localities. By var-
ious methods and means, from co-operative societies to 
independent local union churches, to union congregations 
holding either single or double or triple affiliation, some 
3,000 union congregations were formed prior to the 
36sasis of Union of The United Church of Canada, p. 29. 
----- -- -
3 'Record 2!. Proceedings o! 'The First General Council ~~­
The United Church of Canada, 1Toronto: n.p., 1925), P• 5. 
38presbyter~an Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1917, 
p. 244. 
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consummation of union in 1925.39 
The following table, prepared by c . E. Silcox,~O 
pr esents a picture of the union situation in 1923, j ust two 
years pri or to the consummation of t he union. 
TABLE 1 
A1".1ALGAMATION OF CHURCHES PRIOR TO UNION 
Number of Churches 
Co- operating 
Synod 
and Delimiting Independent 
Territory Affi l int e d Uni on Total 
Maritime Provi nces 22 6 2 30 
Montreal and Ottawa •• 28 1 29 
Toronto and Kingston 168 2 . . 170 
Manitoba 64 69 15 148 
Saskatchewan 350 51 30 431 
Alberta 278 16 3 297 
Bri tJ.sh Columbia 132 ~ 3 139 
1 , 014 176 54 1,244 
In reading and interpreting the figures given in the 
table above, a number of factors need to be taken into con-
sideration. First, the figure 1,244, representing the total 
nwnber of churches amalgamated prior to consummation of the 
union, seems to contradict the figure of 3,000 mentioned 
earlier. In interpreting this figure it is to be remembered 
that it represents "pastoral charges," which in turn were 
representative of some 3,000 preaching stations. Similarly, 
99chown, ~· cit., p. 60. 
a.osilcox, ~· cit., p. 227. 
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the figur e 1,014 in the first column, needs to be interoreted 
" 
i.n the light of the real situation. When interpreting this 
figure , it i s to be remembered that in many charges repre-
sen·t ed by t he figure, the re nev~r was any r eal cornpeti tion 
between the Presbyt e r ians and Methodists. However, this is 
not t o say •that t.he figure is wholly inaccurate or dishonest, 
f or it must be remember ed that co-operati on o f one kind or 
anoti'ler was undez-t akem not only for the purpose o f eli min-
a t ing competition whe re it. existed, bu'i: also for th.0 purpose 
of prove ntiug competi t ion where it did not yet e xist. 
In s ummary, it can be said t hat the co-operati,,e 
e f fort , was on the whol e successful, particularly in the 
western provi1 ces, in achieving ·i;he purposes for which it 
v1as intended and undertalten . co-operation anticipated 
organic union ,41 and tho prospect of organi c union was 
largely influential on the success of co-operation. The 
two movements went side by s ide , t he former forcing the de-
nominations to the la·tter. Had organic union not been 
achieved, the end results of the co-operative effort would 
have left the negotiating churches with a colossal ecclesi-
astical mess on their hands. Under prevailing circumstances, 
a concerted movement toward organic union seemed the only 
plausible step. 
~lPresbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1914, 
p. 390. 
--
CHAPTER IV 
FORMAL NEGOTI ATI ONS TOWARD UNION 
Dr. George I-lonr o Gran t was pr obabl y the f i rs t t o 
publicly envision organic union i n Canada. In a n addr ess 
entitled "The Chur c h of Canada ; Can Such a Thi ng Be ?" whi ch 
he delivered at a me e ting of t he Evangelica l Alliance in 
Montreal , 1874, he said: 
God will give us the church of t he future . I t shal l 
a r ise in the midst of us, with no sound of hanuner 
heard upon it, compre he ns ive of all t he good and 
beauty that He has ever evolved in history. To this 
chur ch , Epi s copacy shall contribute her comely order, 
her f aithful and loving conservatism; and Methodism 
impart he r e nthusiasm, her ze a l for missions, and her 
ready adaptiveness to the necessities of the country; 
t he Baptist shall give his full tes timony t o the sacred 
r ights of the individual; the Congregationalist his t o 
the freedom and independency of the congregation; and 
Pr esbyter i an i sm sha ll come in her massive, well-knit 
s trengt h, holding high the Word of God; and when, or 
even before, all this comes to pass, that is, when we 
have proved our Chris t i an charity, as well as our 
faithfulness, proved it by deeds, not words, who shall 
s ay that our Roman Catholic brethren, also, shall not 
s e e eye to eye with us, and seal with their consent 
that true unity, the image of which they so fondly 
love? Why not? God can do greater things even than 
this. And who of us shall say, God forbid?l 
Similar visions and voices were seen and heard, 
particularly after the Presbyterians and Methodists had 
consummated their respective and comprehensive unions. The 
le. E. Silcox, Church Union in Canada, Its Causes and 
Consequences (New York: Institutes of Sociar-and Religious 
Research, 1933), p. 465~ 
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Presbyterian Church in Canada foresaw an even greater union 
than that which was consummated within its own r anks in.1875. 
The Methodists likewise looked beyond their union of 1884 and 
envisioned an even wider and more comprehensive fellowship 
than that which they had effected. The Congregationalists, 
t heir distinc·tive principle o f individualism notwithstand-
i ng, were becoming increasingly aware of the need to engage 
in some s ort o f a genera l co-operative endeavor with other 
religious bodi es. Even ·the most ardent independents among 
them, were beginning to wonder if an acceptable basis of 
union ~etween the Congregational Churches and some of the 
other· religious bodies could not be formulated. 
The first official overtures toward organic union were 
put f orward, howevel.·, by the Church of England (Anglican) in 
1885 , when 'che Provincial Synod of Canada appointed a com-
mittee on Christi an Union2 and invited other interested 
bodies to discuss the possibilities of union. The following 
year the Methodist General Conference reacted favorably to 
the invitation and appointed a committee "to confer with a 
Committee of the Provincial Synod of the Church of England 
on the union o'f the Protestant Churches."3 In 1888 the 
General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Canada took 
2John T. McNeil!, The Presbyterian Church in Canada, 
1875-1925 (Torontoz The General Board, Presbyterian Church 
Iilc'anada, 1925), p. 247. 
3Ibid. 
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similar aotion.4 
Consequently, representatives of the Anglican, Presby-
terian and Methodis·t Churches met in Toronto, in April 
1889.s The possibilities of union were discussed. In the 
meantime howevex, the Lambeth Quadrilateral had been issued. 
The fundamental provisions of the Lambeth Quadrilateral 
were: 
The Holy Scripture of the Old and New Testaments as 
containing all things necessary to salvation and as 
being the rule and ultimate standard of faith; the 
Apostles' Creed as a baptismal symbol and the Nicene 
Cre~d as a sufficient statement of the Christian faith; 
the two Sacraments ordained by Chris t. Himself, Baptism 
and the Supper of the Lord, administered with unfailing 
use o f Christ's ,·10rds of instJ. tution and o f the ele-
ments ordained by Him; the historic episcopate locally 
adapted in the methods of i ts ad.,yµ.nistration to the 
varying needs of the nations and peoples called of God 
into the un:f.ty of His Church. 6 
It was inevitable that Oi scussion would eventually center on 
provisions of the Quadr ilateral , in particular on the fourth 
provision which dealt with the historic episcopate. Since 
neither the Anglicans nor the Presbyterians and Methodists 
were inclined to yield their respective positions with re-
gard to the historic episcopate, no progress ·towards union 
~The Acts and Proceedings of the Fifteenth General 
Asse..mbly of The-Presbyterian ChurchTn Canada, J'El..!. 12-20, 
1889 (To~onto: Presbyterian Review PrI'nt, 1889) p. 64. 
Spresbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1890, p. 59. 
&"Lambeth conferences," Luttheran Cfclopedia, ed. Erwin 
L. Lueker (St. Louis: Concordia· Publish ng House, 1954), P• 
566. 
6 .. / 
could be madeo When next. the idea of organic union emerged, 
it concerned itself with the non-episcopal churches. 
Formation of Union Committees in the Uniting Churches 
It i s somewhat ironic that the Presbyteria~ Church in 
Canada, from whose ranks came a sizeable body of vigorous 
oppositio~ to organic tu1ion, also took the initiative in 
instigating such tu,ion. In the year 1892 the Presbyterian 
General Assembly convened i n Montreal. A fratexnal depu.ta-
tion fro1n the General Assez1'lbl y addressed the Congregational 
Union of On~ario and Quebec meeting i n the same city, and, 
" i n hol<li.ng out. the right hand of fe llowship, practically 
invited closer corporate Uni on. 11 7 Ear ly :tn the next year, 
ten Congregational m:i.nisters requested a conference with 
representatives of the Presbytery of Toz-on·co ,. f or the pur-
pose of discussing unio:..1 of the -two churches. Tv10 such 
conferences were held. It was agreed in conference that 
the Presbytery of Toronto should petl tion ti"1e General 
Assembly to appoin-t: a commi ttae to 1uee"t with a similar com-
mi·ttee of the Congregational Union, and the Congregational 
ministers in turn, were to bring a similar petition before 
their churches. The Congregational Union received the 
petition and appointed . a new stw1ding conunittee on Christian 
'Thomas B. Kilpatrick and Kenneth H. Cousland, Our 
Common Faith (Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 1928), p. I'f:" 
• 
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union. The General Assembly took a broader view than that 
called for by the peti·tion, and appointed a committee on 
the general subject of union 'with instruc·tions to hold 
themselves ready to confer with any similar body or bodies 
which may be appoi1'1ted by any other church or churches 
should the way be clearly opened up for conference. 11 8 This 
committee was reappointed year by year up to and including 
the year 1901. Although the Congregationaliats kept their 
committee ready to act, and the Methodists affirmed their 
,.,illingness to negotiate with o·ther Prot.estant churches 
nothing of consequence happened in -che way of union negoti-
ations until after the turn of the century • 
.i\n incident of significant proportions occurred in the 
autumn of 1902. The Methodist General Conference had con-
vened in the ci ·ty of Winnipeg. Numbered among the delegates 
of the Presbyterian General Assembly's fraternal deputation 
to the General Conference, was Principal Patrick of Manitoba 
College. When he took his turn to address the delegates of 
the General Conference, he made a strong appeal for the uni-
fication of Methodists and Presbyterians. Disclaiming any 
authority to speak in an official capacity, he did neverthe-
less challenge the Methodists to union. 
8Presbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1893, 
p. 47. 
I 
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The Methodists evidently accepted Patrick's challenge 
as representative of the spirit of the Presbyterian Church. 
Nor did they ignore it. Their Church Union Committee 
reported in favor of organic union of the Congregational, 
Methodist, and Presbyterian churches. They went on record 
as being favorable to a ''measure of organic unity wide 
enough to embrace all evangelical churches, and regretted 
that all efforts had failed to bring about such a result. 11 9 
In view therefore, of the fact that the relationship of the 
three churches had already been marked by an appreciable 
degree of unity and in view also of the national need which 
called for careful economy of manpower and money, the Gen-
eral Conference expressed the opinion that the time was 
ripe for a definite move in the direction of organic union; 
The Conference issued a declaration on union which con-
tained the following statement: 
Whereas a definite proposal has been discussed to some 
extent in the press and elsewhere looking to ultimate 
organic union of the Presbyterian, Congregational and 
Methodist Churches in Canada, this General Conference, 
in no spirit of exclusiveness toward others not named, 
declares that it would regard a movement with this 
object in view with gratification.lo 
9George c. Pidgeon,!!!!_ United Church of Canada,!!!!_ 
Story 2_! TI!!. Union (Toronto, The Ryerson Press, 1950), p·. 33. 
lOaasis of Union of The United Church of Canada as Pre-
pared by The Joint comiii:rttee on Church Unio;-and Approved By 
The Presbyterian Church in Canada, The General Conference of 
The Methodist Church, The Congregational Union of Canada, 
Also A Brief Historical Statement (Toronto: The Joint Com-
mittee on Church Union, November, 1924), P• 20. 
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A committee consisting of the General Superintendent, or. 
Albert Carman, seven clergymen and seven laymen was appointed 
to confer with representatives to be appointed by other 
churchese 
Meanwhile, the Congregational Churches of Canada were 
in the process of consolidating their own forces. The move 
toward a more comprehensive union within the Congregational 
family was approaching its consummation. Throughout the 
course of their negotiations the Congregationalists kept in 
view the possibility of a wider and more comprehensive 
union. Thus, they welcomed the proposals to confer with 
the Methodists with a view to organic union. 
The Methodist declaration and resolution also gained a 
favorable reception in the Presbyterian General Assembly. 
The Assembly referred the matter to a committee which met 
with similar comn1itteea of the Methodist and Congregational 
churches in 1904.11 At this meeting a resolution was 
passed, declaring that organic union was both "desirable and 
practicable." This resolution was transmitted to the 
supreme courts ·of the Presbyterian and Congregational churches 
with the result that each appointed a committee to confer 
with the committee previously appointed by the Methodist 
Church.12 Thus th~ stage was set for full-fledged 
11zbid., p. 21. 
12Ibid. 
~
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nego·tiations toward organic union, and for the next few 
years the imion spotlight played on the work of the Joint 
Union Commit.tee. 
The Joint Union Committee 
The Joint Union Committee consisted of denominational 
committees representing each of the negotiating churches. 
Each of these committees had been appointed by their 
respective denominations for the purpose of consulting on 
matters of church union with the other two. They ·were 
o~ganized with a chairman and a secretary. As denominational 
connni ttees, it was their function to hold separate meet.ings 
for the purpose of reviewing the progress of discussion in 
the Join-i: Cornrnit't~ee; to 1.·eport to, and receive instructions 
from their respective denominations; and to nominate their 
denominational representatives to the various subcommittees 
appointed from time to time by the Joint Committee. 
Over a period of five years, extending from 1904 to 
1908, the Joint Committee met five times,13 during which 
period its major task, that of preparing a proposed Basis 
of Union, was for all practical purposes completed. It 
was customary to rotate the chair at these meetings of the 
Joint Conunittee. First a Presbyterian chaired the meeting, 
then a Methodist, and then a Congregationalist. In addition 
l~~-, pp. 21, 22. 
,,..... 
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to the rota-ting chairmen, the Joint Committee had three 
joint secretaries, one from ea.ch of the 11egotiating denom-
inations. In the interim between meetings of the Joint 
Conuriittee denowinational committees, subcommittees, and an 
executive committee consisting of the respective chairmen 
of the denominational committees, the chairmen of subcom-
mittees that were appointed from time to time, ai1d the 
three joint secretaries, held meetings as the need demanded. 
After each meeting of the Joint Committee, a report, 
setting forth the prevailing tenor and spirit of negoti-
ations, and the conclusions reached in conference, was 
printed and submitted to the negotiating churches.l\ In 
this way the negotiating churches were kept posted on the 
general trend and progress of union negotiations on their 
behalf. 
Dr. E. Lloyd Morrow, who had access to, and studied 
documents of the Joint Committee, and engaged in frequent 
correspondence as well as private discussions with men who 
were on the scene, testifies that during the five years 
spent by the Joint Committee on its assigned task, all went 
well. He says: 
A fair, frank, and conciliatory temper was character-
istic of the proceedings •••• Despite numerous divi-
sions on major and minor points of differences, there 
was no single instance of a vote of ohurch against 
church. All divisions were mixed denominationally. 
l\_!lli., P• 22. 
.. 
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'I'wo principles actuated the e nde avors o f the committee . 
The first was t o f ind an adeq uate plac e i n The United 
Church for the special aspects o f Christian truth and 
life embodied in the pri nciples of the negotiat ing 
chur ches. The second was t o prepar e a statement o f 
doctrine, polity, administration and mini sterial trai n-
ing that would form as far as possibl e an up-to-date 
Basi s of Union.ls . 
The f i rst meeting o f the J oint Commit tee representi ng 
the Pres byterian , Methodi s t, a nd Congregationa l churc hes in 
Canada , was held at Knox Presbyterian Chur ch , . Toronto , on 
December 21, 1904 .1 6 The meeting l a sted thre e days . or. 
R. H. Warden was e l e cted to chair the mee ting, o. A. 
Sut herland was appointed sec r e t a r y, and Rev. F . J . Day and 
Rev. E . D. McLaren we r e appoi nted ass ociat e s ecr etaries .17 
The ·purpose o f this first mee ting was to det ermine t o what 
extent the commit tees o f t he negot iati ng chur ches could 
agree. 
It was t o be expec t ed that s uch a ga t he r ing of mi xed 
denominational backgr ounds, having such a purpose, would 
encounter a number of di fficult ies, and so it did . Various 
difficulties rela t i ve t o the va rying backgrounds of conunitt ee 
personne l, and the practi cal aspects of union negotiations 
were expos ed, and f rankly and freely discussed. It was 
1sE. Lloyd Morrow, Church Union in Canada, Its History, 
Mot ives, Doctrine and Government (Toronto: Thomai-xllen, 
1923), p. 21. ---
16aasis of Union~!!!!_ United Church of Canada, p. 21. 
~. 
7Kilpatrick and Cousland, 2£• ill_., p. 21. 
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agreed in committee that "the union of the churches, to be 
real and lasting, must carry the consent of the entire 
membership, and that no final step could be taken until 
ample time had been given to consider the whole question in 
the courts of the various churches and by the people gener-
ally. "18 
This statement of the committee was later frequently 
referred to by opponents of organic union. They argued that 
the union did not carry the consent of the entire membership, 
and that ample provision had not been made for consideration 
of the quest ion by the people generally. The practical re-
sult of the meeting was the appointment of five subcommit-
tees who were to concern themselves with questions relative 
to Doctrine, Polity, the Ministry, Administration, and Law, 
respectively. From time to time these committees subdivided 
for the purpose of considering specific matters relative to 
the major question that confronted them.19 
The first meeting of the Joint Committee has been 
called "one of the most significant ecclesiastical gather-
ings held in Canada up to that time." 2 0 
18presbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings,,1905, 
p. 280. 
l9aasis of Union of The United Church~ Canada, p. 22. 
---- --
20Kilpatrick ~nd Cousland, ~· cit., P• 21. 
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One report predicted that the meet1ng marked a new era in 
the religious his·tory of Canada. It said: 
The composition of the conference, the personal worth 
and representative character of the members, the pur-
pose of the meeting, the questio11.s U.."'lder delibez·ation, 
the temper of the discussions, and the tendency and 
prospects of the movement, all combine to make ·the 
gathering significant . In i.ts issue it m'!y be apoch-
making. The organic itnion of these three Churches in 
Canadc.l is by no means assured,, but. the most conserva-
tive and doubtful~~ in the conference was impressed 
with the apparent yielding of even the stubborn obsta-
cles. It may take ,years, it may take more than a 
decade, bu·t a n1.ovement was begun yesterday which will 
tell powerfully not only on the three churches named, 
but on ull ·the churches in Canada, on the public life 
o f the country, an<l on the history of the world. The 
action of t.hia Joint Conu·td. ttee was t."1e first formal 
step. That step was the beginning of a new era in the 
religious history of Canada.21 
Dx. E. D. McLaren, Olle of -the associate secretaries of 
the Joj.nt Corraai·ttee is reported to have said: 
~he e ffect can hardly fail to be very considerable~ 
The direct effect--the effect upon those who were pres-
ent. at the conforence--was very marked. Those who were 
strongly desirous of union before had their desire 
st~angthened and found in the discussions t.~at took 
place an enlarged basis for their hopes; while those 
who were of a different view, if not converted to the 
union idea, were at least powerfully impressed by the 
considerations urged and by the spirit displayed.22 
Generally speaking, the first meeting of the Joint Committee 
served a nwr.ber of purposes. It served to manifest the 
sentiments of commi.t~ee members, either for or against union1 
it served .to e~~ose the obstacles and clarify many of the 
21Ibid., PP• 21, 22. 
22.±ill., p. 22. 
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issues that l ay be f ore the committee; it served to set the 
t emper and tone of f ut ure meetings; and it provi ded the 
basic organization for futur e negotia t ions. 23 
The second meeting of the J oint Committee was held in 
December, 1905 , in Tor ont o , t his time i n Metropolitan 
!•lethodist Church, where a l l s ubsequent meetings of the com-
mit tee were heldo At thi s meeting the Joi n t Committee 
r eceived and revieweci r epor ts of the subcommi t t ees on Doc-
tri ne , Polity, and Ministry. 2 ~ These were the only 
committees that had held meetings of any consequence. Em-
bodied i n the r eport of the committee on Doctri ne was a 
tentative "doctrinal basi s" formul ated chi efly on the basis 
of the~~ §_tatement of the Reforn1ed Fait~ , published under 
the authori t y of the Genera l Assembly of the Pres byterian 
Church i n the Uni t e d States of Amer ica,25 and a swmnary of 
the Engl i s h Pres byteri an Articles 2f Faith.26 The doctrinal 
summary of t he Articles of Faith had been prepared by the 
Montrea l section of the committee . 
This tentati ve "doctrinal basis" consisted of nineteen 
articles, and, with the exception of an article on prayer, 
whicl1 was added later, and a few minor revisions concerned 
2Ssasis of Union ~ '.£h.! Unit.ad Church of Canada, p. 21. 
2 1tibid. 
-
25Published in 1905. 
26Record of Proceedings of The First General Council, 
The United Church E!_ Canada (Toronto: n.p., 1925), p. 58. 
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primarily with wording, order and sequence, was the doctrinal 
basis upon which the negotiating churches consummated organic 
union. 
'I'he third meeting of the J·oint Conuni ttee was held one 
year later, in 1906. 27 Six months prior to this meeting, 
the Presbyterian General Assembly requested that the Angli-
cans and Baptists be invited to participate in union nego-
tiations.28 This request had been endorsed by the Methodist 
General Conference meeting in the Sall'~ year, and acted upon 
by the executive committee of the Joint Committee. The ex-
ecutive committee decided 
to address a friendly letter to the Archbishops and 
Bis ops of the ChuJ:ch of England .i.n Canada, and to the 
Chairmen or Presidents of the various Baptist Conven-
t i ons , e :cplaining the action already ta:·en by the Joint 
Union Committee, and extending to the authorities of 
t he Church.es named a co~di al invitation to send dele-
gates to participate in their discussions, should they 
consid~r it advisable to do s o .29 
The Join·;.: Committee endorsed and confirmed the ac-cion that 
bad been taJc2n by its e :-cecut.ivs committee. 
The ~-ngllcan reply to the invi tation was most cordial, 
a.,d stated that any such under·taking by a Bishop demanded 
tJ.~e authorization of ~~e General Synod. t~nen t..qe General 
Synod met two years later, it; authorized t.he appointment of 
27sasis of Union of The United Church of Canada, p. 21. 
---- -- --
28Presbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1906, 
p. 36. 
29aasis of Union of The United Church~ Canada, P• 21. 
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a committee "as long as the Joint Committee would be willing 
to remember ·that our delegates are, of neoeasi·ty, limited 
to the lines laid do~m at the last session of the Lambeth 
Conferenoe.n30 Inasmuch as the Anglican position on the 
hist oric episcopate as set forth in the Lambeth Quadrila-
tera1 s1 had not changed, nothing came of the invitation. 
'l'he Baptist reply was equally cordial. Yet, their 
reply was in the "form of an uncompromising pronouncement, 
which was i ntended to close out all prospects of Organic · 
Union . 11 3a In their reply the Baptists declared their con-
viction t hat they were charged to preach a "special gospel," 
and, in order to fulfill that charge they considered it"nec-
essary to maintain a separate organized existence, and to 
propagate their viewa throughout the world."'' From this 
point on, union negotiations were confined to the Presby-
terian, Methodist and Congregational churches, until 1921, 
when Anglican participation was again briefly considered. 
The next two meetings of the Joint Committee were held 
in successive years, and concerned themselves with receiving 
and reviewing reports of denominational subcommittees, im-
plementing where possible, denominational suggestions and 
30silcox, oD. cit., p. 132 • 
....... -
Usupra, p. 66. 
32Morrow, 22• cit., p. 36. 
33nasis of Union of The United Church of Canada, p. 22. 
---- -- -
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recommendations, and putting tJ1e final touches to the 
proposed Basts 2E_ Uniono 31t Thus, after five years of work, 
the Joint Connuittee was prepared to submit a proposed Basis 
of Onion for consideration and action by the negotiating 
chux:c h;-;ti. 
Preparing the Basis of Union 
The major task conf ronting 'the Join·t Union Commit~ee 
repre senting t he Presb:-fteri an, Methodist, and Congregational 
ch\:n-:ch e:s , was that of prepar ing a :,basisn ui,.011 which the 
t hree church.es named, might. consu.:mna'tfi o:cga.nic union. In 
its first meeti ng, the Joi nt Coromitt.ee se'i: itself to this 
tc'.ok by appoi nti ng s ubcommi t~ees, which were to concern 
the rnselv·e s wit.">. the a ll··important questions of Doctrine, 
Poli t}r, the: Ministry , Admi nistration, and Law respectively.35 
Thes e committee s in turn subdivided as the need and demand 
to s tudy specific questions in rela~ion to the larger ques-
tion dictated. 
The major portion of this task was completed within a 
period of five years, ,:u,t$nding from 1904 ·to 1908. During 
those years of preparing ·the Basis 2£. Union, every meeting 
of the Joint Com.'lllit"i:ee received, reviewed, and revised the 
findings of the subcommittees. These revised findings were 
34~. 
35!ill· 
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in turn reviewed and revised by the denominational com-
mittees in separate meetings, after which they were again 
considered in Joint Committee in the light of revisions and 
suggestions offered. Each year the revised Basis 2,! Union 
was printed and published for the information of the nego-
tiattng churches.36 In 1908 the Basis of Union was 
submitted to the Presbyterian General Assembly in its prac-
tically completed form. 37 : Except for some minor changes 
and revisions , the original draft of the Basis was not sub-
stantially altered between the years 1908 and 1915 when it 
received second and final acceptance in the Presbyterian 
General Assembly.38 
The major issues confronting the framers of the Basis 
~ Union, were those with which the five subcommittees were 
to concern themselves. Each of these issues involved spe-
cific prlnciples and practices of the respective denominations, 
some of which needed to be harmonized and some of which needed 
to be compromised. 
The three negotiating churches represented two strains 
of theological conviction, Calvinism and Arminianism. In 
addition, some Congregationalists were suspect of being 
sympathetic toward Unitarian ideas. Had the committee 
3&zbid. 
37chown, 22• cit., p. 34. 
38presbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1915, P• 43. 
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at·tempted to reconcile these c1i vergent theological views, 
the churches t·1ould no·t have arr ived at a basis upon which 
to consummat e their union .. As it was, the comrnitt:ee busied 
itself not with reconcilintion but wit!! harmoni za.tion: 
where harmonization was possible. 
~he Presbyterian Church in Canada subscr ibed to the 
Wes tmins ter Confession of Faith, as it.s standard of doctrine 
subordinate to the Holy Scriptures. The Methodist sources 
of doctrine, in addition tot.he Holy Scriptures, were the 
twenty- five Articles of Religion, John Wesley's Notes~ 
the ~ ~ament, and the first fifty-two sermons of the 
first series of his discourses;39 The Congregationalists 
in Canada, for all practical purposes creedless, accepted 
the statement of doctrine prepared in 1884 by the National 
Council of Congregational Churches of the United States. 4 0 
Those unionists who hoped for a restatement and 
revision of the creeds of the churches, 6.id not have their 
hopas fulfilled. The subcommittee on Doctrine did not 
attempt to prepare a new and revised creedal statement, but 
set itself to the task of finding a "formula that would not 
trespass too harshly upon the particular confessions of 
- ----
39The Doctrine and Discipline of the Methodist Church 
Canada (Toronto: Williim Briggs, l9Ii)-;-p. ii. 
~Osilcox, 22• cit., p. 135. 
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faith of the three negotiating churches. 
• • • 
n f+ 1 
That the subcommittee was successful in fulfilling 
'this task , is evident from the doctrinal statement which it. 
brought forth . The preamble to this doctrinal statement 
already makes this clear. A pertinent portion of the pre-
amble reads: 
We further mair1tain our allegiance to t.he evangelical 
doctrines of the Reformation, a s set forth in common 
in the doctrinal standards adopted by the Presbyterian 
Church in Canada, by the Congregational Union of 
Ontario and Quebec, and by the Methodist Church.42 
The twenty articles which follow, attempt to manifest the 
distinctive emphases of Calvinism and Arminianism. Their 
reliance on the standards of the negotiating churches is 
negligible. They are largely indebted to the Brief State-
~ of the Reformed Faith and the English Presbyterian 
Articles of Faith,~, the latter having been summarized by 
the Montreal section of the subcommittee, under the leader-
ship of Dr. Scrimger.~~ 
To facilitate its task, the subcommittee on Doctrine 
at its first meeting subdivided into four sections, 
Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal, and Halifax, respectively. 
The subcommittee also decided to study the Brief Statement 
ltla. H. Walsh, The Christian Church in Canada (Toronto: 
The Ryerson Press, 1956), p. 292. ~ 
~2Basis of Union~~ United Chu~ch of Canada, p. 3. 
1tSsupra, p. 76. 
ltltMorrow, ~· cit., P• 116. 
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g! ~ Reformed Faith which had recently been published. 
When the subcommittee next met in plenary session, the 
Winnipeg and Halifax sections had no report to malce, other 
than that nothing seemed to be standing in the way of 
organic union. The Toronto sectior1 expresseo. itself in 
favor of a slightly revised Brief Statement of the Reformed 
Faith. The Montreal section submitted its doctrinal sum-
mary of the English Articles of Faith . These two documents 
then became the frame of reference for future study and 
deli.bera tion. The first draft of the statement of faith 
was present ed to the Joint Committee in 1905 ... s 
It did not take the subcommittee long to formulate a 
statement upon which the members could agree. In the words 
of Dr. Pidgeon, who became the first Moderator of The 
United Church of Canada, " ••• it is sirnply·amazing that 
agreerne11-t could be reached in so short a time on the doc-
trines of grace. 11 .. 6 It is to be remembered, however, that 
the frame of reference within which the subcommittee worked 
was largely Presbyterian in substance, and since only 
slight revisions and modifications were made, the statement 
of faith finally drafted and presented to the Joint Com-
mittee had a decid~d Presbyteri~n flavor with occasional 
Methodist emphases. The Congregational contribution to the 
.. sThe united Church of Canada, Proceedin2s, 1925, P• 58 • 
.. &Pidgeon, 2£• c!i., p. 36. 
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sta~ement was largely one of contending for more simplifi-
cation o:f the various articles of faith. This 3tat.ement of 
faith, based l argely on the Brief Statemeni:, ?f t~ Reformed 
Faith and the Montreal section ' s doctrinal surnmar'IJ of the 
English i!1rticles of Paith, formed part of the Basis of Union 
- - ----
e n dors~d by the Joint Committee in 1908 and subndtted to the 
churches for 'their con:3i deratio11. lt 1 
A s e cond issue confronting framers of the Basis of 
Union was tha.t of polity, or government. The su.bcor~ni ·ctee 
on Polity began its task oi setting forth the fundamental 
principle s of government in the proposed United Church of 
Canada , by undertaking a study of the various forms by which 
the nQgotiating churches governed themselves. It was the 
subcommittee's purpose "to prepare a summary of the polities 
of t..11e th.raa negotiating churches, setting forth the p~ers 
and duti~s of each court.r.~S The sources for these sum-
mariea were the Methodist Book of Discipline, the Presbyteri-
an Boole of Forms and some Congregational sources. After 
completing this study, the subcommittee expressed the 
opinion 11 that while the officers and courts -of the negoti-
ating Churchas may bear different names, there is a 
substantial degree of similarity in the duties and functions 
'•7Basis of Union of The United Church of Canada, p. 23. 
~8Morrow, ~· cit., p. 246. 
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o ~ ·l::hei.Y.· of fi cer s and courts . " 49 In spite o f t his opinion, 
the i ssue o f polity was prohably s omewhat rnore di. f ficult to 
r esolve than ·was the i s s ue of doctrine . In reality t here 
were some rather marlte d differences in the forms by whi ch 
the nego t.iatin9 churches governed thamselves .. A brief over-
view of the respective forms of government will bear this 
out. 
The Presbyt erian Church i n Canada was a nsociety, a 
vo luntaT.y fe l l owshi p , banded together upon the accept~,ce 
of certa:ln conditions of religious be l i e f and pra c t:f.ce. 11 so 
'l'he fundamental principl e of i ts polity was government by 
presby-t.e r s or e l de r s , who were chosen by the people , s 1 and 
held equal authority in the church o The local congregation 
was autonomous . Even in cases where sever a l congregations 
shared the services of one minister, each of t he congrega-
tions had its own organization and enjoyed autonomy over its 
own affairs. The Presbyterian congregation was organized 
basically along the lines, that temporal affairs were pre-
sided over by the people and spiritual affairs were presided 
over by the ~nister. A board of trustees held all local 
~9Basis of Union of The United Church of Canada, p. 6. 
---- -- ----
: soEphrairn Scott, "Church Union" and the Presb~erian 
Church in Ca11ada (.Montreal: John Lovell & Son, Li ted; 
1928) , p. 13. 
51Rules and Forms of Procedure, Premterian Church in 
Canada (Toronto: The Westminster Co., L ted, 1909), p.-S4. 
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property, and temporal affairs were the specific province 
of a boar d of managers. 52 Spiri~ual affairs wgre the spe-
c:lfic provi nce of the sesslon wh:tch co1 sisted of t.'lle 
minister and the appo:!.nte& elders. 'i'he rig?lt of choosing 
mano.gers and elders res:lded with ~the congrega:i::ion, which 
was requi red to hold at least one meeting per annum,53 as 
did the right to c all the rninistera The minister was 
called permanently, but. hL call nee<'.ied the approv~l of the 
Presbyter"} ,. as did his installation. 
The Pr esbytez:y was t he "unit" of Presbyterianism. 
Chos~n by the people, it was composed of the minist~r a.l'ld 
one e lder from each congregation in a given geographical 
area. ~he I're sbytery functioned as the supervising agency 
in t he calling, eltamining, ordination and se·ctle.\'!lent of 
ministers. In executing this function, the Presbytery ,,as 
always guided by the choice of the people. In addition, the 
P~esbytery carried the responsibility of selecting meinbers 
of ·the Gene:cal Assembly. 5 4 Historically three ordained 
ministers were required to form a Presbytery and thus a 
church. In 1925, the year in which organic union was con-
summa·ted, there were seventy-eight Presbyteries in the 
S2fil2. .. , p. 12. 
53Ibic1. 
54~., p. 21. 
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Presbyterian Church in Canada.ss 
Wher.ee.o the Presbytery ~,,as the "unit" in the Presby-
te:irian f orm of church go,,erronent, t.'t:i.e General Assembly was 
the supreme court of the d1urch . Inasmuch as the members 
of the General Ass enIDly wer e selected by t.~e Presbyteries, 
the respective members of which were chosen by the p~ople, 
the General Assembly ·was representative of all the churches 
and a l l the people of the denomination. The General Assembly 
met annually under the chairmanship of a Moderator, who was 
normally chos en from the roll of act:i.ve pe.stors, and held 
office f or a term of one year.56 
Somewher':'.l between th,a Presbytery and the General Assem-
bly, 9tood the Synod. The power of Synod was li~ited. Its 
function was: 
to adjust the bounds of Presbyteries within its own 
limits; to take the oversight of Presbyteries; to 
review their records; to consider references and to 
give advice and instruction when deemed necessary; to judge and dispose of complaints and appeals, to dis-
pose of overtures; to grant to Presbyteries to take 
students on public trial for license; to receive 
reports of Presbyteries and to consider all matters 
connected therewith; and to attend to all matters 
assigned to it by the General Asse..llibly.57 
Constituted by Presbyteries, there were eight Synods in the 
sssilcox, 22• cit., p. 148. 
56Rules and Forms of Procedure, Presbvterian Church in 
£anada, p. 2a:-- -
57~., pp. 24,25. 
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Presbyter ian Church when organic union was consummated.sa 
In many respects Methodist polity corresponded rather 
closely with Presbyterian polity. Corresponding to the 
Presbyterian Presbytery, was the Methodist District Meeting. 
Corresponding to the Presbyterian Synod 1 the Methodist 
Church had an Annual Conference. And corresponding to the 
Presbyterian General Assembly , the Methodist Church had its 
General Conference . 
Met hodist polity, although it was of the Presbyterian 
type, in some respects differed markedly from that of the 
Presbyterians. In contrast to the Presbyterian Church in 
Canada , which was an unincorporated r voluntary society,59 
the Methodist Church , Canada was incorporated by an act of 
the Canadian Parliament.60 
Another contrast manifests itself when one considers 
the unit of authority in the respective churches. The unit 
of authority in the Presbyterian form of goverrunent was the 
Presbytery. In Methodism. on the other hand , the unit of 
authority was at the top of the organizational ladder, 
namely, the General Conference.61 
58Silcox, 2E.• ~-, p. 148. 
s·9scott, ~· ~-, p. 13. 
60Gershom w. Mason,!!!!_ Legislative Struggle for Church 
Union (Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 1956), p. 7. 
61!h!_ Doctrine .!!!9. ~iscipline of the Methodist Church 
Canada, p. SO. 
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Yet another significant ·contrast was resident in the 
function and authority of the corres~onding courts known as 
the Presbyterian Synod and the Methodist Annual Conference. 
Whereas the Presbyterian Synod had rather limited authority, 
the Methodist Annual Conference had absolute control over 
pastors and pastorates through its stationing conunittee.62 
The stationing committee sent ministers to congregations or 
circuits for a definite period of time. Congregations and 
circuits had , for all practical purposes, no voice in the 
choice and tenure of m!nistexs.6S 
At the bottom of the Methodist organizational ladder 
stood the local congregation or society. Local property 
was held by a local board of trustees. 64 Normally a number 
of congregations or societies comprised a circuit. Although 
general supervision of the temporal and spiritual affairs of 
the circuit were entrusted to an executive body called the 
quarterly official board, which decided practically every-
-
thing, 65 theoretically the minister or superintendent of 
the circuit held the power, inasmuch as the majority of the 
board members were nominated by him. 
A number of circuits constituted a district. The 
62~. , P • 74. 
6 3Ibid., pp . 83-87. 
-64!lli. , p . 171. 
_, 65 Ibid. , 
-
PP• 123-130 , 
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Methodist District Meeting corresponded to the Presbyterian 
Presbytery , a lthough it had considerably less power and 
authority. The functions of the District Meeting were con-
fined lar gely to the gathering of statistics and the 
selection of r epresentatives to the Annual Conference.66 
At the conswlllnation of union in 1925 ~ there were 141 Dis-
trict Meetings and t welve Annual Conf erences in the Method-
ist scheme of organization . 67 
The Annual Conference was the next higher court in the 
Methodist organization . Inasmuch as it control led pastors 
and pastorates t hrough its stationing committee, the 
Annual Conference was a body of oonsiderabl~- i nfluence and 
authority . 6 8 
At the top of the Methodist organizational ladder 
stood the General Conference, which met every four years. 
Thi s was the supreme legislative body of the church, and 
the General Superintendent who presided over it, was the 
chief executive.69 The General Conference had "full power 
to make rules and regulations for the Church 11 under the 
following limitations. It did not have authority to 
66~., pp. 111,112. 
67silcox, 2£• ~., P• 148. 
68supra, p. 89. 
69The Doctrine!!:.~ ~iscipline 2£ The Methodist Church 
Canada, p. -50 • 
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establish new standards or rules or doctrine contrary to 
the existing standards of doctrine. It did not have author-
ity to revoke, alter or change any article of religion. It 
did not have authority to destroy the plan of the itinerant 
system. When the General Conference desired to make changes 
in the general rules of the church , it could do so only by a 
three-fourths majority vote. 7 0 The General Superintendent 
held office for a term of eight years and was eligible for 
re-election. He was the chief executive of the church and 
presided over sessions of the General Conference as well as 
all its standing committees, courts and boards. It was his 
duty to see to it that resolutions of the General Conference 
were carried out, and he was responsible for the conduct of 
his office to the General Conference.71 
The Congregationalists prided themselves on their 
independence. The unit of Congregationalism was the local 
congregation, which was a law unto itself. Neither civil 
nor ecclesiastical authority or dignity was allowed to 
exercise control or power over the local congregation. 72 
Progressing up the ladder of organization, the Congregation-
alists had Associations and a Union, which corresponded to 
---------
70Ibid. 
--
71Ibid., pp. 52,53. 
-
72The Canadian Contregational Yearbook, 1906-1907, 
Thirtz-Fourtli Annual Vo uiiie (Toronto: Congregational Pub-
1rsnlng Company; !9~6}, p.-22. 
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the Presbyterian Synod and the Methodist Annual Conference , 
and the Presbyteria n General Ass~mbly anc th~ Methodist 
General Conference respectively. 'l'he Congregational Asso-
ciations and the Union were not legislative iJodies ho;.;ever, 
but existed pr imarily for the purpose of fellowship. The 
Association was constitu·ced by a number of congregations, 
held together solely by the bond of fellowship. The Union 
was cons tituted by delegates of the various Associations, 
and was presided over by a chairman or a president.73 In 
some 1nstances the Co11.gregationalists chose to spe . . k. through 
the Union, but unlike the Presbyterian General Assembly and 
the 11ethoc.1ist General Conference it had 110 legislative or 
judicial power. 
Having completed its study of the various forms by 
which the negotiating churches governed themselves, and 
become aware of both the prevailing similarities and 
differences in the respective forms of government, the sub-
committee on Polity endeavored to incorporate into the Basis 
of Uni on the good things from each system.7~ It ia to be 
remembered that the subcommittee did not attempt to lay down 
all the specific details by which the proposed United Church 
of Canada and all its agencies should govern themselves. 
Rather, it attempted ·to set forth only the basic principles 
73~., p. 23. 
?~Basis of Union of The United Church 2!_ Canada, p. 6. 
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of government and left it. to the proposed church to work 
out the de·tail.s. 7 5 It did not, for example , att.~'llpt to set 
forth fixed princ1.ples of polity for the local congregation. 
The Congregationali.sts, so jealoi,s of their :l.ndepend.ence , 
probably would not have consented to this, had t.~e subcom-
mittee attempted to do so. The final rest.:ilt was tha.t each 
congregation of the proposed United Church of Ca11ada was 
given the privilege of retaining that type of government to 
which it had become accustomea.76 For this reason , varying 
types of local polity were in effect after The United Church 
of Canada came into being . 
In setting forth the baeic governmental organization 
of the proposed church, the subcommittee designated the 
pastoral charge, which might consist of one or more local 
congregations, as the basic unit of organization. 77 Pro-
ceeding from there, it took over names from the existing 
polities of the three negotiating churches, and designated 
the higher courts of the pro-posed church to be the Presby-
tery, the Conference, and the General Council respectively.78 
The proposed Presbytery was taken over from the Presbyterian 
system,' and was similar to its Presbytery, the Methodist 
75!E!£., PP• 6-11. 
76~. 
77Ibid., P• 7. 
-
78Ibid. 
--
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District Meeting, and the Congregational Association. 
Generally, the function of the proposed Presbytery was to 
supervise pastoral charges, supervise ministerial education, 
and license, install and supervise ministers in its assigned 
area.79 The Conference was taken over from the Methodist 
system, and corresponded to the Annual Conference, and the 
Presbyterian Synod. The Conference was to be a territorial 
court, consis·ting of an equal nwnber of ministers and lay-
men, and was to exercise authority over the ministry in the 
matter of admission and discipline. 8 0 The General Council 
in turn, was contributed by the Congregationalists, and cor-
responded to the highest courts of the three negotiating 
churches, namely, the Presbyterian General Assembly, the 
Methodist General Conference, and the Congregational Union. 
The General Council was to have oversight of the Conferences , 
legislate on matters relative to doctrine, worship, member-
ship and government of the church. It was to legislate also 
on matters relative to property, determine mission policy, 
have charge of the church's colleges, and appoint committees 
and officers for the various departments of the church's 
work.al The General Council was to be presided over by a 
Moderator. 
79Ibid., PP• 9,10. 
-
ao~., P• 10. 
81~., pp. 10,11. 
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A third issue confronting the Joint Committee in its 
task of preparing a Basis 0 £ Union was that of administra-
tion. The subcommittee on Administration had t o concern 
itself with the adjustments that would necessarily have to 
be made in such areas as minister's salaries and pension 
funds, foreign mission work, publications, educational 
institutions, auxiliary organizations, in short, all those 
matters pertaining t o the various means, methods, boards, 
agencies and organizations through which the work of the 
negotiating churches was carried on. The subcorcu~ittee made 
a detailed study of all these matters and concluded that in 
most cases the necessary adjustments could be made with 
little or no difficulty. The problem of pensions and sala-
ries was not entirely resolved and was left for the pr oposed 
church to struggle with. 
Problems 
One of the major problems confronting the Joint 
Committee in its task of preparing the Basis of Union re-
volved around the office of the Ministry.82 A subcommittee 
was appointed to give special consideration to this matter. 
82For a detailed study related to this problem, see 
John T. McNeill, A Statement Concernin~ Ordination to the 
Minist~ in the Pres6yterlan Church in Canada , The Methodist 
Cliurcn Canada),WTlie Con~regational Churches of~nada, and 
The.United Cliurch~ Canada (N.p., Prepared and Issued by 
oraer-o? The GeneraY Council of The United Church of Canada, 
1926). 
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Two questions regarding the ministX"J caused considerable 
disagreement. One question concerned itself with the matter 
of placement of ministers ; the other concerned itself with 
the matter of a minister's relation to the doctrines of the 
church. 
The problem of placement arose out of the fact that 
there was considerable divergence of method in the negoti-
ating churches. The Methodists placed their ministers 
through a stationing committee, which determined the loca-
tion, s a lary and tenure of the minister. The Presbyterians 
and Congregationalists placed their ministers by means of a 
call sys tem. Each congregation had the right, a right which 
it de~rly cherished, to call its own minister and malce with 
him its own arrangements as to tenure and salary. The Meth-
odists were strenuously opposed to the call system. They 
felt that it left a minister altogether at the mercy of a 
congregation. The Presbyterians and Congregationalists were 
equally opposed to the Methodist system of placement. They 
felt that it was an undemocratic and dictatorial procedure.83 
Both sides were adamant. The Presbyterians and the Congre-
gationalists were not inclined to yield the call system and 
the Methodists were determined to retain the stationing 
committee. 
eswalsh, S!.· ~~., p. 294. 
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Faced with this problem, the subcommittee attempted to 
synthesize the two systems and finally agreed on & procedure 
whereby the ind:f.viduul pastoral charge would have the right 
to choose its own ministers by calling, but the right of 
appointnK-mt to 't:he charge resided in a settlatnent conu-ni·tte€, 
which ,-,as to "comply as far as possible with the expressed 
wishes of :,-..inisters and pastoral charges. •·8'} 
'l'he p~oblem of the minister • s relation to the aoct1:ines 
of the church was precipitated largely by the Congragation-
alists I strenuotts objection to creedal subscription. However, 
they alone were not responsible for the problem, inasmuch as 
varying po.:.nts of view were also presented by the other two 
churches. 
P,ll three negotia't:ing churches wer~ accustomed to 
examining their candidates fer the ministry . These ~~amin-
ations had vaxying emphases however. The Presbyterians laid 
a great deal of &'llphasis on an noath of fealty to the doc-
txines and courts of the church. 11 8S In relation to doctrine , 
Presbyterian candidates for ordination were required to give 
an affirmative answer to the following questions: 
1. Do you believe t.~e Scriptures of the Old and New 
Testament to be the Word of God and the only in-
fallible rule of faith and manners? 
____ ™ ______ _ 
8 lt~l!. £! Y,nion 2!, ~ United Church of Canada, p. 12. 
eswalsh, 21.?..• .£.!l•, p. 293. 
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2. Do you believe the Westminste:;:- Confession of I!~aith, 
as adopted by this Church in the Basis of Union. to 
be fotmded on and agre eable t o the Word of God , and 
in your teaching do you promise faithfully to adhere 
thereto?86 
The I-~ethodist axam.ination of candidates for the minis-
try confined itself largely to the candidate 1 a personal 
habits, his 1:eligions experience a nd life , and his personal 
conviction as t o his choice of vocation .87 
The Congregational examination inquired into the 
theological convi.c tions and relig ious experiences of the 
camlidates, .but refr.ained frore requiring his st1bscription 
t o any eipecific body of doctrine or belief. From the very 
outset of deliberations in the Joint Committee ., the Congre-
ga·~io11al:l.s·cs "called for a simpler s ,:..mrnary of Christian 
doctrine with greater emphasis on Christian e:.:perience and 
con<luct."e a With r e9·ard to a minister's r elat.:ton to the 
doctz-ines of the church, the Congregationalists presented 
the following statement : 
in the matter of orc1ina·~ion to tht~ Church's ministry, 
we consider that it will best safeguard the intellec-
tual integrH:y of ministers.. and at the same time 
preserve the Church from formalism, if at the ordi-
nation of candidatas to the ministry they shall not be 
compelled to give an absolute subscription to a creed, 
but, h aving befora them tJ1e D0c·i:1·!nal Stater.tent of the 
ssRules and Forms 2£_ Procedure, . ~~esbyterian C~~rch !n 
Canada,-p. ia-:--
a 7~rhe Doctrine and Discipline ~ The ~1ethodist Church, 
Canad~,-pp.-Io"1';Ic'i.~ 
--
eePidgeon, ~· ~., p. 39. 
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Church may frankly and in their own language indicate 
their relation thereto. It shall then remain with the 
o~daining body to decide as to the acceptance of a 
candidate, great importance always being att:achec'l to 
hi3 gene~al ~pirit and character.69 
The problem relating to the Ministry '.'1as finally re-
solved as outlined in the Basis of Union. The ex9mining 
and ordaining body, being the Conference, must satisfy it-
self that the candic.1a·te is in nessential agreement" with 
the doctrines of ·the church, and accepts these doctrines as 
being 11 in substance agreeable to the teaching of the Holy 
Scripture . " The examining body must also satisfy itself as 
to the candidate's personal character and his general fit-
ness for the work and office of the ministry. Having 
satisfied the Conference as to these things, the candidate-
is then eligible for ordination, at which time he gives 
answer to the following questions: 
1. Do you believe yourself to be a child of God, 
th~ough faith in our Lord Jesus Christ? 
2. Do you believe yourself ·to be called of God to the 
office of the Christian ministry, and your chief 
motives to be zeal for the glory of God, love for 
the Lord Jesus Christ, and desire for the salvation 
of man? 
3. Are you persuaded that the Holy Scriptures contain 
sufficiently all doctrines required for eternal 
salvation in our Lord Jesus Christ, and are you 
resolved out of the said Scriptures to instruct the 
people committed to your charge, and to teach 
nothing which is not agreeable thereto?90 
89ill§.., p. 40. 
90Baeis of Union of The United Church of Canada, p. 14 • 
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A lesser problem concerned itself with the name to be 
given to the proposed new church. The question as to what 
the proposed church should be called was net givan serious 
consideration until the fifth meeting of the Joint Conwi ttee. 
At that meeting the issue of nomenclature was raised, and a 
motion wa.s made that the name. of the proposed ne,·1 chur ch 
should be "The Uni i.:ecl Chur ch of Cw."'lada. 11 91 Arter s ome de-
bate an amendme nt w·as mov ed, tc, which anot her ainend."!'.ent, 
cal ling f or genera l s uggestions was moved and carri ed. A 
nutnber of s uggested names came t o the Join t Commit.tee, among 
t hem t he name f i nally chosen. The latter rec<:d ved t he most 
f avorabl e r e ceptiol'l ,·1henever the q uestion of a name was dis-
cussed. Eventually it was offic ially chosen by the Joint 
Committoe when it revised the Basis of Union for the last 
t ime . Dr . s. D. Chown n1akes the following observation rel-
ative to the) choice of the name ···.rha United Church of 
Canada0 ; 
The name United Church of Canada was chosen for a t 
least three reasons . 
First; the difficulty of framing a composite word of 
an euohcnious character which would combine and do 
justice to the former names of the uniting Churches. 
The present naine was also chosen because it expressed 
the fact of union between the P:r.esbyteri~n, .Met hodist 
and Congregational Churches in Canada, and because it 
calls attention to the policy of The U1-iited Church "to 
foster the spirit of unity in the hope that this 
9lsilcox, 5:?l?.• £!!., P• 164. 
-
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sentiment may in due time, so far as Canada is 
concerned, take shape in a Church which may fittingly 
be described as national . "~ 2 
A problem of major proportions confronting the Joint 
Cammi t-i.:ee in its ·i.:ask of p~eparing the Basie of Union was 
---- ---
the problem of law. Related to this problem were all the 
legal aspects of uni on. A discussion of this problem will 
be undertaken in a later chapter entitled 1:Securil'lg Enabling 
Legislation. u 
92chown, 2.E.· cit., p. 155. 
CHAPTER V 
REACTION OF THE UNITING CHURCHES 
At its f i fth meeting, held December 9-11, 1908, the . 
Joint Uni on Committee, having arrived at what i t cons i dered 
an a cceptable Basi s 2!. Union , adopted the f o l lowing r esol-
ut ion: 
This J oint Commi ttee on Church Union, repre senting the 
Presbyter ian, Methodist and Congregational Churches, 
i n c l os i ng their fifth conference, desire to acknowledge 
with humble gratitude the goodness of God man i f ested i n 
all their meetings. 
In the brotherly spirit of their deliberations , in the 
harmony of their decisions, in the solution of many 
difficulties presented to them, they recognize the 
guidance of the Divine Spirit, and they submit the re-
sults of their conference to the Churches represented 
b y them. 
They believe that the conclusions to which they have 
been led in regard to the important interest considered 
by them show that the organic union of the negotiating 
Churches is practicable. They assume that ample oppor-
tWlity will be given, not only to the courts, but also 
to the general membership of the various Churches, to 
consider the results of their conferences, and they 
expect that the more fully these are considered the 
more generally will they be improved. 
The Joint Committee would have been glad to welcome to 
their conference representatives of other Christian 
communions, and, although this widening of the confer-
ence has not yet been found practicable, they hope that, 
in the event of a union of the negotiating Churches, a 
still more comprehensive union may in the future be re-
alized. 
The Joint Committee regard their work as now substan-
tially completed. They commit it to the Great Head of 
the Church for His blessing, and to those portions of 
His Church which they represent, with confident hope 
of their approval. 
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Let Thy work appear unto Thy servants and Thy glory 
unto their children. Let the beauty of the Lord our 
God be upon us, and establish Thou the work of our 
hands upon ua; yea, the work of our hands establish 
Thou it.1 
Herewith the Joint Union Conunittee transmitted its proposed 
Basis of Union for consideration and reaction of the three 
---
churches negotiating organic union. Two of the churches 
reacted favorably, almost inunediately, but in the third 
there was to be prolonged and bitter debate of almost two 
decades duration, before organic union of the three churches 
was officially consummated. 
Congregational Reaction 
When the Joint Union Committee began its negotiations 
in 1904, the Congregationalists were moving in ti~e direction 
of a union within their own family. By the time the Joint 
committee was prepared to sublnit its proposed Basis of 
Union to the churches, that union had been consummated. In 
1906, the Congregational Unions of Nova Scotia and New 
Brunswick, Ontario and Quebec, respectively, alilalgamated to 
form the Congregational Union of Canada. 
Inasmuch as the Congregationalists were rather desirous 
lBasis of Union of the United Church of Canada as Pre-
pared by The-Yoint Committee on Church Union and Approved 
by the Presbyterian Church in Canada, The General Conference 
of The Methodist Church, The Congregational Union of Canada, 
also A Brief Historical Statement (Toronto: The Joint com-
mittee on c6urch Union; November, 1924), pp. 22,23. 
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of consununating an even wider union , having decided already 
in 1904 that "organic union is both desirable and practi-
cable, 11 they were quick to register a favorable reaction to 
the proposed ~a~i! 2£_ Union. At its annual meeting in 1909 
the Congregational Union of Canada formally received the 
proposed Basi.2, 5?f Union, briefly discussed itv and adopted 
the following recommendation: 
The Congregational Union at its annual meeting in 1904 
decided athat organic union is both desirable and 
practicable. " It now remains to decide whether organic 
uni on on the basis prepared by the Joint Committee is 
desirable and practicable. As this must be determined 
!n the Congregational way by the votes of the churches, 
your Committee would recommend that the documents 
agreed upon by the Joint Committee, along with this 
report, be sent to the churches for consideration.2 
The Congregational Union was not a supreme court of 
the church. In view of this, it could not pronounce for or 
against union on the proposed basis, without first canvas-
sing the Congregational membership. It therefore ordered 
that a vote relative to union on the proposed basis be taken 
among the members of the various churches, the results of 
which were to be reported at the next annual meeting of the 
Union. The vote; cast on the basis of the following ques-
tions, was taken in the early part of 1910, and reported to 
the annual meeting of the Union in that same year. 
l. Are you in favor of the Canadian Congregational 
churches entering into the proposed Union on the 
2The Canadian Congregational Yearbook, 1909-1910, 
Thirtl_=se'venth Annual Volume (Toronto: Congregational Pub-
lishing Company, !909), pp. 43,44. 
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Basis of Union drafted by the Joint Committee? 
2. If the proposed basis is not satisfactory, what 
changes do you suggest?3 
According to the figures which appear in the histor-
ical stat ement prepared by direction of the Joint Union 
Committee, the results of the vote in Congregational chur-
ches was as follows: of a total of 10,689 members, 3,746 
or approximately 35 percent voted on the question. Of 
those who voted, 2,933, or approximately 78 percent voted in 
the affirmative, and 813, or approximately 22 percent voted 
negative.«. 
What one Canadian church historian has called 11 an over-
whelming approva1, 11 s was really not such an overwhelming 
approval at all, inasmuch as only slightly better than 
twenty-eight percent of the Congregational membership spoke 
for und.on on the proposed basis. Be that as it may, the 
Congregational Union of Canada, after receiving the results 
of the vote at its 1910 meeting, carried the following res-
olution: 
That this Union considers the action it has already 
taken as sufficient and will now wait until the other 
negotiating bodies have had an opportunity of testing 
'Ibid., p. 44. 
-
~Basis of Union of The United Church of Canada, p. 24. 
------- __.... --- _...,._ -
sH. H. Walsh, The Christian Church in Canada (Toronto: 
The Ryerson Press, M6), P• ·· 294. 
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to a corresponding degree the feeling of their 
consti'i:uencies.6 
At the same time the Congregational Union also reappointed 
its Committee on Church Union, and directed the appointment 
oi a special subcommittee "to investigate all the legal and 
administra~ive in'terests involved in the proposed Union 
both as to individual churches and societies."? 
As far as the Congregationalists were now concerned, 
they were prepared to take whatever steps were yet necessary 
to consummate organic union. From this point on they waited 
patiently for the other two churches to make their decisions. 
The Methodist deeiaion was not long in coming, but the Pres-
byterian decision was to come only after prolonged and 
bitter controversy. 
Meanwhile, the Congregationalists continued to exercise 
patience and to extend their willing co-operation. In 1914 
at the invitation of the Presbyterian General Assembly& 
their Committee on Church Union met with the corresponding 
committees of the Presbyterian and Methodist churches to 
discuss 
6congrega~ional Churches of Canada, Yearbook, 1910-1911, 
p. 32. 
7zbid. 
-
&Acts and Proceedings of the Fortieth General Assembly 
of The~sExferian Churon Iii ci'iiaaa, June 3-10, 1914 
(Torontoi Murray Printing CO:, 1914), p. 41:- - -
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l. The proposed changes in the Basia of Union suggested 
by the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church. 
2. 'l'hE::·· changes 6uggersted by the denominational Commit-
tees on Church Union. 
3. The name to be given to the United Church and the 
names t o be gi ven to the courts and officials of the 
United Church. 
4. The l egal aspects of the whole question of Church 
Uni on o 
5. Other matters preparatory to the final recommend-
at ion r egarding Church Union to be presented to the 
proper courts of t he negotiating Churches.9 
Dur i ng 'the course of the above-mentioned meeting, the 
Joint Committee amended the proposed Basis of Union. At 
the annua l mee ting of the Congregational Union the follow-
ing year, t he Committee on Church Union reported in favor of 
the amended basis, expressed its gratitude over the fact 
that union negotiations had advanced yet another stage, and 
ventured the hope that there would be no unnecessary delay 
in cons umraating organic union. 
Dur ing the neJtt five years the Co~gregational Union 
took no signif.5.c2.nt a.ction en union , other than to express 
its continued willingness to exercise patience, to continue 
its policy of co-operation, and to hold ,:itself in readiness 
to take all constitutional and legel steps necessary 0 10 when 
these should be called for. Subsequent to the action of the 
9Basis of Union of the United Church of Canada, p. 25 • 
...;.;~- -..., - --- -
lOcongregational Churches of Canada, Yearbook, 1916-1917, 
p. 22. 
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Presbyterian General Assembly of 19211 1 the Congr egationa l 
Union expressed i t s joy over that action , and i ns t r ucted 
the Committee on Church Uni on t o "take s uch uni ted action 
as may be necessar y to bring the corpora te union of the 
three denominations 5.nto effect . 0 12 
The Committe e on Chur ch Union carri e d out this dire c t -
ive and gave its report at the next meeting of the Onion . 
Subsequent t o this meeting, the documents prepared by the 
Joint Committee , which were r equired for legi slation in the 
Domi nion and Pr ovincial Legislatures, were submitted f o r 
approval o f the various Congregational societ ies and con-
gr e gations . The former gave their unanimous approva l and 
t he l att e r app roved by an ''overwhelming majority." At its 
192 3 meeting , t he Congr egational Union approved tha proposed 
l egislat ion, and appointed its Committee with power t o act 
in conjunction with the committees of the sister churches in 
11procu:ring such Legi sla·tion and taking all such ac·tion as 
should be necessary to consummate the union in the United 
Church of Canada. 11 l 3 A·i: this time the Onion also elected 
its representatives to the first General Council of The 
United Church of Canada. 
1 lirifra, p. 131. 
12congregational Churches of Canada, Yearbook, 1921-1922, 
p. 26. 
13~., 1923, pp. 16,17. 
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Methodist Reaction 
The Me t hodi s t s were almost as expeditious in approving 
the propos ed Basis of Unior. &a were the Congr~gaticnaliats • 
.....____.._ - _._,,.......a,-_ 
Although t here was a body of opposition within i t s ranks, 
the Methodist Church registered official approval at its 
first General Conference subEequent to completion of the 
proposed Basis of Union in 1908. 
- ···· ........ ---
Inasmuch a s the General Conference of the Me·chodist 
Church met only at four-year intervals, and would next meet 
in 1910 , t he Joint committee , in submitting the basis for 
considerati on by the Churches 1 recommended that no off icial 
action be t aken in the ma·ttar until all t hr ee bodi es could 
act more or less simultaneously in 1910.1 .. 
When t he pxoposed !3J!sis 2E Onion came before the 
General Conf erence i n 1910 , -che Conference declar ed !lits 
appro"'..ral of t hese documents agr~ed t,pon by the Joint Cammi t-
tee as a basis upon which the Presby·l:erian, Methodis·t, and 
Congregationnl Chuzches may unite. nlS An attempt by the 
opposition block t o have the above-mentioned documents 1=cor-
dially received" rather than approved, was defeated, and the 
original resolution passed with a substantial majority. 
l .. Basis of Union of The United Church of Canada, p. 23. 
--...,-..,.- --- ............ ----- - ---
lSJournal of Proceedings 2£. The Ei~hth Genera~ Confer-
ence of The Metliodist Church, Canaaa, August 14-31, 1910 (Toronto~Wflliam Briggs, I910l, p. 330. ~ ~ ~ 
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In contrast t o the opposition block in the Presbyterian 
Church,1 6 the Methodist opposition, though vigorous and 
determined , recognized the decision as the voice of the 
church, and deemed it its Christi an duty to abide by that 
decision. From this point on "the· Methodist Church was a 
unit, ••• and throughout the long years of delay and dis-
appointment kept: t he faith in the possibility of church 
union. 11 17 
At the same time as the General Conference approved 
the proposed Basis o f Union, :J.t directed its Special Com-
mittee t o send the proposed basis to the District Meetings 
for consideration , and to t he Annual Conferences for con-
sideration and adoption or rejection. It f urther directed 
that 11 if the reports from the Annual Conferences warrant 
such act ion, to send the documents of the Basis of Union to 
the Official Boards and membership of the Church for con-
sideration and adoption _or rejection. 11 18 In this same 
connection, the General Conference also authorized the 
Special Committee 11 to call a special meeting of the General 
Conference further to consider the matter of consummating 
the proposed union," provided that the "result of the vote 
16chapters V and VI, Passim. 
17c. E. Silcox, Church Union in Canada, its Causes and 
Consequences (New York: Institute~of Social and Religious 
Research, 1933), p. 188. 
18Methodist Church, Canada, Proceedings, 1910, p. 330. 
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woul d warrant t he action . 11 19 
The first of thes e directi ve s wa s car r ied out in 1911, 
wi t h the resul t t ha t. eleven of the t'!.•telve Annual Confe r ences 
voted in the affizrnative and one i n t he negative . Membership-
wise , the vote was 1,579 for and 270 against. Ther eupon the 
Special Commit tee discharged its dut y in relatior, t o the 
seco110 directive and submi tted the whole matter t o the Offi-
cia.l Boaro.s and t he membership o f the chur ch . The vote by 
offic:tals and members of the church was cas t :l.n 1912 on the 
question z 11.l'.i.-c y ou i n f ovor of organic uni on o f the t h ree 
Ch rchee: on the Basis proposed by the Joint Corrani t tee? ,: 2 o 
The vot.0 resul t ed a s shm-m by the fol l owing t able. 
TABLE 2 
RESULTS OF METHODIST VOTE ON UNION 
Tota l Number 
o f Of.i..:icials Vot ing For Voti ng Aga i nst Not Voting 
29,820 
Tot al Numbe r of Member s 
Eighte en Years and Over 
23,475 3, 869 2,476 
293 , 967 150,8~1 24,357 118,769 
Total Number of Membe rs 
Under Eighteen Years 
29.373 
19~. 
17,198 2,615 5 , 560 
20Basis 2£. Union 2£_ ~ Uni ted Church of Canada, p. 24 . 
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Inasmuch as eleven out of twelve Annual Conferences , 
and of those individuals exercising their franchise, eighty-
five percent of officials, eighty-five percent of members 
eighteen years of age and over , and eighty-six percent of 
members under eighteen years of age , voted in the affirma-
tive, the consensus among Methodists was, that the church 
had spoken over.whelmingly in favor of union on the proposed 
basis. Consequently, the Methodist Church did not deem it 
necessary to t ake a further vote, and from 1912 on, the 
General Conference of the Methodist Church was fully pre-
pared to consummate organic union with the Presbyterian and 
Congregational churches on the basis prepared by the Joint 
Committee. On July 16, 1912, the General Conference Special 
Committee declared itself .. satisfied that the Methodist 
Church is now prepared to proceed toward the Union of the 
three negotiating Churches on the Basis of Union heretofore 
agreed upon."21 
At the invitation of the Presbyterian General Assembly,22 
the General Conference in 1914 reappointed its Church Union 
Committee, which met later that year with the corresponding 
committees of the Presbyterian and Congregational churches. 
In 1918 the General Conference received the report relative 
to that meeting and confirmed the action taken at that time. 
21Ibid. 
-
22Presbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1914, P• 41. 
-
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Meanwhile , some of the Methodists were becoming some-
what impatient wi t h t he whole union endeavor. The seemi ng 
inability of the Presbyte r i ans t o commit themselve s t o 
definite a c tion, in spite o f the fact t hat t he General 
Assembly of t he Presbyterian Church had endor sed the pro-
posed Basis £! Union , was distur bing. The West, which mo~e 
or less l ed t he way i n union, was becoming particularly im-
patient. The General Conference of 1918 consider ed t he 
following memor i al from t he Saskatchewan Confer ence of t he 
Methodist Chur ch : 
That wherea s negotiat i ons for union have now been going 
on f or f ifteen years; and whereas the local union move-
ment is spreading rapi dly, and we believe that the 
Chur ch shoul d lead r ather than be led; and whereas t he 
Methodi st Church is really the Union Church, e ver con-
sistently s tanding for union, and therefore should 
claim t he place of l eadership : 
We therefore r econunend (1) that the General Confer ence 
not i f y the Presbyterian Church that, believing that t he 
time i s more than r ipe to recognize the demand for 
union, i t is our i nt ention in June, 1920, to adopt the 
Basis of Union, inviting all existing Union churches 
and any other evangelical bodies wishing to join with 
us in organizing The United Church of Canada, and 
·calling the General Council of that Church to meet at 
that date ; and (2) that the General Conference should 
suggest very earnestly to the Presbyterian Church that 
the acute situation, especially in the West, and the 
swift movements going on, call for a reconsideration of 
the policy adopted by that Church.23 
The •policy 0 referred to in the latter part of this 
memorial was adopted by the Presbyterian General Assembly 
23Methodist Church, Canada, Proceedings, 1918, p. 299. 
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in 1917, 2 ,. and called for a atruce" in negotiations, in 
view of the fact that the country was at war, and that the 
previous Assembly had agreed to take no further action anent 
organic union until the second Assembly after the conclusion 
of that War . The Methodists responsible for the manorial 
were undoubtedly motivated on the one hand by a genuine 
desire to cons ummate the union, particularly in view of the 
fact t hat in the West, many union churches had been estab-
lished in anticipa·t ion of t he Union. On the other hand, 
t hey were motivated by a desire to force the unionists in 
the Presby·terian Church to override the opposition. Patience 
and wise counsel prevailed however, and the General Confer-
ence passed the following resolution: 
The Gener al Conference does not deem it fitting to 
suggest to the Presbyterian Church a reconsideration 
of the policy adopted by that Church; but while rec-
ognizing the acute situation resulting from the long 
delay, the General Conference would counsel patience, 
a wise and Christian endeavor to meet pressing local 
situations by co-operation, a cordial spirit towards 
. those local Methodist and Presbyterian congregations 
that have with good intent anticipated the consumma-
tion of organic union, and always a loyal devotion to 
the work of Christ committed to our Church.25 
The General Conference did not meet again until 
October, 1922. At that time the Conference approved the 
proposed draft of legislation prepared and submitted by the 
Joint Committee, and appointed a Committee of Forty to act 
2~Presbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1917, p. 53. 
25Methodist Church, Canada, Proceedings, 1918, p. 299. 
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on behalf of the Methodist Church "to procure the enactment 
of the said proposed Acts of the Parliament of Canada and 
the Legislatures of the Provinces of Canada. 0 26 The 
Committee of Forty was also authorized to 
consider and deal with any proposals made by or on 
behalf of any o::.: the negotiating Churches o:c any Com-
mittee thereof, or otherwise, with respect to the said 
legis lation, to make or concur in any changes or 
amendments to the said proposed Acts that they in 
their d:l s cretion may deem advisable in order to carry 
into e f fect the provisions of the Basis of Union and 
the general principles contained in the said proposed 
Acts, and with the representatives of the other nego-
tiating Chur ches, to settle m1d determine the final 
foL-m of any such legislation, and generally to do all 
such acts and things as the said Committee may deem 
expedient to procure wnatever legislation may in their 
opinion ba necessary or requisite to effectuate and 
consummate the said Union, pursuant to the provisions 
of t he Basis of Union and the principles contained in 
the said proposed Acts.27 
At this time the General Conference also elected seventy-
five ministers and seventy-five laymen as members of the 
first General Council of The United Church of Canada. 
Presbyterian Reaction 
Subsequent to the 1912 declaration of the Methodist 
General Conference Special . Committee, 28 the story of the 
union movement is largely a record of proceedings in the 
Presbyterian Church in Canada. Even though t..~e General 
26~., 1922, p. 95. 
27Ibid. 
-
28aasis 21.. Union!?£. !h,!_ United Church of Canada, p. 24. 
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Assembly of 1910 clecla:ced its "approval of the document s 
agr ee.; upon by the Joint Coirb"ni ttee a.s a basis upon -which 
this ~hurch may imit.e with t' e i<lethodist anc:. Congregati onal 
Churches, "2 9 at the same ti!ne d:trecting- that this declar-
a-c.ion toget her wi ·ch ... he Gocuments mentioned tht:?rei n "be 
trm1s ict~~ to Pr esbyterie s f or t heir j ucgement under the 
Barrier Act, 1e 30 a long and bitter controve~sy waged withi n 
t he Presby·ce.rian Church :b~fore union was con.:lU11Una·c.ec1 fif-
teen years lat.er. 
? ::.. the outse;t. of uni on negotiati ons there had been 
oppusi ·Lion in th~ General Assembly. By and large, t;1e 
Presbyterians ,ere desirot-r.s of a fuller me sure 0£ t.1nity 
with othe1· churches. Howe ver, there were those in the r anks 
of Pres.byt~ria:.1ism who feared that union such as was bei ng 
propoeeo. ctnc.1 uegotiatecl would encroach upon the freedom and 
int.egrity of ti1eir church, anl1 they were steacfastl y 
"opposed ·to any step by which that rree ~om and integrH:y 
rnigh·t be iutpe~illed. •· 31 
29 .fresbyterian Church i 11 Ce.r~ada, I?roceeaing~ , 1910, p. 38 . 
30The Barrier Act is intended to be a bar rier against 
hasty legislat ion by the Gener al Assembl y. It provid~'?S that 
ce rta i n i ntport a.11t measures, a fter &ppro v-al by the Ge neral 
Assembly , must also be approved by a majority of t he Presby-
teries beior e becoming e ffective. When a ma jority oi the 
Pres byt-eries register approv'11 , the next Genera l n.ss er!lbly 
may put that legi s l ation i nto effect. 
31 Bphrai:"!: Scott , "Chu~~) .. !!!:1 .. !.~m II an~ 1,'.!1.~ ::>re s byterian 
Church in Canada (i\lontreaI: John Lovell & s o n, Limited , 
l 9 2"s") , p":- 4'i. ' "' 
-
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There were those who were surprised and shocked, when 
at the 1910 Assembly , the Committ.ee on Church Union con-
cluded i ts report by moving that the proposed Basi s o f !.)nion 
be approved by the Assembly and sent down to the Presbyter-
ies f or t heir j udgement under the Barrier Act. ~he General 
Assembly had received the proposed ~is of Unio~ in 1909 , 
in conjunction with the report of i ts Committee on Church 
Union . '.rhe Joint Committee had recommended that no action 
be t aken un'i::il all three bodies could act more or less si-
multaneously in 1910, to which the General Assembly concurred. 
At the s ame t ime t he General Assembly directed that copies 
of the Committee's report, including the proposed Basis of 
Union, be transmi.t ted "to Presbyteries, Sessions and Congre-
gations , for their use, i n o r der t hat they may be ful!y 
informed as to the whole question, and be prepared to deal 
1.'li th it i·1hen it comes be fore them for disposal . " 3 2 
Many were convinced that the membership should speak 
before the matter was put before Presbyteries under the 
Barrier Act. They were equally convinced that the member-
ship would not approve. Hence, the surprise and shock when 
t he Committee moved that the whole question he su.l:lmitted to 
Presbyteries for their juc1gement. This they regar.ded as an 
attempt to by-pass the will of the people, inasmuch as the 
next General Assembly could enact the union without going to 
32presbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1909, P• 39. 
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'che pe ople , provided that the Presbyteries reacted favorably. 
The w1.ionists carried the issue , however, and the 
matte r was t r ansmi t ted t o the Presbyteries f or t heir c on-
sider.ation and r e action. Of seventy Presbyteries exc.a..-ic, 
sixty-seve n registere d the i r reaction. Fifty Presbyteries 
vo t e d i n ·i.:J.'le a ffi r ma t ive, and twenty in the negative. A 
total of 1 , 269 indivi dual votes were cast, with 793 r egis-
tering app1:-ova l and 4 76 registering non-approval . 3 3 
J.n vie~, o f t he ma jority of Presbyteries approving union 
on the proposed basis, the General Assembly of 1911, acted 
in keeping wit h i t s pr ovision of 1910, to the effect that 
i n the event of t he return f rom Presbyteries warranting 
fur t er steps being taken in the dire ction of union, 
t he Ass e1nbly of 1911 will proceed t o consult Se .. ~sions, 
and Congregations regarding the whole rnatter.3 4 
The vote, cast on the question: nAre you in favor of organic 
union with the Methodist an<l Congregational Churches?" 
brought the returns shown i n the following table. 
TABLE 3 
RESULTS OF FIRST PRESBYTERIAN VO~E ON UNION 
Total number of Elders 
9 ,675 
Total number of Communicants 
287,944 
Voting 
For 
6,245 
106,755 
Voting 
Against 
2,475 
48,278 
Not 
Voting 
955 
132,911 
33aasis of Union of~ United Church of Canada, pp. 23,24. 
34presbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1910, p. 24. 
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A second vote, cas<t on the question: 11 Do you approve o f the 
proposed Basis of Union?" brought t he following results . 
TABLE 4 
RESULTS OF PRESBYTERIAN VOTE ON BASIS OF UNION 
Total number of Elders 
9,675 
Total num.ber of Corcununicants 
287,944 
Voting 
For 
5,104 
77,993 
Voting 
Against 
2,192 
27 , 197 
Not 
Voting 
1,379 
182,754 
In addition , on the first questi.on, 37 , 175 adherents, t ha t 
is, individuals who did not hold f ull-fledged membership , 
but had a somewhat loosely-connected relationship with the 
church , voted in the affirmative , and 14,174 voted in the 
negative. On the second question, 27,756 adherents voted 
in the affirmative, and 10,316 voted in the negative .35 
An examination of the results wil l reveal that better 
... ~ ~r. ninety percent of the elders reacted to the first ques-
t ion, seventy-two percent of which i ndicated in favor of 
union. On the other hand, sixty-five percent of t.~e elders 
reacted to the second question, seventy percent of which in-
dicated approval of the proposed Basis of Union. 
The reaction by communicant members was considerably 
less favorable. Only slightly better than forty-six per-
cent of the conununicant membership registered a reaction to 
35aasis of Union of The United Church!!!_ Canada, p. 24. 
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the first question. Of those who did, almost one-third 
reacted negatively. With t'egard to the second question, 
just slightly better. than thirty-six percent of the member-
ship registered a reaction, and of those who did , less than 
, 
sixty-five percent approved the Basis of Union. I n the 
final analysis, only thirty-seven percent of t.1-ie ccmununi-
cant membership approved of union, and twenty- seven percent 
approved of the proposed basis. This perhaps best explains 
why anti-unionists subsequently claimed that the church had 
not spoken decisively. Reflected no doubt, in this vote, 
was the influence of those opposed to organic union. Sub-
sequent to the 1910 decision of t.l1.e General Assembly, to 
send the question down to Presbyteries under the Barrier 
Act, there emerged a loosely-knit or ganization called "The 
Presbyterian Association for t he Federation of the Churches 
of the Protestant Denominations. " As the name indicates, 
this organization pr essecl the idea of "federation ': as a sol-
ution to the problems confronting the churches in their task 
of meeting the needs of an ever- receding frontier. This 
organization evidently was the nucleus of the opposition 
when the vote was taken.3 6 
In 1912, the General Assembly heard its Committee on 
Church Union .?:-ecommend that the Assembly reaf f inn the ideal 
of organic union and continue to press for the fulfillment 
3 6Silcox, 2E.• ~-, P• 190. 
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oft.hat ideal. However, the Assembly did not fail to take 
recognition of the fact that a rather substantial minority 
had voted both against union and the proposed basis . Con-
sequently , the Assembly resolved that 
In view of the extent of the minorit y , whi ch is not 
yet convinced that organic uni on is tile best method 
of expr essing the unity sincerely desi r ed by all, the 
Assembly deems it unwise immediately to proceed to 
consummate t he union , but believes t hQ.t by fur ther 
conference and discussion practically unanimous action 
can be s ecured within a reasonable tirne.37 
.-~t. the s ;.une t ime the General Ass embly al3o dir ected that 
a ny sugge s t.ions i.n i:·elation to the union question be referred 
to the Conin,i t t.ee on Chur ch Un i on •= for ·;:;heir cons ideration i n 
t.l1e hope of :.:-emoving ob j ections and ,:,1it:h ~ ,,d.e\'· to further 
confez--ence "t1ith the Committees of t.he other ne gotiating 
chux:ches . i: 3 e 
Fo4 the time being , the merger movement was halted . 
~he weelts and months following the 1912 General Assembly 
were compar atively peaceful for the Presbyterian family. 
The ac~ion of 1912 had made it clear that the unionists 
still hoped for "practically unani!'!\ous action." The anti-
unionists relied en the sentiments of 1905 and 1912 to the 
effect that a decision to consummate union should carry "the 
consent of the entire membership , '! and took courage from the 
results of the vote which i 11dicated they held a substantial 
37presbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1912, P• 45. 
38Ibid., P • 46. 
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body of strength . Mor eover, they were confident their 
strength was i ncre asing .39 
However, t he General Assembly of -1913 s hatt e r ed t he 
peace , and gave rise t o a highly organized opposi tion . I n 
that year t he Assembly resolved that 
for t he f ull es t and f air e s t conside r a tion o f eve ry 
as pect o f t he question fur the r amendment s t o the 
present Basis of Union and alternati ve proposa ls be 
invit e d and r eferred to its Union Co.,nmitt ee, in order 
that after cons:i.dering them i t may agai n enter into 
conference with the Commi t tees o f ·che o t.her ne got .i ·-
ating churches, with t he view of setti ng be fore our 
people a fina l presen-tat.ion of the que s t.ion for the ir 
judgement, i n t he hope that union may be constmunated 
wi th no unnecessar y delaJ . t:. o 
During that Assembly , a vi gorc,us and det ermined o:9po-
siti o11 was orgard zed. or. Ephrai.rn Sco t t, a s taunch membe r 
of the OiJposit i on , reportei as follows : 
Dt1r ing t he debate a member of Ass embly as1t:ed anot her 
aside and said, "They are determined t o dr i ve this 
thing fon1ard. Something must be done t o s ave the 
Church. We must call a meeting and or ganize . Whi ch 
will you do, finc1 a place to meat or call t he meeti ng? " 
"I 'll find a place to mee t , " was the response. 11All 
right, I'll call the meeting. " 
Nearing six o ' clock that afternoon , when the vote of 
Assembly to press f or ward to 11union" was announced, a 
cal l was at once given, - -"tli l l all who wish to continue 
the Presbyterian Church meet at seven o ' clock this eve-
ning in the hall of St . Andrew' s Chur ch , ring Street 
West." 
At seven they met, some thirty or forty. After the 
thronged Assembly and Congress in Massey Hall t hey 
39scott, op. cit., p. 52. 
- -
~OPresbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedin9s, 1913, 
Ae2_endiC!S, p. 302. 
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seemed but fe·w. To human eye the future was not rich 
in p1:;ospect or promise. But they knew they were right, 
and with quiet purpose and trnst they organized to do 
\-lhat the AssC.:!Inbly had been chosen and pledged t o do, 
"maintain and defend 11 the Presbyterinn Church, a trust 
which a majority in that Assembly had betrayed. This 
,,,as the first nation-wide orga.nizat ion for that pur-
pose , and in a f ew weeks--nThe General Committee of the 
Organizution for t he Preser?~tion ano Continuance of 
the Presbl,teria.n Church in Ca.na6.a " -··number ed over one 
hundred and seventy ministers , and more than five hun-
dred leading laymen, eldexs and others, some seven 
hundred i n all , r~presenting evcf'Y considerable com-
munity from Atlantic to Pacific. 4 
From this point on the opposition .was ::organized on a 
nati on-wide basis .. " Shortly thereafter 0 The Women's League 11 
was or gani zed i n Montreal" with essentially the same pur-
pose , namely t o 0 preserve" the Presbyterian Church in Canada. 
The League wholeheartedly endorsed the Organization for the 
Preservation and Continuance of the Presbyterian Church in 
Canada , and pledged its co-operation .. Three years later, a 
ne\-1 organizatiot'l called the "Presbyter ian Church Association 11 
was formed in Toronto.~2 This organization waged a deter-
mined fight for the preservation of the Pr esbyterian Church 
in Canada for the duration of negotiations, including the 
Bill before the Dominion Parliament and some of the ?rovin-
cial Legislatures. 
The action· taken by the General Assembly in 1914, and 
the subsequent meeting of the Joint Committee has already 
~lscott, ~·£!!•,PP• 52,53. 
~
2
~. I P• 56e 
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been referred t o. 4 3 It is, however , noteworthy that between 
regular sessions of that Assembly those opposed to union 
held separate meetings in a neighboring hall. One man who 
attended those meetings testifies that they "were largely 
attended and were marked by purpose, confidence and enthus-
iasm.114 4 
In the interval between the 1914 and 1915 meetings of 
the General Assembly, the Joint Union Committee of the nego-
tiating churches reviewed and amended the proposed Basis 5?.£. 
Union. Except for the addition of an article on prayer~S 
and an Appendix on Law, the amendments were few and relat-
ively insignificant . In 1915 a tense General Assembly 
considered the amended basis. By the time the General Assem-
bly convened in 1915, the amended basis had been accepted by 
the other negotiating churches , and they were reported 
anxious to take whatever action was yet necessary to consum-
mate the union. In addition, the country was at war. 
Shortly before the Assembly was to convene, the opposition 
broadcast a coast-to-coast appeal, urging the Presbyterians, 
in view of the war, to call a halt to negotiations. 4 6 These 
43supra, pp. 106,107. 
44scott, 22· ~-, p. 54. 
~sE. Lloyd Morrow, Church Union in Canada,~ History, 
Motives, Doctrine and Government (Toronto: Thomas Allen, 
19°2"3f, P• I2!. - .. -
~&Thomas B. Kilpatrick and Kenneth H. Cousland, Our 
Common Faith (Torontoc The Ryerson Press, 1928), p. 29. 
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f acto·rs all combine d t o gender tremendous interest in the 
1915 Assembl y o f Presbyterians . The largest Assembly up to 
that t i me considered the amended Basis of Union, approved 
it, and directed that the amended basis, together with the 
Appendix on La\·1, be s ent down to Presbyteri es under the 
Bar rier Act. The Assembly f urther direct ed 
That the q uest ion of Union be submitted to Sessions, 
and a l s o t o Communicants and Adherents of the Church, 
in the following form : 11Are you in f avor of Union 
with the Methodist and Congregational Churches of Can-
ada on t he Basis of Union approved by the General 
Assembly of 1915? Yes. No. " The people are reminded 
that the decision on this question mus t be reached on 
the basis o f the votes cast.47 
The resul ts of this vote, shown in the fo l lowing table, 
were r eported to t he next General Assembly. 4 8 
TABLE 5 
RESULTS OF SECOND PRESBYTERIAN VOTE ON ONION 
Approving remit ••••••••• 53 Presbyteries 
Disapproving remit •••••••• 13 Presbyteries 
Ties. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 Presbyteries 
Irrelevent returns •••••••• 2 Presbyteries 
Rejected {Cariboo) •••••••• l Presbytery 
No returns from ••••••••• 4 Presbyteries 
"16 
Sessions 
For Against 
Communicants Adherents 
For Against For Against 
Pastoral Charges 
& Mission Fields 
For Against 
7,066 3,822 106,534 69,913 36,942 20,004 1,331 494 
~?Presbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedin2s, 1915, p. 43. 
~a~., pp. 36,37. 
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The vote of 1915 showed that Presbyteries voted largely 
as they had previously. Whereas fifty had registered ap-
proval in 1912 , fifty-'t:hree registered approval in 1915. 
Among communicants and adherents however, the opposition in-
creased significantly. The number of communicants registering 
approval in 1915 was substantially the same as in 1912. The 
number of adherents registering approval in 1915 dropped 
slightly from 1912 . However, among communicants registering 
non-approval, the opposition increased by more than 20,000 
votes. Similarly among adherents registering non-approval 
the opposition i ncreased by almost one-thir a. 4 9 
The inc reased opposition notwithstanding, the 1916 
General Assembly , by a vote of 406 to 90 , resolved 
That in accordance with its recommendations this Gen-
eral As sembly of the Presbyterian Church in Canada, do 
now resolve to unite with the Methodist Church of Can-
ada, and the Congregational Churches of Canada, to 
constitute "The Unite d Church of Canada," on the Basis 
of Union, approved by the General Assembly of 1915, 
and by the majority of Presbyteries since consulted 
under the Barrier Act. 
That a Committee be appoint ed to carry out the policy 
of the Assembly, and to act in co-operation with Com-
mittees of the Methodist and Congregational Churches 
of Canada, in obtaining the necessary legal advice and 
in taking such steps as may be deemed pr oper to prepare 
for making application to the Dominion and Provincial 
Legislatures for such legislation as may be n9cessary 
to secure the conveyance of property of the United 
Church; 
That this Committee report to the first Assembly fol-
lowing the end of the first year after the close of 
~9~., p. 279. 
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the War, and that, with the consent and authority of 
that: Assembly r application be made for the legislation 
proposed at the following Session of the Dominion Par-
liament and the Provincial Legislatures. 
That provision be made in this legislation to conserve 
the proper ty rights of all congregations that may de-
t ermi ne by a majority vote of the communicants, not to 
enter tile Unit ed Church. 
That t he uni on be consummated as soon after the secur-
ing of l egisl ati on as the regular steps can be taken.so 
The General Assembly had t hus committed the Presbyter-
ian Church i n Canada t o organic union with the Methodist 
and Congregational churches. The Methodists and Congrega-
tionali sts were understandably happy to receive ·the news. 
The oppos ition on the other hand, co11.sidered the action 
"ruthless, " a '°breach of faith. 11 51 That autumn the opposi-
tion met in Toronto, and reorganized its defences. 5 2 In 
the inter va l between this incident and the next meeting of 
the General Assembly, the latter was literally besieged with 
overtures petitioning the Assembly not to car~-y through its 
resolution, so that a schism in the church might be averted. 
The General Assembly of 1917 took recognition of the 
many overtures, and hoping to avert a schism in the church, 
called a truce. The Assembly urged that debate and organ-
ized propagandism be discontinued on either side, and 
further declared 
5 0 Ibid. , p • 5 7. 
-
Slscott, g;e,. £!,!., p. 56. 
52sue,r!,, p. 123. 
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That i nasmuch as the resolution of the last ~sse..~.hly 
s ets f orth that fut:ther action will not be t aken until 
the second Assembl y after the close of the War , to se-
cure peace 1.n the meant ime, the Assembly urges that 
controver sy on the matter of Organic Uni on be dropped 
by all pa.rt:l.es; t h ~t no a ttempt be made a t the present 
t i me t o set f ort h in detail the action appr opriate to 
a futur e peri o~, but that the Church patiently awai t 
the new light which i t may rece ive by Divine guidance 
through the growing experience of the peopl e, and the 
lessons of t he War. 53 
For f our years there was peace within the Presbyterian 
fami l y. Dur ing those four years, the General Ass embly did 
not e ven hear reports f rom its Commit.tee on Church Union. 
Those opposed t o union gained in the confidence that the 
church woul d not be carried into union. Then, the question 
of union was again r ais ed in the General Asse.mbly of 1921. 
The Assembly expressed the opinion that during t he years of 
t he truce nothing had occurred that should change the mind 
of the church , on the contr ary, the mind of the church had 
been confirmed and s-trengthened in its previous decision. 
The Assembl y resolved therefore, to 11 take such steps as may 
be deemed best to conewnmate organic union ••• as exped-
i ·tiously as possible.• 5 &t 
A conunittee was appointed to confer with corresponding 
committees of the other two churches, with instructions to 
report to the next General Assembly. The committee met in 
Joint Committee and in 1922 reported the results to the 
53Presbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1917, P• 53. 
Sltzbid., · 1921, P• 30. 
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General Assembly.55 What now remained for the General 
Assembly, ~-1a:-.:, to adopt the legal documents t.~at were yet 
to be prepared; to inform the membership of its actJ.oni to 
elect its memb~rs to the first General Council of The United 
Church oi Canada; and, to have its representatives fight the 
pending legal battle in the Dominion Parliament and the Pro-
vincial Legislatures. In due course all of these items were 
taken care of. The recoxd of this ac·;:ion shall be presented 
in the next chapter. 
5 5Infra, Chap·ter Vl. 
---- . 
CHAPTER VI 
SECURING ENABLING LEGISLATION 
I nasmuch as the t hree churches negot i ating organic 
union, had thr ough their respective chur ch cour t s r e solved 
t o unite \·Ti t h each other t o f orm The United Church of Ca n-
ada, it was necessary for them t o seek and obt ain legis lat ion 
in both the Dominion Parliament and each of the Provincial 
Legislatures. Such l egis lation was necessary in order that 
the Basis 2£. Uni?!!_ appr oved by each of the negot iating 
churches could be put i nto effect. Dominion legi slat ion 
was ne cessary in order to incorporat e, to provide f or t he 
governmant of the new church, t o conf er powers of reception 
upon it, and t o deal specifically with s uch areas as came 
under the legislative control of the Dominion. Provi ncial 
legislation wa s necessary to confirm Dominion legislation 
i n each of the Provinces and make provision for the vesting 
of general property in each o f tha Provinces.1 
The three churches were of course free to unite, when 
and where and with whom they should choose so t o do. I f , 
however, the three churches wanted to be sure t hat they 
could carry t heir property with them into w1ion , it was 
lGeorge c. Pidgeon, The United Church of Canada, The 
Storg of~ Union (Toronto: The Ryerson Press , !§sor;-
p. 8. 
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necessary for them to seek legislation enabling them so to 
do. Inasmuch ag a good deal of denominational property, 
such a s colleges, and a vast majority of general property 
was held under D0mi11ion chart.er, it was necessary to seek 
Dominion legislation to r egulari~e the transfer of such 
property to t he new church. And since practically all of 
the l ocal chur ch property of the denominations was held 
under Provi ncial regulations of one kind or another, proper 
pr ovision for t he vesting of that property had to be made 
in each of the Provinces. 
As i ndicated above, the Congregational Union of Canada 
was prepared to take final steps necessary to consummating 
union as early as 1910. By 1912 the Methodist Church, Can-
ada, was similarly prepared. When in June of 1921 the 
Presbyterian General Assembly resolved 0 to consummate organ-
ic tmion 
directed 
• • • as expeditiously as possible, 11 2 it also 
That a representative committee be appointed, with 
instruction to confer with the negotiating churches, 
and to carry out the policy of this Assembly, and to 
report to the ·next General Assembly.3 . 
In Octob~r of that same year t.he Joint Union Co.~ittee, 
comprised of the above-mentioned Presbyterian committee and 
· 2Acts and --Proceedings of the Forty-Seven.th -,.l;enei::al 
Asaenibfyof ''!he "Ptesbyte"rian::cliurch --In· Canada',' --J.\me'zt;;.Jr, 
1921 (Toronto: The Murray Printing Company Limlted,"'-fg·21), 
p. 30. 
'Ibid., P• 49. 
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corresponding committees of the other two churchesr met in 
Toronto . Three duly appointed representativ~s of the 
General Counc i l of Loca l Ordon Churches wer e a lso in att:e11d-
ance. At this meeting the J oint Union Commit.tee decided 
'l'ha t a stand i ng Cornmi t tee on Law anci i.egis lation be 
appointed to consider and repor.t on the Legislation 
nece s sary to give effect to the Union of the negoti-
ating Churches , and to have prepared copies of all 
proposed bills to be submitted to the Parliament of 
Canada , and such other legisla·ci ve bodies a s may be 
nece ssary i n the pr emises, to be submi tted to a fur-
ther meeting o f t his Committee, and thereaftez to the 
Supreme Cour-ts of the negotiating Churches ; and, 
f:uxther t hat the Legislation Cont.tnittee have the po·wer 
to secure the necessary legal assistance. 4 
In its r eport to the General Assembly in 1922, ·che 
Commit tee on Church Union of the 4resbyterian Church in 
Cana da, proposed that the "ablest legal counsel possible" 
should be retained, and 11 that all documents bearing on the 
proposed union ••• be submitted to the above-named Counsel 
for their consideration.MS The committee also proposed 
that Coun.sel , yet to be chosen, should be required to report 
all the steps necessary to consummation of tha Union as well 
as all the proposed documents to be submitted to the Domin-
ion Parliament and Provincial Legislatures, for its 
4Basis of Union of The United Church of Canada as 
Prepared by the Jolnt""coiiun!ttee on Church Union and Approved 
by the Presbyterian Church in Canada, The General Conference 
of The Methodist Church, The Congregational Union of Canada, 
Also A Brief Historical Statement (Toronto: The Joint Com-
mittee on Church-Union, Novein6"er, 1924), p. 29. 
Spresbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1922, 
A2fen2ices, p. 509. 
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consideration. These proposals of the committee were 
adopted, and Mr. w. ~. Tilley and Mr. R. s. Cassels were 
retained as legal counsel for the Presbyterian Church i n 
Canada. Mr. Tilley and Mr. Cassels were instructed to pre-
pare such bills as were necessary to consummate the union, 
and to prepare as well , legislation that would safeguard 
the rights and interests of all concerned , be t hey for or 
against uni on. 
Preparing The Bill 
On J une 26, 1922, Mr. Gershom w. Mason and Mr. 
McGregor Young were formally retained as legal counsel for 
th~ Commit tee on Law and Legislation.G In keeping with the 
1921 decision of the J'oint U11ion Committee, it ·was their 
task to assist t.he Committee on Law and Legislation in pre-
paring "copies of all proposed bills to be subnd.tted to the 
Parliam~nt of Canada ai,d such other legislative bodies as 
may be neoeasary •• 
• • 
117 Counsel were given a "free hand 
and the legislation as finally passed, with a few exceptions 
• followed the broad lines of the original draf·t . "s . . 
To acquaint counsel with Presbyterian action up to this 
point, they were given extracts of the Church Union 
6Gershom w. Mason, The Legislative Struggle for Church 
Union (Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 1956), p. 3. 
7supra, p. 132. 
&Mason, 2£• oit., p. 4. 
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Committee ' s report which had been approvec! by the General 
Assembly i n 1 22 1 9 as well as t he report of the Presbyterian 
counselr M't" . 'T.'illey and ~r. Cas~el s. Inasmuch as counsel 
for the Commi t:cee on Law and r..egi3lati on wez·e not retained 
until th,?. latter part o f. ,June , and wer e expect~d to have 
the dr.af\;.S ready for consideration of the Methodist General 
Confe r en.ce in September , the time allowed for completion of 
their task was indee d rather limited. 
Co1J :isel set themselve s to their appointed t a sk with 
zeal. I\ hoR'i: of problems needed solving . Mr. Mason enu-
merates some of those problem~ as follows.: 
'!'he constitutions of the uni ting Churches varied. The 
Methodist Church was a body corporate, having been in-
corporated in 1884 by Act of Parliament. The Presby-
terian Church in Canada had not received a~y similar 
incorporation although r ecognized as an entity by many 
statutes, Dominion and Provincial. It had found it 
expedient to secure the incorpora tion of a number of 
boards in order to facilitate the holding of its prop-
erty and adininistr~.tion of l ts affairs. The Congrega-
tional Churches were separaite autonomous units and 
there was no governing body having legisl ative or 
a dmini~trative author ity a lthough to further their 
common purposes they had procured the i ncorporation o~ 
several of their associations, notably The Congrega-
tional Union of Canada and two Missionary Societies. 
It was planned to units all these organizations and to 
make provision for their continuing their function 
u.~til The United Church should devise ways and means 
of carrying on their work. 
It was necessary to consider the respective jurisdictions 
of Parliament and of the Provincial Legislatures. It was 
clear that only Parliament could incorporate the united 
body, that it had jurisdiction over much of the general 
proper.ty ••• , and that it had jurisaiction over the 
9Presbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1922, p. 30. 
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property of congregations outside of any provi nce. 
It wa s also clear that provincial legislation was 
necessary to dea l with the property of congregations 
situated wit hin the pr ovinces, with many trusts which 
were wi t hin the provincial jurisdiction, and with the 
civil r i ghts of the Chur ches in the provinces, s uch a s 
the r i ght t o solemnize marriage . 10 
In its task of prepari ng the bill for legislation , 
counse l f r equently refer r ed to the pr oposed Basis of Union, 
studied a vol uminous body of relevant material gathered 
from the negotiati ng churches, considered a l arge number of 
statutes pe r tinent to rel igious institutions and proper ty-
holding soci eties , and the like. The first drafts were sent 
t o Mr. Rowell , chairman of the Committee on Law and Legis la-
tion, on August 31, 1922. The general principles of the 
proposed legislation are summarized as follows : 
1 . The incorporation of The United Church of Canada 
wi th appropriate powers; 
2. 'l'he vesting of gener al property of the negotiating 
Churches in The United Church; 
3. The vesting of congregational property in trustees 
for the congregations as a part of The United 
Church either, 
a) under the terms of a Model Deed or 
b) for the sole benefit of the congregation; 
4. The substitution of The United Church for the 
respective uniting churches in their relation to 
their colleges; 
s. The clothing of The United Church and its congrega-
tions with appropriate civil rights in each province; 
lOMason, ~·~.,PP• 7,8. 
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6. The right of each congregation to decide by majority 
vo·te as to entering the union and to retain ita 
property no matter what the result of the vote; and 
7 . The division of the general property of a negotia-
ting church between The United Church and the 
congregations voting not to enter the union.11 
Dur ing t he i ntervening weeks between submission of the 
drafts to the Commi ttee on Law and Legislation, and the con-
sideration of thos e dr afts by the Joint Union Committee, a 
number o f minor revisions were made. The Committee on Law 
and Leg i s l a tion presented the revised legislation at a meet-
ing of t he Joint Onion Committee, on September 22, 1922.12 
The drafts were carefully considered, certain amendments 
were sugges ted, and the Committee on Law and Legislation was 
authorized to make such changes as were in harmony with the 
findings of the meeting. The Joint Union Conunittee also 
directed that the proposed legislation "be sent forward to 
the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, the General 
Conference of the Methodist Church and the Congregational 
Union . •13 The negotiating churches were requested to act on 
the documents, and authorize their respective Committees on 
Church Union •to put the legislation into final form for 
Parliament and the Provincial Legislatures. 11 l &t 
ll~., pp. 9,10. 
12Basis 2! Union 2£_ !!!!, United Church~ Canada, p. 33. 
13Ibid. 
-
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The first of the negotiating bodies to act on the pro-
posed legislation was the Methodist General Conference. In 
1922 it approved in principle, and in general, the form of 
the proposed legislation.ls Thereupon it appointed a com-
mittee of Forty to act on behalf of the church in keeping 
with the request of the Joint Union Committee. The follow-
ing June the Congregational Union took similar action. In 
the same month , the Presbyterian General Assembly also 
approved in principle, and in general, the form of the pro-
posed legislation. It further authorized its committee 
to act for and on behalf of the Presbyterian Church in 
Can~da, in co-operation with similar Committees from 
the other negotiating ehurches, with authority to put 
the Bills i n final. shape, and to procure the enactinent 
of the proposed Acts of the Parliament of Canada, and 
of the Legislatures of the Provinces of Canada, and of 
such other Legislatures of the colonies and countries 
outside of Canada as may be necessary to consummate 
the said Union.16 
At the same time the General Assembly decided to appoint 150 
representatives to the first General Council of The United 
Church of Canada. A further resolution authorized the Com-
mittee on Church Union to confer with representatives of 
the opposition, with a view ·to maintaining unity in the 
church. If this were not possible, then it was to try and 
15Journal of Proceedings of The Eleventh General Con-
ference'ol The Methodlst ChurcJl,'" ciiiada, September 27 ~ 
October Ii,-rJ22 (Torontoa Methoalst Book and Publishing 
House, 1922)-;-p:- 94. 
16Presbyterian Church in Canada, Proceedings, 1923, 
p. 28. 
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reach an agreement as to the name and status of congregations 
not entering the union, and the division of denominational 
property and rights of the church. 
Later in that same year, the Joint Union Committee met 
in Toronto, and received reports of action taken on the pro-
posed legislation, by the supreme courts of the negotiating 
churches . Inasmuch as t he reports indicated that all three 
bodies had approved the proposed legislation in general, and 
inasmuch as certain amendments had been suggested, the Joint 
Committee set itself to the task of considering the proposed 
legislation in the light of the amendlnents suggested by the 
negotiating churches. The Committee on Law and Legislation 
was t hen 
authorized and empowered to do all such acts and things 
as it may consider advisable to procure the enactment 
of legislation by the Parliament of Canada and the 
Legislature s of the Provinces of Canada, ••• as in 
its opinion may be required to consum1Uate the union, 
not inconsistent in principle with the draft legisla-
tion as approved by the negotiating Churches, and to 
put s uch legislation in final shape for enactment, and 
for greater certainty, but not so as to restrict the 
generality of the foregoing, for these purposes , to 
delegate to any Committee or Conuuittees such powers and 
duties as it may determine to so delegate, to act in 
co-operation with any Committee appointed by or under 
the authority of this Committee, to engage a secretary, 
to retain counsel and engage such assistance and make 
such expenditures as it may deem necessary and to have 
full charge and supervision of the preparation, pres-
entation and final settlement of all such legislation.17 
17aasis ~ Union 2£ ~ United Church of Canada, p. 34. 
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At this time the Joint Union Com.~ittee also appointed 
a Committee on Literature, Information and Public Meetings, 
whose purpose it was to spread knowledge of the principles 
of tmion , and keep the church infonned as to procedure that 
was bei ng f ol lowed. I n an endeavor to accomplish its pur-
pose, t he COi.umittee held public meetings and issued various 
pieces of liter atur e . 
From tha s tandpoint of the unionists, something of 
this nat ure was perhaps long overdue. Throughout the course 
of negotiations there had been little or no education of the 
people, outside of the fact that reports of committee action 
we r e made available from time to time. The union forces 
needed some sort of orga.11ized effort at indoctrination of 
the people. It is to be remembered that increased opposi-
tion to union was registered in the vote of 1915 . Throughout 
the years subsequent to t hat vote, with the exception of the 
•years of the truce, 11 the opposition had been gaining in 
strength. At the 1923 General Assembly, a new sch~e of 
federation, designed to stop the union, was proposed. The 
scheme received a full hearing but was rejected by the Gen-
eral Assembly in favor of union. This decision of the 
General Assembly forced the opposition 11back on their last 
lines of defense, namely, the Houses of Parliament."18 
lee. E. Silcox, Church Union!!!. Canada, Its Causes and 
Consequences (New Yor£1 Institutes of Social and Religious 
Research, l933l, p. 258. 
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In the intervening months between t he General Ass embly 's 
decision and the applicati on for legislation, there waa a 
great marshalling of forces, both of unionists m1d anti-
unionist3, for the battle that lay ahead. 
Meanwhile, a subcommittee of the Committee on Law and 
Legis l ation met frequently during the latter months of 1923. 
Last minute revisions and amendments were made to the pro-
posed legislation, and arrangements for the formal 
introduc~ion of the Bill in the Dominion Parliament and 
Provincial Legislatures, were c01~pleted. 
The Bill In The Dominion Parliament 
The Bil l was introduced to the Dominion Pa4lia1nent in 
the spring of 1924. It received first reading on April 10.19 
Before the Bill received first reading, however, an effort 
was made by anti-unionist forces to prevent legislation. 
On March 11, 1924, their counsel 11notified the House of 
alleged technical disqualifications in the petition for the 
bil1,•20 on the grounds that it had not been sufficiently 
advertised. Two days prior to first reading of the Bill, 
the Standing Orders Committee met to consider the matter. 
It was the opinion of the Standing Orders Committee that 
there had been sufficient advertising in connection with 
19Mason, 22• ~., p. 45. 
2osilcox, ~· ~-, p. 264. 
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the application for legislation, and the Bill received first 
and second readings on successive days . 21 It was now neces-
sary for the Bill to go before the Pri ,,ate Bills Com.mi ttee. 
In preparation for its presentation before this Committee, 
counsel for the Committee on Law and Legislation met in 
Toronto to discuss laat minute arrangements with the chair-
man of that. committee. One week later counsel were given 
authority to effect an amendment that would permit congre-
gations to vote t:.hemselvea in or out of union, during a 
six-month period before the Dominion Act would come into 
force. 22 Previous ly the Bill provided for a vote of congre-
gations duri ng a six-month period aft.er the Act car,le into 
force . 
Hear i ngs before the Private Bills Conunittee commenced 
on the last day of April, 1924, and lasted for six full days. 
During the course of this sitting, church leaders and their 
legal counsel presented arguments for and against the Bill. 
The proponents of union were accorded the opportunity of 
opening the argument. An imposing array of unionist leaders, 
drawn from the ranks of both the clergy and the laity, pre-
sented their arguments as to why legislation was being 
sought, and why it should be granted. 
21Mason, 5:?P.• ~., p. 45. 
22Ibid., p. 46. 
-
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According t o their arguments, 2 3 legislation was being 
sought for the purpose of incorporating the proposed Unit ed 
Chur ch of Canada a s a legal entity, and for the purpose of 
making fair and equitable property divisions between the 
uniting and non-concurring congregations. The negotiating 
churches had, according to their respective procedures, 
which they deemed constitutional, resolved to unite with 
one another, on a proposed Basis£! Union. Parliament was 
being asked to give legal effect to their resolve. The 
question before Par liament then, was simply whe·cher or not 
"the action taken by them had been constitutional and whether 
the bill was fair to the minorities. 11 24 
The proponents of union consumed the better part of 
three days (with time out for questions), in presenting their 
arguments. The opponents of union were then given their op-
portunity. They employed essentially the same arguments that 
had been employed throughout the whole course of union nego-
tiations. They contended that the General Assembly of the 
Presbyterian Church in Canada, did not have the power or 
author! ty to commit the whole church to union. 2 5 T.he oppo-
nents of union had long contended that the unionists were 
23Ibid., pp. 51-68. 
-
2Ctibid., p. 51. 
-
2ss. o. Chown, The Sto!Y. of Church Union in Canada 
(Toronto: The Ryerson Press,- !'930), p. 'fs. 
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attempting to blot out the church, and even though votes 
were taken in Presbyteries, Sessions and Congregations, 
"while they served to show the attitude of the people, • 
• • 
those votes of the people were ultr~ vires, invalid, of no 
ef feet." 2 6 It was further contended t..'tiat the courts of the 
church did not have the right 
to merge, blot out or end the Presbyterian Church in 
Can«da . That Church has no provision for its own 
extinction. The courts of that Church are chosen and 
appoint ed to car e for the Church as it is, ax,d are 
pledged, by solenm vow, "to maintain and defend the 
same , and to follow no divisive course from the present 
order established therein." Any who wish to change can 
l·d their aw f r om t.hat Church, but they have no right or 
power to blot out, wind up or merge that Church. 
Therefore, all the resolutions of the General Assembly 
and o f presbyteries for merging the Church were ultra 
vi~ ~, of no effect.27 
A French-Canadian lawyer , Mr. Eugene Lafleur of Mon-
treal, made a brilliant plea on behalf of the opponents of 
union~ He contended that the Bill would destroy the Pres-
byterian Church in Canada, ·chat the legislative powers of 
the church's courts did not extend to its destruction, but 
existed rather for its maintenance and p~eservation, and 
questioned finally the power of Parliament to pass the Bill. 
In concluding his remarks he pleaded with the Private Bills 
Committee to discard the Bill becausei 
26Ephraim Scott, "Church Union" and The Presb1terian Church in Canada (Montreala Jofin Lovell & Son, Limted, 
19"2°8°)-; p7 45. 
2 7Ibid. 
-
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1. The General Assembly had no power to destroy the 
chi1rch; 
2. The Bil l was beyond the power of Par liament; and, 
3. The Bill was fundamentally unjust.28 
I n all, seven people spolce against the Bill during 
this sitt i ng. Each of them advanced fundamentally the same 
arguments . Af ter they had concluded ·their presentat1.on the 
proponents of union made their reply. This was followed by 
a furthe r l:'eply from the opponents of union, after which 
the proponents of union were given one-half hour to conclude 
their presentation. By a..~d large the same ground was cov-
ered in the above replies and the concluding ~tatements. 
The debate concluded on May 9, 1924. 
Hearings were resumed before the Committee on Miscel-
laneous Private Bills, on May 21, 1924. The following day 
a very significant amendment was proposed by the opponents 
of union. The proposed amendment provided that the 
Act shall not come into force until the first day of 
July 1926, and not then, 
l. Unless the courts shall have finallv decided ••• 
that the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church 
in Canada had the power, under its constitution and 
the rules to agree to a union of the Presbyterian 
Church in Canada with the Methodist and Congrega-
tional Churches upon the basis of union • • •• 
2. Unless the courts shall have finally decided that 
the Parliament of Canada can constitutionally enact 
this Act in whole or in part; and if the courts 
28Mason, !?.E.• cit., pp. 77-80. 
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should decide that this Act is constitutional only 
in part then it shall come into force only as to 
such parts as are declared constitutional; provided 
further ·that the latter question shall be suhmi tted 
to the Supreme Court of Canada by a reference by 
the Mini ster of Justice. 
3. I f during t he session of Parliament immediately 
preceding tha first day of July , 1926, the courts 
have not finally decided the questions involved in 
subsections land 2 the Parliament of Canada may 
further suspend the operation of this Act.29 
This amendment waa car.riedo 
The above ai~endment was of course designed to defeat 
the whole pu.r.pose of the Bill . The purpose of the Bill was 
to seek legislation so as to avoid future litigation. As 
the proponents of union now put it , "they had a.sked Parlia-
ment. for legislation and he.d been offered litigation .. 11 30 
They noi'7 prepared and circulated a statement setting forth 
their objections to the provisions of the amendment , showing 
their real purpose.31 During the course of further debate , 
a motion to reconsider the amendment was lost. This meant 
that the amendment would accompany the Bill to the floor of 
the House. 
The debate before the Private Bills Committee was 
drawing to a close. A few revisions, the most important of 
which dealt with provisions for taking the vote in 
29zbid., pp. 94,95. 
-
30Silcox, ~· ~-, p. 266. 
31For an abbreviated form of the statement, see Mason, 
22• £.!E., PP• 97,98. 
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congregations , were dealt with, and on June 24, 1924, the 
amended Bill was reported t o the House. 
On the floor of t he House, the amendment which would 
have destroyed the whole purpose of the Bill was defeated. 
A great many representations for and against the amendment 
were made. An i nteresting f eature of the debate befor e the 
House was the fact that both the Prime Minister, the Rt. 
Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, and the leader of the Opposition, 
the Rt. Hon. Arthur Meighen, took sides on the issue. ·Both 
Mr• I<ing and Mr. Meighen have been represented as chief 
spokesmen for the anti-union and union causes respectively . 32 
This was however, not altogether the case. 
It was no secret that the Prime Minister was not overly 
enthused with t he cause of union. However, he did speak 
against the above-mentioned amendment, and -offered a compro-
mise sol ution, which would allow the Bill to pass Parliament 
with the following provision inserted at its close: 
In as much as questions have arisen and may arise as to 
the powers of the Parliament of Canada under the Brit-
ish North America Act to give legislative effect to the 
provisions of this Act, it is hereby declared that it 
is intended by this Act to sanction the provisions 
therein contained in so far and in so far only as it 
is competent to the Parliament so to do.33 
32n. H. Walsh, The Christian Church in Canada (Toronto: 
The Ryerson Press, 1956), p. 30!. ~ 
33Acts of The Parliament of The Dominion of Canada, 
Passed Iii .... th~session Held in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth 
Years of the Reign of HisMajesty Ring George V, Being the. 
Third Session of the Fourteenth Parliament Begun and Holden 
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Mr . t1eighen. in "what was generally regarded as no1: 
only the finest speech of the debate but also as a contri-
bution o f pe:ti'llanent value to the discussion of the question 
as to the function of Parliament in matters respecting the 
Church," 3'• s poke against the proposal of the Prime Ministe r, 
and against the amendment in question. He also spoke in 
defense of the Bill. His speech was followed by the vote. 
The amendment , designed to defeat the whole purpose of t he 
Bill, ~·1as itself defeated. As far ~s the House was now 
concerned, the matter was for all practical purposes settled. 
The remainder of the Bill was p~ssed with little diff iculty. 
It now r emained for the Senate to deal wi~ the Bill. 
First reading of the Bill itl the Senate; ·took place on July 
8, 1.924.ss Essentially the same ground was covered in the 
senate as was covered before the Private Bills Commit.tee and 
b3fore the House. n. number of amendments designed to negate 
the e ffect of the Bill i1ere again proposed, and defeated. 
An amendment dealing with the provisions in regard ·to taking 
a vote in congregations was however added . This ainendment 
passed the House and on July 19, 1924, the Bill became law.36 
.. I a._ .... ._.. 
at Ottawa, on the Twenty-eighth day of February, 1924, and 
Closed by Prorogation on the Nineteenth Day of July, 1924 
(Ottawa: F. A. Acland, Law Printer to i:he King's Most 
Excellent Majesty, 1924), 11, 104. 
3~Mason, 2.E.• ~., pp. 122,123. 
as~., p. 130. 
36Parliament of The Dominion of Canada,~, 1924, P• 85. 
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The Act of Incorporating The United Church of Canada, to 
become effective June 10, 1925, had been secured in the 
Dominion Parliament. Thus ended what one writer has called 
"the great ecclesiastical battle of the century so far as 
Canada is concerned."37 
The Bill in the Provincial Legislatures 
When t he Bill was passed in the Dominion Parliament, 
three Provincial Legislatures, namely, British Columbia, 
Ontario, and Quebec, had not as yet passed legislation rel-
ative to the proposed union. Although the Prince Edward 
Island Legislature had passed the Bill, the Lieutenant Gov-
ernor refused to give the Bill Royal Assent, and Royal 
Assent was necessary to give the Bill legal status. 
Inasmuch as the Dominion Act had been passed, and by 
receiving Royal Assent become law on July 19, 1924, a rather 
peculiar legal situation could have obtained. If the above-
mentioned provinces had failed to take favorable action on 
the Bill, the resulting situation would have been highly 
irregular. As it was, the provinces named eventually took 
favorable action, the Lieutenant Governor of Prince Edward 
Island gave Royal Assent, and the Act, with certain prov-
incial provisions, became law across the country. 
17silcox, 22• 2!!•, p. 263. 
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During the early months of 1924, legislation was intro-
duced in the Provincial Legislatures of Alberta, Saskatchewan, 
Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island. 
Without too much difficulty and delay38 the United Church of 
Canada Act was passed by the Legislatures named. 
Application for legislation was first made in the Prov-
ince of itanitoba. The opposition which the proposed legisla-
tion met ii."l that Province, was characteristic of that \fhich 
it met in other Provinces as well. The opposition was almost 
wholly Presbyterian~ Representations for and against the 
Bill were made. The arguments of the opposition were es-
sentially the same as those advanced throughout the course of 
negotiations for union, and later advanced in the Dominion 
Parliament. The opposition held that the General Assembly of 
the Presbyterian Church did not have the power to commit the 
whole church to union. It was also held that those who op-
posed the union were in fact the legal owners of the church's 
property, and such as were entering into union with the Meth-
odists and Congregationalists ware in fact aeceders, and 
should forfeit their rights to any of that property. It was 
also held that the congregations of the Presbyterian Church 
should be given another opportunity to vote on the question 
of union.39 
38Except for Prince Edward Island, where Royal Assent 
was withheld by the Lieutenant Governor, and it was neces-
sary to have the Bill passed again. 
39pidgeon, ~· ~., p. 88. 
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Those who spoke on behalf of the Bill contended that 
all three negotiating chur ches had r eached their respective 
decisions to unite, by way of constituti onal methods. They 
pointed out that the Methodi st Church and the Congregational 
Union had unanimously decided in f avor of union, whereas the 
General Assembly had made its decision only a f ter the ques-
tion of union had been submit t ed to Presbyteries, Sessions 
and Congregations, on two dif fer ent occasions . It was their 
contention that the votes registered on these two occasions 
expressed the sent i ment of the church as being in favor of 
union, and the subsequent decision of the General Assembly 
t o unite with the Methodist and Congregational churches, was 
altogether constitutional. 
On March 12, 1924, the Bill passed the Private Bills 
Committee of the Saskatchewan Legislature, with slight amend-
ments. By the following day the Private Bills Committee of 
the Alberta Legislature had passed all sections of the Bill 
but one. On the same day the Bill had received third read-
ing in Manitoba without amendment or revision. Similar 
progress was being made in the Legislatures of Nova Scotia, 
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island.~ 0 By the time the 
United Church of Canada Act had been passed in the Dominion 
Parliament, the proposed legislation had passed in all the 
Provincial Legislatures named. 
~OMason, 22• ~., p. 35. 
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After the Dominion Act was passed, it remained for 
British Columbia, Ontario, and Quebec to take appropriate 
action. In Ontario the Bill met with appreciably more dif-
ficulty than in the Prairie Provinces and the Maritimes. 
Ontario was a center of anti-union sentiment, and every 
effor t was made to have the Bill defeated. When finally it 
did pass, i t went beyond the Dominion legislation, inasmuch 
as ii:: provided that 
In the case of non-concurring congregations of the 
Pr esbyt erian Church in Canada, their property on and 
after Jwte 10, 1925, shall stand in the same relation 
to the chur ch to be formed by such non-concurring con-
gregations as it stood to the Presbyterian Church in 
Canada before the passage of this Act.~l 
The Bil l had first been introduced in the Ontario Legis-
lature on February 26, 1924.\2 Before the necessary present-
ation could be made, however, the opponents of union filed a 
writ in the Ontario Supreme Court, against those who were 
seeking legislation on behalf of the Presbyterian Church. 
The writ asked the Supreme Court to restrain the defendents 
from acting as representatives of the Presbyterian Church in 
negotiating union with the Methodist and Congregational chur-
ches. The writ further asked that the Supreme Court restrain 
the defendents from petitioning the Dominion Parliament or 
any of the Provincial Legislatures to pass legislation anent 
incorporating The United Church of Canada.~' 
,1Silcox, 22• £!.i., p. 268. 
\2Mason, 2E.• ~., p. 36. 
~'Pidgeon, 22• ~., p. 87. 
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The writ notwithstanding, the proponents of union 
proceeded with their petition to the Ontarto Legislature. 
When finall y t ha Bill came before the Private Bills Coromit-
tee, an ruuendm~nt contradicting the basic principle of the 
Bill was passed a The amgndment provided that such congre-
gations as would not concur in the union 
be deemed to continue to exist as The Presbyterian 
Chur ch in Canada, the Methodist Church and the Congre-
gat ional Churches and that no congregation of any of 
the t hree Churches should be deemed to have entered 
the United Church until it voted so to do.1t4 
The basi c principle of the proposed union, for the in-
corporation of which the negotiating churches were seeking 
legi slat ion, was 
that the three churches had the right to unite with 
one another without loss of their identity to form The 
Unit ed Church of Canada, each church carrying all of 
i ts historic tradition with it into the new United 
Church . ltS 
Inasmuch as the amendment was contradictory to this principle, 
the proponents of union could not afford to let it become 
part of the Act. 
The Committee on Law and Legislation held a series of 
meetings with regard to the whole situation. It was finally 
decided that in view of the inconsistency of the amendment 
with the basic principle of the proposed union, the Bill 
should be withdrawn. The Bill was therefore withdrawn and 
reintroduced the following spring. 
,.,.Mason,~·~., p. 41. 
1t 5Pidgeon, ~· 5:!!., p. s~. 
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When th0 Bill next came before the Ontario Legislature 
it was somewhat revised in view of the Dominion Act having 
been passed in the meantime. This time the opponents of 
union introduced a bi l l of their own declaring that 
The Uni t ed Church of Canada Act passed by the Parlia-
ment of Canada did not effect the civil r ights of any 
mi niste r or member of the Presbyter ian Church in Canada 
or pz:event. the use of the name by 'i:he members, that all 
Presbyterians who became members of The United Church 
should be di.squalified fx-om acting in any way as mem ... 
bers or officials of The Presbyterian Church in Canada 
or its boards; that if two-thirds of the members of w,y 
congregation vot ed to join The United Church the con-
gregat ion would enter The United Church and its property 
would be held for the congregation, and that a commis-
s i on should be appointed to divide all propert y excepting 
Rnox College and congregational property between the 
Prosbyterians entering union and not entering union.~' 
An attempt was made to a rrange a settlement between the 
unionist s and anti-unionis ts. A series of lengthy confer-
ences were hel.d between a subcommittee of the Private Bil.la 
Committee and r epresentatives for and against tha Bill. The 
proponents of union finally, but reluctantly, agreed to sur-
render Knox College in Toronto, with the provision that the 
new chur ch would be able to use its facilities for a period 
of up ·to three years. When the Bill was final;ly reported 
to the Legislature and passed, it included an important 
amendment which provided for the creation of a Church Prop-
erty Commission 
~
6Mason, ~· cit., pp. 143,144. 
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with power to vest a church building in trustees for a 
minorit y in communities or localities, not including 
cities of over 50,000 where there were two or more 
congr egati ons of the same parent church and each had 
voted not to enter union; to inquire into irregulari-
ties in voting and declare the proper result of such 
voting; and to use its offices to remedy cases of 
extreme hardship, acting in an advisory capacity.'? 
Me anwhile , in the Prince Edward Island Legislature, 
where the Bill had once passed but failed to receive Royal 
Assent, a Bill amended in keeping with the Dominion Legis-
lation was presented and passed with little or no incident. 
Prince Edward Island legislation provided for a commission 
of three persons, whose duty it was to settle any congre-
gational disputes over property, that might arise. In 
addition, the commission was to report to the next session 
of the Legislature "as to what amendments and additions (if 
any) should be made to the Act, to make an equitable adjust-
ment and division of the congregational properties concerned. 0 '8 
In British Columbia similar legislation had been enacted the 
previous fall. 
Quebec was the only province that had not passed legis-
lation when the Act of Incorporation became effective on 
June 10, 1925. The Bill was first introduced into the Quebec 
Legislature in 1925 and then re-introduced in 1926. By this 
time the union had been consummated and The United Church of 
Canada was a functioning body. 
'7Ibid., p. 150. 
-
,e~., p. 151. 
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The members of t he Quebec Legis l ature were of course 
largely Roman Catholic in their religious persuasion. Al-
though some Roman Catholics viewed the u.~!on movement with 
a wary eye, on the whole Roman Catholic i nterest in the 
i nter-Protestant struggle was negligible. The Quebec Legis-
lature had committed i t self t o follow in t..~e footsteps of 
the Ontario Legisl atur~, and for that reason had viewed the 
proceedings in Ontario with a great deal of i nterest. The 
l egi slation that was final ly passed in Quebec contain~d 
l argely the same provisions as that passed i n Ontario. As 
Ontario provided for a property commission, Quebec did like-
WiEe. As Ontario had given Knox College to non-concurrents, 
Quebec dic1 likew.ise wit h The Presbyterian College in Montreal. 
Two no·i:able additions were made by the Quebec I,egisla-
ture , howeve1:. The Quebec legislation empowered the clergymen 
. 
of both the united and non-concurring congregations to keep 
registers cf vital statistics, and provided that the American 
Presbyterian Church in Montreal, which had never become part 
of The Presbyterian Church in Canada, be recognized as an 
integral part of The United Church of Canada.~' 
~9Silcox, 2.2• E!!•, p. 270. 
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The Effect Of The Bill 
The United Church of Canada Act, as passed by the Dom-
inion Parliament, receiving Royal Assent on July 19, 1924, 
and further confirmed by legislation in the Provincial Legis-
latures, was designed not to effect a union, but to incorporate 
a property-holding entity, to secure a fair adjustment of ex-
isting denominational and congregational property, and to 
prevent future litigation. The negotiating churches were 
free to unite without an Act of Parliament. If, however, 
they wanted t o be sure that they could legally carry their 
property with them into union, and be safe against future 
claims againet that property, they needed incorporation as a 
property-holding body. For this they needed an Act of Parlia-
ment. 
Precisely this is what The United Church of Canada Act 
provided. It recognized the union of the three churches, to 
take effect on June 10, 1925. It incorporated The United 
Church cf Canada as a property-holding body. It provided 
for a Property Commission to settle property issues. The 
Property Commission as provided for, consisted of nine mem-
bers, three from The United Church, three from the non-
concurrenta, and three to be appointed by these six. If the 
six failed to agree as to the appoin~ents, the Chief Justice 
of Canada was to resolve the issue. The Act also provided 
that congregations could vote themselves into, or out of, 
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union. Such voting was to be done during a six-month period 
prior to the formal consummation of union. 
·The Aot was not passed without a struggle. The issues 
involved we r e dear t o the hearts of unionists and anti-
unioni s ts a like . Each had a cause, and each contended for 
that cause with vigor and determination. Naturally, the 
unionists s uffered somewhat of a let-down inasmuch as they 
were f o r ced to make a nwnber of concessions. On the whole, 
however , they were satisfied that they had successfully 
achie ved thei r objective. 
Many of the anti-unionists were bitter. They felt that 
legislation had been "pushed throughn even as they felt that 
the General Assembly had "pushed through" the decision to 
unite. Some of them considered the legislation tyrannous, 
dishonest, autocratic and abaurd1 tyrannous because the 
Presbyteri an Church as a church was legislated into union1 
dishonest in the division of property1 autocratic in the 
power given to officials of the church; and absurd in that 
congregations were able to vote themselves into, or out of, 
a union which that legislation itself bad brought into being.so 
The United Church of Canada had become a legal entity. 
The Presbyterian Church in Canada, the Methodist Church, 
Canada, and the Congregational Union of Canada had been 
merged to form that entity. Officially the union was yet to 
soscott, 2.2• cit., pp. 66-68. 
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be consummated. In the meantime, the congregations of the 
uniti:ig chuxchea were t o be given an opportunity to vote. 
That vote was ·;;o re flee·.: the mind of the people. The story 
of that vote belongs to the Consunm,ation of the Union. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONSUMMATI ON OF THE TJNION 
With the passage of enabling legislation, the battle 
front of the 11 church union fight" was transferred from the 
Legiolaturas t o the l ocal oongregations. Prior to official 
consummation of t'Jle union of Presbyterian, Methodist, and 
Congregational churches on the date specified by Dominion 
legislation , the con.grogations and ministers of the churches 
named, if they so desired, were to be given an opportunity 
to vot~ themselves out of the union. The United Church of 
Ca,.~ada Act p~ovided that all congregations of the three 
uniting ohur chern enter The United Church on 10th June, 1925, 
with the exception of thoae that vote not to enter, and pro-
visions were to be made that any minister or member of the 
three uniting churches who gives propar notice of intention 
not to become a m.tnister or mSfflbar of The United Church 
"shall be deemed not to have become• a minister or member 
of The United Church.I 
As to how and when the vote was to be taken, the Act 
lActs of the Parliament of the Dominion of Canada, 
Passed~tlii Session Held ln""the'Pourteenth iii'd Pl!teenth 
Years of the Reign of His r.tajeaty King George V, Being the 
Third Session of the Fourteenth Parliament Begun and Bolden 
at Ottawa, on the Twenty-eighth Day of February, 1924, and 
Closed by Prorogation on the Nineteenth Day of July, 1924 
(Ottawa, F. A. Acland, Law Printer to the King'• Most Ex-
cellent Majesty, 1924), II, 104. 
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provided that in any congregation where the Session or 
Official Board r 0ceived a .requisition signed by a stated 
number of persons entitled t o vo·te asking t hat a vote be 
taken, t.here, provisions ware to be made for a vote by bal-
lot being ·takGn over a porlod of 0 not lees than two weeks tt 
during t he s ix mont hs ' period before 10th Ju., e , 1925, or 
"within the tir. e limited by any atatute 11 of any Province 
that h ad pass e d the :eill before ·the 19th July, 1924 .2 Ses-
sion2 were a lso given authority to call meetings on their 
own motion f or t he purpose of taking the vo~e. 
The qualificat ions of voters were also se·t for·th in 
the Act. 'I1h~ Act p:rovid<?d that 
The p~rsons entitl ed t o vote ••• shall be only those 
persons who are in full membership and whose names are 
on t he roll of the Church at the time of t.~e passing 
of this Act. In any Province where by an Act of the 
Legislature respecting The United Church of Canada 
passed prior to the passing of this Act, a different 
qualificc:i:tion for voting has been prescribed, the qual-
ification for voting under this section shall be as 
provided in such Act . In Gvei.y other Province the 
persons so entitled to vote shall be those who by the 
constitution of the congregation, if so provided, or 
by the practice of the Church with which they are con-
nGctad, are entitled to vote at a meeting of the 
congregation on matters affecting the dispoaal of 
property.s 
Under these provisions the uniting churches went about 
the business of taking the vote in their congregations and 
determining the will of their people. i'be results of this 
2
~., pp. 89,90. 
'Ibid., p. 90. 
-
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vote would determine the state of the new church on the day 
of consumn1ation. 
Taking The Vote 
Although t.he Dominion Act had set forth-:the qualifica-
tions of voters, the churches were to experience some real 
difficulties in the taking of the vote. The Dominion Act 
provided for "differences 0 contingent upon whether or not a 
given Provincial Act had been passed prior to the Dominion 
Act. Five Provincial Legislatures, namely, Alberta, Sask-
atchewan, Manitoba, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, had passed 
legislation prior to the passing of the Dominion Act. This 
meant that voters in those Provinces were qualified under 
the terms of the Act passed in that Province in which they 
were resident. Voters in British Columbia, Ontario, and 
Prince Edward Island were qualified under the terms of the 
Dominion Act, inasmuch as those Provinces passed legislation 
subsequent to Dominion legislation, and followed the provi-
sions of the latter. Quebec of course did not legislate 
until after the consummation of the union. 
Other difficulties were also experienced. The Dominion 
Act provided for a vote by ballot. The question was debated 
"what does a vote by ballot mean?" "Does it mean a secret 
vote or not?" Should the ballot be signed or not?• Then 
there were also the Union Churches, whose membership consisted 
largely of Methodists and ~reabyterians. Questions arose as 
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to whether or not they should vot e , and i f so, shall they 
Vote separately. I11 some such congregations , the Presby-
terian element demanded a vote . 4 Another difficul ty aro~e 
out of the fact that some congr egations di d not r ea l ly 
understancl what titey w~re voting on. Some congr egations 
we r e o f t he opinion that they were voting t o remain com-
pletely independent. Thus, one congregation in Nova Scotia 
cL"'\d ·chree in Saskatchewan, vot ed to remain completely inde-
penclent e Three congrGgatio11s in Ontario and one in Quebec 
did like:lise . However, the f ormer discovered that under the 
t enus of the Ont&rio Act tt)ey had no choice but to ente r the 
continuing Presbyterian Chur ch, and the latter voted to 
enter the union a f ter the Quebec Act was passed. s 
Having lost the batt le in the Legislatures, the oppo-
nents of union set themselves to the task of nsalvaging" as 
many membe rs and congr egations as possible. The Presbyterian 
Church Association, which had been organized for tthe express 
Purpose of pr eserving and maintaining the Presbyterian Church 
in Canada , went on the offensive and endeavored to force a 
vote wherever possible. The fact that congregations were 
able to vote themselves out of the union, stimulated active 
opposition to the union. A Methodist union leader observed 
4c. E. Silcox, Chu.rob Union in Canada, its Causes and 
Consequences (New Yorks Instltute;-of social and Religious 
Research, 1933), p. 279. 
5
~., P• 280. 
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that the "right t o vote out. furnished an opportunity to 
cir culate pe titions and pledges against union, and by the 
use o f electioneering methods t o raise the spi r it of con-
tention to fever heat.. 11 6 The resulting controversy between 
unionists and anti-unionists became exceedingly bitter "di-
viding not on l y neighbor against neighbor, but even creating 
tension within family units . "7 
In all charity, it should also be point ed out that the 
proponents of union made their proportionate contribut ion 
to the tensions and controversy. Where votes ·were taken, 
they campaigned as zealously as did the opposition. In some 
instances, ministers and sessions resorted to various subter-
fuges in order to avoid taking a vote, and thus carried their 
congregations automatical l y into the union. 8 
Thus, in the midst of intense competition, the vote for 
or against a union that was supposed to solve the problem of 
competition, was taken. Due to the variety of qualifications 
for voters, the variety of methods by which the votes were 
gathered, and the countless disputes that arose in the course 
of counting the votes, there was disagreement between the 
unionists and anti-unionists as to the final outcome. An 
6s. D. Chown, The Story of Church Union in Canada 
(Toronto: The Ryerson Press, '!930), p. 91. ~ 
1a. H. Walsh, The Christian Church!!!. Canada (Toronto: 
The Ryerson Press, I'§'so), p. 302. 
8Silcox, ~· .£!,!., p. 274. 
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absolutely accurate r ecord of the results is impossible to 
come by. However , the Bur eau of Literature and Information 
whose duty it was t o r e ce i ve and distribute result3 of the 
Voting as it was conducted in the various congregations, 
o f fered the following s ummary as the record stood on June 2, 
1925: 
Of the 174 Congr egational Churches i n Canada all but 7 
will enter Union. Tho total number of Methodist Chur-
che s ln Canada is 4,797, and. all will enter Union. In 
the Presbyterian Church, ••• there are, in all, 4,509 
preaching places. Of these 3,904 have had the right to 
vote. Of t hese ther e are 667 places which have voted 
non-concurrence . 
I n the Presbyt sri an Church in Canada there are l, 128 
s e lf-sustaini ng charges. Of these 325 are to be found 
i n the non-concurring list. From these 325 Unionist 
minoriti es huve withdrawn.9 
Dr. c. E. Si l cox , who in later years made a comprehen-
s i ve study of the returns, offers the following figures, 
which are perhaps the most reliable record extant. 
TABLE 6 
RESULTS OF BALLOT ON UNION, PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES 
Total For Against 
Membership Union Union 
Non-concurring churches 143,870 32,352 78,781 
Concurring churches 241,134 119,870 35,517 
Voting by ballot 185,560 90,614 35,517 
Voting by resolution 29,256 29,256 •••••• 
Entering Union by default 26,318 • • • • • • •••••• 
Total 385,004 152,222 114,298 
9Record of Proceedin~s of The First General Council of 
The United Church of Cana a, June 10-18, 1925 (T·oronto: n7p'., 
1925), p. 74. . - - - -
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Or. Silcox adds a word of explanation. He points out 
that the figure 90,164 in column two of the table, represents 
the congregations voting by ballot under the terms of either 
the Dominion or Provi ncial Acts. He further points out that 
if only the votes by ballot were counted, the result would be 
122,966 in favor of union and 114,298 against union. When 
the total membership of congregations voting to enter union 
by way of a congregational resolution is included, the vote 
in favor of union is increased to 152,222 as indicated by 
the total of column two. If, however, the membership of con-
greg~tions who did not vote . and therefore entered union 
automatically, is included, the final result in the Presby-
terian churches is 178,630 in favor of union, a..~d ll~,298 
against unionelO 
Or. Silcox also compiled a tabl¢ of figures showing the 
numerical strength of Congregational, Methodist, and Presby-
terian churches across the country, including the record of 
how they voted. Those figures, compiled by Dr. Silcox, are 
perhaps the most reliable record of the strength of The 
United Church of Canada at the consummation of union.11 
Even while voting was still in progress in some areas 
of the country, preparations tor the formal .consummation of 
the union were being made. On the two days prior to the 
lOsilcox, 22.• £!!•, p. 281. 
llsee Appendix B. 
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designated date of consummation, the Congregational Union 
of Canada held i ts last sessions and concluded its business. 
The Executive of the Union was authorized to continue in 
office and "take all s teps necessary for the consummation 
of union, and the chairman and secretary (one or either of 
them) to s i gn such documents as were necessary on that oc-
oasion. "12 The Methodist General Conference had held its 
last r egular session in ~922. A special gathering was 
called, however, t he day before the consummation, and action 
similar t o that of the Congregationalists was taken. 
The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church also 
met just before the consummation. After taking such action 
as was necessary for the conswmnation, and just before the 
close of the session, it was resolved: 
When this Assembly adjourn this afternoon it do adjourn 
to meet in College ~treet Presbyterian Church at the 
hour of nine o'clock in the morning on Wednesday the 
twenty-fourth day of June, 1925, unless in the meantime 
its rights, privileges, authorities and powers shall 
have ceased under the texms of • • • The United Church 
of Canada Act •• • is 
Hereupon, 
A respectful protest against such adjournment, with its 
object of blotting out the Presbyterian Church, and a 
claim of right by seventy-nine members of that Assembly 
(forty is a quorum) to continue in session as the same 
12The Canadian Congregational Yearbook, 1925 (Toronto: 
Congregational Publishing Company, l925), p. I§':--
1,The Acts and Proceedings of the Piftl-First General 
AssemblX_ of The Presbyterian Churoh"""In Cana a, June 3-9, 1925 (Toronto:"llurriy Printing Canpany, 1§25), p. 84:---- - - ~-
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Assembly of the same Church, was handed to the moder-
ator, and permission asked to read a copy of it to the 
Assembly. This was refused, but lengthy addresses in 
opposition to that protest were permitted and loudly 
cheered. 
When the moderator pronounced the benediction and de-
clared the Assembly closed, the seventy-nine loyal 
members immediately chose one of their number, an ex-
moderator, to preside, and, amid the thunders of the 
or gan, which blared its loudest to drown the proceed-
ings, the Assembly was reconstituted with prayer, and 
then adjourned to meet at 11:45 that ·same night in 
Knox Church.lit 
Thus the Church-union fight continued to the last Gen-
eral Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Canada. Here 
in this Assembly the final step of separation was taken. 
And, the following day, after more than two decades of nego-
tiation , the Presbyterian Church in Canada, the Methodist 
Church, Canada, and the Congregational Union of Canada con-
summated organic union in The United Church of Canada. 
The Inauguration 
The organic union of the Presbyterian Church in Canada, 
the Methodist Church, Canada, and the Congregational Union 
of Canada, was foxmally consummated at a large inaugural 
service held in the Mutual Street Arena, Toronto, on June 10, 
1925. In anticipation of that historic event a news corres-
pondent said: 
1«.Ephraim Scott, "Church Union• and the Preabfterian 
Church in Canada (Montreal: John Love!r'&Son, Lim ted, 1928), 
p. 63. -
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Never since Confederation has so nation-wide a compact 
been achieved as that which will come to its consumma-
tion today in ·this central city of the Dominion. The 
significance of the event is appreciated not only -by 
the people of Canada--for they were arriving in hundreds 
yes terday from every corner of the country-.:.. hut scores 
from the United States and many from overseas were clam-
ouring for tickets. 
Special correspondents from leading newspapers in the 
United States and one from Australia have applied for 
seats in the Press Gallery, until the accommodation io 
exhausted and will have to be augmented. 
Not only in Toronto will these inaugural services be 
held. In every town and village in Canada where there 
is a United Church similar services will be conducted, 
some of them simultaneously with the central function 
in Toronto, others at a later date. Many of the smaller 
totms have arranged for open-air services in the public 
parks, and the setting aside of the whole day for a cel-
ebration of the historic event. Special services are 
also being held for the children in many instances.is 
The inaugural service opened with the singing of "The 
Church's One Foundation," during which the three hundred and 
fifty members of the first General Council of The United 
Church of Canada, proceeded in procession, to their ap-
pointed seats. The members of the first General Council had 
been appointed by the supreme courts of the uniting churches. 
The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church had appointed 
one hundred and fifty members, the General Conference of the 
Methodist Church had appointed the same number, the Congre-
gational Onion had appointed forty members, and ten had been 
appointed by the General Council of Local Onion Churches. 
ischown, 22• :!!•, p. 119. 
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The inauguration then continued with an order of ser-
vice specially prepared by a committee and approved by the 
Joint Uni on Committee . The officiants in the service were, 
the Rev. George c. Pidgeon, D. D., Moderator of the General 
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Canada; the Rev. 
Samuel D. Chown, D. o .. , LL. D., General Superintendent of 
the Methodist Church, Canada; the Rev. W. H.. Warriner, o. D. , 
Chairman of the Congregational Union of Canada; and, the Rev. 
Charles s. Elsey, Chairman of the General Council of Local 
Union Churches.16 
The f ocal point of the service, according to one of the 
officiants, was the Hallowing of Church Union.17 This par-
·ticular phase of the service proceeded as follows: 
PRESBYTERIAN MOOERATOR:--According to the grace given 
unto our fathers, as witnesses to the Apostolic Gospel 
and standard-bearers of the Church conunissioned to 
make disciples of all nations, more especially in the 
manifestation of the Spirit in vigilance for Christ•s 
I{irk and Covenant, in care for the spread of education 
and devotion to sacred learning, receive ye our inher-
itance among th.em that are sanctified. 
ALL: --we glory in the grace gi ve11 unto us in this 
goodly heritage. 
CONGREGATIONAL UNION CHAIRMAN:--According to the grace 
given unto our fathers, as witnesses to the Apostolic 
Gospel and standard-bearers of the Church commissioned 
to make disciples of all nations, more especially in 
the manifestation of the Spirit in the liberty of 
prophesying, the love of spiritual freedom and the 
l.6The United Church of Canada, Proceedings, 1925, p. 5. 
17George c. Pidgeon, The United Church of Canada, The 
Sto!l' of~ Union (Toronto":9The Ryerson Press, l950), p;-"78. 
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enforcement of civic justice, receive ye our inherit-
ance among them that are sanctified. 
ALL:--We glory in the grace given unto us in this 
goodly heritage. 
METHODIST GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT:--According to the 
grace given unto our fathers, as witnesses to the Apos-
tolic Gospel and s tandard-bearers of the Church 
conur,issioned to make disciples of all nations, more 
especi ally in the manifestation of the Spirit in evan-
gelical zeal for human redemption, the testimony of 
spiritual experience, and the minis try of sacred song, 
receive ye our inheritance among them that are 
sanctified. 
ALL:--We glory in the grace given unto us in this 
goodly heritage. 
CliAIRtii.i\N OF GENERAL COUNCIL OF LOCAL UNION CBURCHES:--
According to the grace given unto our fathers, as wit-
nesses to the Apostolic Gospel and standard-bearers of 
the Church commissioned to make disciples of all nations, 
more especially in the manifestation of the Spirit in 
the furtherance of connnunity life within the kingdom of 
God, and of the principle, in things essential unity, 
and :1.n things secondary liberty, receive ye our inher-
itance among them that are sanctified. 
ALL:--We glory in the grace given unto us in this goodly 
heritage.IS 
Subsequent to the Hallowing of Church Union, the General 
Superintendent of the Methodist Church offered a prayer com-
memorating the faithful.19 Hereupon, followed the Declaration 
of Church Union, as read by or. Chown. 
Whereas, The Presbyterian Church in Canada, The Methodist 
Church, and The Congregational Churches of Canada by 
their free and independent action, through their govern-
ing bodies, and in accordance with their respective 
18The Inaugural Service of The United Church of Canada, 
June Teiitn, 1925 (Montreal: Mercury Press, 1925), pp. 21,22. 
- -
19~., p. 23. 
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conatitutions, did agree to u..~ite and form one body or 
danomina·tion of Christians under the name of 'The 
United Church of Canada,' on the Basis of Union above 
set cut; 
And ,vherGas, The Supreme Courts of these three Churches 
and The General Cou.~cil of Local Union Churches did by 
resolution approve in principle a Bill to be submitted 
to the Parliament of Canada for the purpose of incor-
po£ating The United Church; 
And Whereas, 'l'he United Chu.rch of Canada Act has been 
passad by the Parliament of Canada constituting the 
three Churches as so united a body corporate and poli-
tic wider the name of 'The United Church of Canada,' 
and the congregations represented by The General Coun-
cil of Local Union Churches have been, by the said Act, 
admit~ed to and declared to be congregations of The 
United Church of Canada, 
Al1d Whereas, the said Act ratifies and confirms the 
Basis of Union above set out as the basis on which the 
said Churches have W1ited1 
And Whereas, thG three uniting Churches and The General 
Council of Local Union Churches have appointed the 
undersigned as their respective represen~atives on the 
first meeting of the General Council of The Qnited 
Church. 
Now, Therefore, we, the duly appointed representatives 
of The Presbyterian Church in Canada, The Methodist 
Church, The Congregational Churches of Canada, and The 
General Council of Local Union Churches, respectively, 
on the First General Council of The United Church of 
Canada, do hereby subscribe our names to the said Basis 
oi Union.20 
In keepi11g with this declaration, the four represent-
atives of the respective uniting churches and the General 
Council of Local Union Churches, affixed their signatures to 
the Basis£! Union. To Dr. s. o. Chown then fell the honor 
of ma.~ing the following historic pronouncement: 
20Ibid., p. 2s. 
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I hereby declare that the Presbyterian Church in Canada, 
the Congregational Churches of Canada, and the Methodist 
Church, Canada, along with the General Council of Local 
Union Churches are now united and constituted as one 
Church, to be designated and known as nThe United Church 
of Canada."21 
Hereupon followed a prayer, constituting the first Gen-
eral Council of The United Church of Canada. The General 
Council then transacted its first item of business, namely, 
the reception of the American Presbyterian Church, Montreal, 
into The United Church of Canada. This particular portion 
of the inaugural service was then closed with the singing of 
the hymn "O God of Bethel." 
The consummation of union was then sealed with the cel-
ebr ation of Holy Communion. Dr. George c. Pidgeon had been 
elected to officiate, and Professors. P. Rose, o. o., of 
Wesleyan Theological College in Montreal, preached the ser-
mon, b&sed on John 12:20-32.22 The sermon was followed by 
the singing of "When I Survey the Wondrous Cross," after 
which the communion elements were consecrated, and then dis-
pensed by some two hundred and fifty laymen, under the 
direction of Dr. Pidgeon. The service of Holy Communion was 
closed with a prayer of thanksgiving offered by the offici-
ant, Dr. Pidgeon. 
The following day a news correspondent covering the in-
augural service enthused as follows: 
21Pidgeon, 22• ~., PP• 79,80. 
22The United Church of Canada, Proceedings, 1925, P• 7. 
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Rivall ing in intensity or religious fervor and attend-
ance any Protes tant revival which the world has ever 
witnessed, yesterday morning's gathering will live long 
i n the memories of those fortunate enough to be present. 
Beneath the lofty arched roof of the great Arena, the 
s acred covenant of union was signed on a sheepskin 
par chment by t he l eaders of the three uniting Churches, 
the while a sea of upward of seven thousand upturned 
faces gazed on the spectacle in silent reverence and 
praye r. But probably the most inspiring and deeply de-
voti onal pr ocedure of the morning was the administration 
of t he Sacrament of the Lord's Supper to the mighty 
tiu:or19 o It was a, reverent concourae of people who sat 
in deep silent devoti on as the bread and wine were 
passed irom hand to hand, symbolic of belief !n the 
death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Some two hun-
dred and fifty laymen - elders from the Presbyterian 
Chur ch, stewards from the Methodist Church, and deacons 
from the Congr egational Church - moved smoothly and 
quietly through the tiers of seats, and though the en-
·l:i r e ce lebration was completed in about half an hour, 
t here seemed no undue haste, but rather the slow, 
methodical progreas which marks the service of Commun-
i on i n any church gathering.23 
'l'hus , after mo1·e t han twenty years of negotiations , the union 
of the Presbyt erian Church in Canada, the Methodist Church, 
Canada , m1d the Congregational Churches of Canada, was con-
swn.~ated on June 10, 1925. 
State Of The Church At The Consumnation Of Union 
When The united Church of Canada was offi cially con-
stituted, it inherited all of the Methodist Church, over 
ninety percent of the Congregational churches, and almost 
two-thirds of the Presbyterian Church. The most accurate 
2SChown, 22• E:!•, p. 120. 
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statistics available2~ show that at the time of union, the 
total n,unber of congr egations in the three uniting churches 
was 9 ,480 . Of t.hi e num.ber, 8,688 entered the uni on. Of 
<:he number of congr egations that ent ered the union, 163 were 
Congregat ional, 4 , 797 we?:'e Methodist, and 3,728 were Presby-
terian. A total of 792 congregations, eight of which were 
Congi:'egat.:l.ona.l i and 734 of which were Presbyt e r i an, did not 
concur in ·.:he w1io11. 
I n i ts r eport to the first General Council of The United 
Chur ch of Canada , the Bureau of Literature, Information, and 
~ubl i c Meetl 11gs submi t t e a the t otal. member ship o f the newly-
created chur ch at 692 ,838 . The membership of the new church 
was compr ised of 12 ,220 Congregationalis ts, 266 , lll Presby-
t erians, and 414,047 Methodists. As the manpower of t he new 
chur ch, the Bureau reported that 3,819 ministers were entsr-
ing The Unite d Church of Canada. The Congregationalists 
brought eighty-five of this number, the Presbyterians brought 
2,037, and the Methodists brought 2,065. The number of mis-
sionaries entering the new church was 648, of which twenty-
four were Congregationalists, 310 were Methodists, and 314 
were Presbyterians. The total ministerial force of the new 
church, as reported to the first General Council, was 4,467.25 
24see Appendix B. 
2sThe United Church of Canada, Proceedings, 1925, p. 75. 
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The fusion of Presbyterians, Methodists, and Congre-
gationalists, in the new church, was achieved quite readily. 
Those who were union-minded had been drawn closer and closer 
together during the course of the negotiations. When the 
union was finally conswmnated they felt as one. In spite 
of theological and political differences, they had united 
upon a Bas is 2£ Union broad enough so as to include every-
one, and offend no one, that was union-minded. Those who 
came into the union were satisfied that the objectives for 
which they had struggled were achieved. The will of God, 
they felt , had been done. Although there was a bitter after-
math, although there were many property settlements to be 
made, although a considerable number of ministers found 
themselves without churches because they were unionists and 
their congregations voted against the union, the new church 
set itself to the task of evangelizing a growing country, 
and meeting the spiritual needs of an ever-receding frontier. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSION 
Summary Statement 
The United Church of Canada, which came into existence 
on June 10, 1925, is representative of three distinct strains 
of Protestant Christianity in Canada. Two of these strains, 
represented by the Presbyterian Church in Canada, and the 
Congregational Churches of Canada respectively, had their 
roots embedded in historic Calvinism. The other, represented 
by the Methodist Church, Canada, was of the Arminian tradi-
tion. Having negotiated a Basis of Union, sufficiently broad 
to embrace both the liberal and conservative elements, the 
three churches consununated organic union, and planted a new 
denomination upon the Canadian religious scene. 
Each of the wiiting churches was itself a united church, 
and had been committed to the principle of union at an early 
date. To be sure, when the first missionaries came across 
the sea or moved into Canada from the United States of Amer-
ica, they brougli: with them the divisions of their home 
churches, and planted them together with the congregations 
they established. Gradually, however, it became evident 
that much that had contributed to divisiveness in the home-
land, did not exist in the new country, and divisions became 
increasingly difficult to maintain. A new spirit of 
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fellowship, the vastness of the new country, the very 
meagre r e sources of the widely-scattered churches, and the 
need of f rontier settlements for the Christian Gospel and 
the ordinances of religion, all contributed to the growing 
conviction that competing churches were too costly a luxury. 
The principle of union found practical expression in 
the year 1817, when two Scottish secessionist groupe, who 
had been responsible for laying the permanent foundations of 
Presbyter ianism in Canada, resolved their differences and 
united . 1 In subsequent years, eight separate unions were 
effected , culminating in the general Presbyterian union of 
Methodism in Canada has a similar history of union. In 
the first century of its existence in Canada, Methodism was 
aG divided as Presbyterianism. However, as was the case in 
Presbyterianism, so in Methodism, the principle of union 
began to find practical expression. Beginning with the year 
1820, some sixteen different Methodist bodies consummated 
eight separate unions, culminating in the general Methodist 
union of 1884.s 
The Congregational Churches of· Canada were equally 
lwilliam Gregg, Short History~ the Presb;erian Church 
in the Dominion of Canada from the EarII'ist to e Present 
Tlmi)l"second Edit!'on, Revised, Toronto: c. Biickitt Robinson, 
'!"ffi), p. 194. 
2~., p. 188 • 
. ~J. E. Sanderson, The First Centr, of Methodism in 
Canada (Toronto: Williain"Brlggs, l908~IY; 402. ~ 
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committed to the principle and practice of union. In the 
year ·1846 Congregati.onalisrn in the Maritime Provinces formed 
the Congregational Union of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. 
Seven years later, the Congregational Union of Ontario and 
Quebec came into e>dstence. Little more than a half century 
la·cer, in 1906, even as organic union with the Presbyterians 
and Methodists was being negotiated, Canadian Congregation-
alism consolidated its forces Wlder the Congregational Union 
of Canada.~ During the following year this Union received 
a numbe r of churches in affiliation with the United Brethren 
in Christ. 
From the foregoing it can be seen that the three bodies 
which merged to form The United Church of Canada, were at an 
early date committed to the principle of union, and were ex-
perienced in putting this principle into practice. For the 
most part they fostered the idea that wherever the issue 
which had caused division ceased to exist, and wherever it 
was economically and socially expedient to present a consol-
idated front, it was their Christian duty to unite. The 
members of the Congregational, Methodist, and Presbyterian 
churches were frequently together in evangelistic and reform 
movements, and when the Canadian West began to open up as a 
home mission field, it became the policy and practice of 
each church to co-operate in meeting the spiritual needs of 
~The Canadian Congregational Yearbook, 1906-1907, 
Thirty::Fc)urth Annual Volume (Toronto: Congregatlo~Publi-
shing Company, l906), p. 22. 
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the settlers, and providing them with the ordinances of 
religior,. 
~hue, the seeds of organic union were sown. The latter 
years of the nineteenth century witnessed the appointment of 
a number oi ea.'lurcb union comrni ttees. The Presbyterian Church 
aent overtures to the Congregational Churches and also formed 
a cOllUUittee to confer with other churches on the general sub-
ject of church union. About the ss.me time, the Methodists 
devised and proposed a scheme of federation of local congre-
gations. The result of these activities was that the existing 
sense of fellowship was de.paned, the areas where overlapping 
of church work occurred were more sharply defined, and the 
way was opened to more extensive and formal co-operation be-
tween the churches. 
In the year 1899, a formal agreement "not to send an 
additional missionary into any locality where either church 
was already carrying on its work,w was negotiated by the Home 
Mission authorities of the Presbyterian and Methodist chur-
ches.s This was the beginning of "officialw co-operation 
between· the churches, and might well be considered the begin-
ning of actual negotiations leading to the consummation of 
5Basis of union of The United Church of Canada as Pre-
~-d !?x. TheJoint Coiiim!tte'e on Church Union' and Approvmy 
~Preabyterlan Church in Canida, The General Conference of 
The Methodist Church, The Congregational Union of Canada, 
Also A Brief Historical Statement (Toronto: The Joint com-
mittee on Church Union, November, 1924), p. 19. 
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organic union. The period of co-operation that followed 
was in a r eal sense the forerunner of organic union. Where 
the idea l of organic union did not yet exist, there the 
co-operative endeavor of the churches served to 9lant it. 
And wher e the ideal of organic union had already taken root, 
there the co-operative endeavors of the churches served to 
keep it alive and even solidify it. 
A rather significant step toward organic union was 
taken at a meeting of the Methodist General Conference in 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, in 1902. As a member of the Presbyterian 
fraternal deputation to the Conference, Principal Patrick of 
Manitoba College struck a vigorous note of union in his re-
marks to the assembled delegates. The Conference subsequently 
appointed a coI11l\ittee to confer with representatives of the 
Preabyterian and Congregational churches, on the subject of 
church union. During the following year these two churches 
took corresponding action. 6 
The Joint committee on Church Union held a preliminary 
conference in April, 1904,7 and the members reported back 
to their respective church courts that they were of one mind 
uthat organic union is both desirable and practicable.• 
When the Joint Committee next met in December, 1904, it set 
itself to the task of negotiating organic union. It was 
6!.e!g., P• 20. 
7~., p. 21. 
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generally recognized by members of the committee, that the 
matter of organic union was of such importa.~ce that it should 
not be considered hastily. It was further recognized that 
the decision to consummate organic union should carry the 
consent of the en·cire membership, and that no final step 
should be taken until ample opportunity had been given for 
consideration of the whole questiQn in the courts of the 
respective churches and by the membership generally. To 
facili tate its general task of drafting a basis upon which 
the negotiating churches could unite, the Joint Comraittee 
appointed five subconL~itteea which were to concern them-
selves with questions on Doctrine, Polity, Administration, 
the Ministry, and taw, respectively. 
Subsequent annual meetings of the Joint Committee re-
ceived, reviewed, and revised the findings of its subcommittees, 
with the result that by 1908 a Basis~ Union had been drafted 
and agreed upon.a This document was transmitted to the su-
preme courts of the negotiating churches together with the 
recommendation that it be submitted to the lower courts and 
the general membership of those churches. During the next 
three years the proposed Basis 2! Union was received and 
approved in general, by the supreme courts, and in harmony 
with the constitutional procedure of the respective churches, 
submitted for consideration of the lower courts and the 
general membership. 
,~., p. 22. 
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Subsequent to the plebiscites in the churches, the 
supreme courts took appropriate action. The Congregation-
alists, who had voted some months before the Presbyterians 
and Methodists, gave their approval by a decided magority. 
The Congregational Union, therefore, considerad the action 
as sufficient, and expressed itself prepared to await the 
outcome of the plebiscites in the other churches, and to 
take whatever steps were yet necessary to consummate the 
union. 
The lower cour ts and the general membership within the 
Methodis t Church, by a very substantial majority, registered 
approval of organic union with the Presbyterian and Congre-
gational churches, on the basis proposed by the Joint 
Committee. Thereupon, the General Conference Special Commit-
tee went on record as being "satisfied that the Methodist 
Church is now prepared to proceed toward the Union of the 
thr~e negotiating Churches on the Basis of Union heretofore 
agreed upon. "9 
Those who participated in the Presbyterian plebiscite 
were asked to approve or disapprove, not only organic union 
with the Methodist and Congregational churches, but also the 
Basis f!! Union proposed by the Joint Committee. Although 
both questions received approval by the majority of voters, 
the disapproving minority was substantial enough to move the 
9zbid., p. 24 • 
............. 
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Presbyterian General Assembly to recommend delaying consum-
mation of the union, in the hope that greater unity could 
be achieved within its own ranks. 
Annual meetings of the Joint Committee continued, and 
in spite of increased opposition within the Presbyterian 
Church, progress towards consunmation of the union was con-
tinuously manifest. In the year 1914 the proposed Basis 2! 
Union was slightly revised, and the name ·The United Church 
of Canada", together with the names of its courts, was ap-
proved. The Presbytetian General Assembly of 1915 approved 
the revised Basis of Union and again submitted the whole 
question to the lower courts an~ the general membership of 
the church. Although the ensuing plebiscite revealed that 
the disapproving minority had registered a slight increase, 
organic union with the Methodist and Congregational churches 
was again approved. Thereupon, the General Assembly resolved 
to proceed to consummate organic union with the Methodist and 
Congregational churches, and a committee was appointed to act 
in conjunction with the corresponding committees of the other 
churches to take whatever steps were yet necessary to legally 
consummate the union. The committee waa instructed to report 
to the General Assembly after the end of the first year fol-
lowing the close of the World War. 
Until 1921 there was little official activity relative 
to union, and comparative peace and quiet prevailed within 
the Presbyterian Church. The committee, as instructed, worked 
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in conjunction with corresponding committees of the other 
churches and quietly disoharged the duties laid upon it by 
the Gener al Assembly. In the year 1921 tbe General Assembly 
again took up the question of union and resolved "to consum-
mate organic union ••• as expeditiously as possible."10 
In the meantime, there had come into existence in West-
ern Canada, a rather substantial number of local union 
churches. The local union churches consisted for the most 
part of Presbyterians and Methodists, with a sprinkling from 
other faiths , who availed themselves of the services of min-
isters from either denon1ination. No:cmally they held connection 
with one or the other, or even both of the parent bodies, and 
from tin1e to time various plans of co-operation, delimitation 
of territory, and affiliation were devised and put into practice. 
For the most part the local union churches were formed in anti-
cipation of organic union, and it is safe to say that they 
exerted no small measure of influence in bringing that union 
to consununation. In the course of time "The General Council 
of Local Union Churches" which was representative of a major-
ity of the union churches, was formed, and from 1921 on its 
representatives were welcomed to the annual meetings of the 
Joint Committee. When the first General Council of The United 
Church of Canada convened, ten representatives of the local 
lOActs and Proceedings of the Fory-Seventh General As-
sembly oTthe'Presbyterlan Church°in anada, June i-9, l9ll 
(Torontoi' The Murrary Printing Company Limitecr,-!92lf, P• JO. 
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union churches were among its delegates. 
Subsequent t o the decision of the Presbyterian General 
Assembly of 1921 , draft bills for the Dominion Parliament 
and the Provincial Legislatures were prepared a11d ca r e fully 
considered. These bills were received, considered, and ap-
proved by the supre..~e courts of the negoti ating churches, 
anu then introduced to the Dominion and Provincial legislat-
ing bodies. In spite of opposition attempts to have the 
legislation disqualified or a.mended, primarily on the basis 
of the fact that the Presby·terian Church in Canada could not 
be l egislated out of existence, the necessary legislation 
was enacted by the Dominion Parliament, to become effective 
on June 10, 1925. Similar legislation was enacted by the 
vari.ous Provincial Legislatures from 1924 to 1925. 
The Dominion legislation set forth that the three ne-
gotiating churches had the constitutional right to unite 
without loss of their identity, and incorporated The United 
Church of Canada as a legally established property-holding 
entity. It also provided for the right of congregations, 
ministers, and members to vote not to enter the union. It 
further provided for a Property Commission through which non-
concurring congregations could receive an equitable share of 
the general property of the church in which they formerly held 
membership. several of the Provinces also provided for a Com-
mission to make adjustments in cases of extreme hardship of 
minorities in relation to congregational property. 
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What re.mainecl, was, fox: the vote to be taken, the union 
to be consummated , and property settlements to be made. Dur-
ing the siu-month period prior to the effective date of the 
Dominion Act, the vote was taken. On June 10, 1925, the date 
established by Dominion legislation, the union was solemnly 
consuuunated at a large inaugural service held in Mutual Street 
Arena, Toronto, Ontario. Upwards of 8,000 people witnessed 
the conswmnation of the union which had taken more than two 
decades to negotiate. And even as the union of Presbyterians, 
Methodists, and Congregationalists was consummated, the new 
church had visions of an even wider and more comprehensive 
union. This is indicated by the concluding words of the 
Joint Committee's final report to the first General Council 
of The United Church of Canada, which stateds 
We draw attention to the fact that the spirit of unity 
has charactarized t.he Churc..~es of Canada from the dawn 
of her history. Each of the Churches now uniting is 
itnelf a United Church. The present Union, now consum-
mated, is but another step toward the wider union of 
Evang~lical Churches , not only in Canada, but through-
out the world.11 
Evaluation Of 'l'he Movement 
Every man has a bias, and this writer is no exception. 
It is therefore difficult to attempt to evaluate objectively, 
a movement like that which bro~ght Presbyterians, Methodists 
llaecord of Proceedia!s of The First General Council of 
The Onitecfcnur'ch of ·cana , June l0-18, 19~5 (Toronto, n.p.', 
1'925) , p. 63. -
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and CongragationaU.sts together, to form The United Church 
of Canada. Basically , there are two approaches to a move-
ment of thi s nature. The one approach is guided by the 
principle "no organic imion without doctrinal unity, 0 and 
the other is the principle of the unionist , "in esaentials 
unity, in non-essentials liberty, in all things charity." 
To place the whole movement in an obj·ecti ve frame of refer-
ence, therefore, and try to evaluate it without bias, is 
difficult. 
Inasmuch as the movement: which culminated in The United 
Church of Canada bro~ght together several denominations hav-
ing distinctive doctrinal dif£erences, !t must be labelled 
unionistico The doctrinal differences were not resolved; on 
the contrary, they were largely ignored in~ statement of 
faith broad enough to embrace liberal and conservative ele-
ments in either of the churches. 
Each of the uniting churches lost something distinctive 
by entering the union. The Congregationalists, lost muc:h of 
their highly-cherishec independence. Throughout the course 
of negotiations they contended for that independence, as 
they did for an ever simpler statement of faith. ~hough 
historically related to Calvinism, and instrumental in draft-
ing the Westll"inster Confession, they later developed an 
apathy toward creeds and insisted on intellectual freedom. 
Accordingly they formulated only broad, simple statements of 
faith, as an expression of their fellowship. It was their 
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hope that something similar would be adopted in the Basia 
2! Union~ '!'heir hope was however, not realized. 
The Methodists lost something ftmdamental inasmuch as 
the B~s1° C • d'd ui d l ub i i 
-=--"' ... ~ Un:.t.on :J. not req re cree a s scr pt on, to 
which, of course , they were accustomed. They also lost their 
stat i oning committee , by which they had been able to control 
pas tors ai1d pastorates . In polity they seem to have gained 
s ome"t·rha't., inasmuch as the Basis 2! Union provides for a pol-
ity nearer to the Methodists than to the Presbyterians. 
The Presbyterians lost per haps more than either of the 
other two uniting bodies. It cannot be overlooked that they 
lost approxim~tely one-third of their church. In addition, 
they left behind the Westminster Confession and the symbols 
they had been accustomad to using for instruction in the 
fundamental doctrines. They also lost the fundamental prin-
ciple of their polity, which regarded all administration as 
a sexvice to the Lord, and all servants as equals. There 
were no degrees of authority in the Presbyterian system. 
Both ruling and teaching elders were considered equal in 
authority, different only as to fwiction. 
The wiion got off to a bad start when almost one third 
of the Presbyterian· Church voted non-concurrence. The af-
termath was characterized by bitterness, competition and 
litigation, resulting in broken churches and divided com-
munities. A number of simple measures ~ght have prevented 
much of this. 
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In the first place, the whole union movement should 
have been accompanied by a program of education. Education 
aimed at mutual understandlng on · the part of both the lead-
er::: and t he rank and file of the meni.bership, conld have gone 
a long way toward solving many of the movementJs problenlS . 
As it was, the proponents of \.Ulion did not. conduct a program 
of education until just a few years prior to consmr.mation of 
the union. By-that time the opposition was well organized, 
and anti-union sentiment was firmly entrenched in t.t~e minds 
of many people. 
The moti.vation for union left something to be desired. 
The whole movement should have been characterized by a high 
spiritual level. Doubtless there were many who had motives 
high and true, but the primary motive seems to have been the 
conserving of men and money. While this principle may have 
some value , it is not tho principle upon which a movement 
such as this should be based. And then, as the negotiation• 
became more difficult in the face of rising oppositioo, a 
spirit of "Wlion at all costs" seems to have prevailed, 
among the unionists. Perhaps the principle, "how will this 
benefit the kingdom of God" rather than "how will this bene-
fit the churches" might have served to raise the level of 
the entire wiion movement. 
The unionists might have taken greater recognition of 
the strength of the opposition. Granted, that both votes 
in the Presbyterian Church indicated a majority in favor of 
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the union, however, this was a majority of those who exer-
cised their franchise, and not a majority of the membership. 
In the final analysis, -less than half of the communicant 
member s hi p of the Presbyterian Church, carried that church 
into the union. 
Another measure which may have served to prevent much 
of the bitter aftermath and provide for a more successful 
union is a vote of the people on the basis of proposed legis-
lation, prior to the passing of that legislation. In this 
manner, the rights of all concerned, concurring and non-
concurring could have been clearly spelled out, and the nego-
tiating churches could have received a much more intelligent 
commitment f r om the people, prior to going before the Legis-
laturea for enabling legislation. 
Was the union movement successful? Did the union move-
ment achieve its objectives? From the standpoint of the 
unionists, these questions can be answered in the affirmative. 
One of the objectives of the union movement seems to have 
been to :form a church that could adlnit the largest number 
possible and exclude as few as possible. This objective was 
achieved. The basis upon which the churches united was suf-
ficiently broad to admit almost anyone. The United Church of 
Canada is a liberal church. It does not have a consistent 
theology. Almost any one. can find a home in its communion • 
. It imposes no doctrinal tests. It therefore attracts those 
who resent creedal formulation and subscription, and cherish 
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intellectual freedom. It preaches a social gospel, and fre-
quently makes public pronouncements on various public issues 
ranging f.rc..,m ce.pital punishment to divorce to feminine at-
tire. 
Another objective of the union movement was to create 
a nutional chur.ch in Canada. This The United Church of Can-
ada :i.s , however, not in the sense the.t it is a state church. 
The nationali sm of The United Church of Canada is based not 
on pri. vi l.eges which it expects from the State, but is cre-
ated rather by a sense of r esponsibility to every people of 
every community of the country. The United Church of Canada 
feels the r esponsibllity to serve any and all who are not 
served by any other church. 
Statlstically, the movement that culminated in the form-
ation of 'rhe United Church of Ce.nada, must be considered a 
success . 'l'he uni-t:.ed Church of Canada is today the second 
l argest Christian comm~mion in the country. Among Protest-
ant comnrwi.ions it x·&1ks first.. The Dominion census of 1961 
lists its mewbership at 3,66d,008 or 20.l percent of the 
total population.12 Statistics are not, however, a primary 
criterion for success. The real success or failure of the 
movement cannot be judged on the basis of statistic•. It 
can be judged only on the basis of how faithful the product 
12canada Year Book, 1963-64 (Ottawa: Roger Duhamel, 
Queen's Printer and comptroller of Stationery), P• 17&. 
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of the union movement has been to the t ask committed to its 
charge. This year The United Church of Canada celebrates 
forty years of history. A study of the record and achieve-
ment of the church during that forty-year pe riod since the 
consummation of the union would indicate the measure of 
faithfulness with which The United Church of Canada has 
discharged the responsibilities committed to its charge. 
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-APPENDIX B 
NUMERICAL STRENGTH OF FORMER CONGREGATIONAL, METHODIST 
AND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES, BY CONGREGATI ONS 
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Non-concurring . •: . . .. . . . . • • 5 . . • • 3 ·• . 8 Congregational .... \0 
Total 15 7 26 64 4 27 24 4 171 .;:,. .. . • • • • 
Non-concurring 
• • . • • • . . • . . Methodist 
. • All Concurred • • . • • • • • . . . . ·• 
Total 343 263 68 .. 334 458 1,683 319 513 550 266 4,79 7 
Non-concurring 83 29 
Presbyterian 
24 
•• . . 52 492 14 22 40 28 784 
Total 358 203 73 115 • • 211 1,280 437 876 572 387 4, 512 
Total Con-
gregations 716 473 141 115 334 695 3,027 760 1,416 1,146 657 9, 480 
Congregations 
Uniting 
June 10, 1925 633 444 117 115 334 643 2,530 746 1,394 1,103 629 8,688 
C. E. Silcox, Church Union in Canada, its causes and Consequences 
Institute of Social and Religiou~Research,--yg"J3), p. 282. 
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